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N O T E

THE CRISIS
in
DEMOCRACY
HE NATIONAL C ONSTIT U TION CEN TER , in Philadelphia, is a monument to the benefits of pessimism.
The center, which is situated across an open expanse
from Independence Hall, is a superior educational institution, but, understood correctly, it is also a warning about the
fragility of the American experiment. The 42 Founding Fathers
who are celebrated there, life-size and in bronze—the 39 who
signed the Constitution, and three who refused—did not believe
that men were good. Quite the opposite. “If men were angels, no
government would be necessary,” “Federalist No. 51” states.
The system of government delineated in the Constitution is
a concession to the idea that humans are deficient in the science
of rational self-governance. Today, during a moment in which
truths that seemed self-evident are in doubt—including the idea
that liberal democracy is the inevitable end state of human ideological development—a tour of the Constitution Center reminds
us that the Founders did not necessarily believe they were bringing about the end of history.
I recently visited the center in the company of its president,
Jeffrey Rosen, the legal scholar and an Atlantic contributing editor. Rosen has committed to memory great stretches of The Federalist Papers, and he recited passages as we toured the center’s
collection. (Particularly moving, especially in light of our current
president’s anti-press frenzy, is the full text of the Constitution as
published, two days after it was signed, in The Pennsylvania Packet
and Daily Advertiser.)
“The goal in America today,” Rosen said on our walk, “is to resurrect the primacy of reason over passion—what we are watching now
is the struggle between logos and pathos. The central question in our
democratic age is this: Is it possible to slow down the direct expression of popular passion? The answer to this question is not obvious.”

T
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In some ways, the Constitution Center is the antipode of
Facebook’s headquarters, some 3,000 miles away. The leaders of
Facebook and its Silicon Valley cousins argue that instantaneous,
universal communication is a boon to democracy and freedom.
Constitutional scholars such as Rosen argue that the rapid diffusion of all manner of information—the false and the decontextualized, especially— can just as easily expedite the formation of mobs.
Last year, as Donald Trump (who is undeniably talented in the
dark art of mob formation) launched his assault on the norms that
undergird American democracy, Rosen and I fell into a discussion about James Madison, the fourth president. I asked Rosen to
imagine what Madison, the main proponent among the Founders
of indirect democracy, would have made of Trump, of Trumpism,
and of our coarse and frenzied political age. Rosen’s eloquent
answer is contained in his essay, “Madison vs. the Mob,” which is an
anchor article in this special issue on democracy in peril.
“Twitter, Facebook, and other platforms have accelerated public discourse to warp speed, creating virtual versions of the mob.
Inflammatory posts based on passion travel farther and faster
than arguments based on reason,” Rosen writes. “We are living,
in short, in a Madisonian nightmare.”
Madison, Rosen goes on to argue, would have found the populist reforms of the Progressive era, and gerrymandering, and political self-sorting all to be significant dangers as well. And then
there is the matter of the out-of-control presidency. “Madison
feared that Congress would be the most dangerous branch of the
federal government, sucking power into its ‘impetuous vortex.’
But today he would shudder at the power of the executive branch,”
Rosen writes. “The rise of what the presidential historian Arthur
M. Schlesinger Jr. called the ‘imperial presidency’ has unbalanced
the equilibrium among the three branches.”

This special issue grew in part out of my conversations with
Rosen, but it is also rooted in the traditions and mission of The
Atlantic, whose founders wanted this magazine to “endeavor to
be the exponent of what its conductors believe to be the American idea.” In a manifesto published in the first issue, in 1857, the
founders did not define for the reader, or for subsequent generations of editors, what exactly the American idea is; either it was
too obvious for them to bother outlining (they were all abolitionists, and they held the ideals of equality and the right to pursue
happiness in highest regard), or they wanted each generation of
Atlantic editors and writers to reason for themselves the nature
of the idea.
The writers in this issue are unified in their understanding
that democracy faces acute challenges today. Stephen Breyer, the
Supreme Court justice, writes in his essay, “America’s Courts Can’t
Ignore the World”:

T H E H E A D S O F STAT E

We must convince ordinary
citizens … that they sometimes
must accept decisions that
affect them adversely, and that
may well be wrong. If they are
willing to do so, the rule of law
has a chance. And as soon as
one considers the alternatives,
the need to work within the
rule of law is obvious. The rule
of law is the opposite of the
arbitrary, which, as the dictionary specifies, includes the
unreasonable, the capricious,
the authoritarian, the despotic,
and the tyrannical.

Because the stories in
this issue concern the fate of
democracy, by necessity they
also concern technology. We
find ourselves in the middle
of a vast, unregulated, and insufficiently examined experiment to determine whether
liberal democracy will be
able to survive social media,
biotechnology, and artificial
intelligence. The historian
Yuval Noah Harari—who is not an optimist on this question—
argues in his article, “Why Technology Favors Tyranny,” that
“together, infotech and biotech will create unprecedented
upheavals in human society, eroding human agency and, possibly,
subverting human desires. Under such conditions, liberal democracy and free-market economics might become obsolete.”
We have tried, with this issue, to give the reader a sense that
the problems afflicting America are not America’s alone to bear.
We asked Anne Applebaum, the Pulitzer Prize–winning author
of Gulag: A History, to take us to Europe, where the arc of history
is bending away from liberalism.
Tribalism is another of our concerns, and so we also asked the
Yale Law professors Amy Chua and Jed Rubenfeld to examine the
threat to what could be called American creedal nationalism—

the notion that we are bound not by blood, ethnicity, race, or
religion, but by respect for a common set of beliefs as articulated
in the founding documents. “Americans on both the left and the
right now view their political opponents not as fellow Americans
with differing views, but as enemies to be vanquished,” Chua
and Rubenfeld write. “And they have come to view the Constitution not as an aspirational statement of shared principles and a
bulwark against tribalism, but as a cudgel with which to attack
those enemies.”
Rosen and many of the other contributors to this issue also
explore ways to repair the damage that’s been done. Our ideas
editor, Yoni Appelbaum, writes in his article, “Losing the Democratic Habit,” that American polarization is partly a by-product of
social atomization, and suggests how the customs and language
of democracy might be reintroduced into local culture. “The
American system of government functions properly only
when embedded in a culture
deeply committed to democracy; that culture sustains the
Constitution, not the other
way around,” he says.
In a powerful essay, “The
Bullet in My Arm,” the Atlantic
staff writer Elaina Plott tells us
what she learned about American politics after getting shot.
And, as ever, we examine
the gap between American
ideals and American reality.
Ibram X. Kendi, a professor of
history and international relations at American University
and the author of the National
Book Award–winning Stamped
From the Beginning: The Definitive History of Racist Ideas in
America, argues that racism
today is the equivalent of the
slavery of yesteryear, which
is to say, the issue that keeps
America from becoming the
more perfect union of our
collective hope.
We have tried to make this
issue more than just an inquiry
into the Trump presidency. Trump is a cause of our democratic
deterioration, but he is also a symptom. Nevertheless, we felt it
necessary to call upon our staff writer David Frum to assess the
recent activities of the 45th president. Last year, we published
Frum’s cover story “How to Build an Autocracy,” and here he
provides an update. Trump, he writes, “has scored a dismaying
sequence of successes in his war on U.S. institutions. In this,
Trump is not acting alone. He is enabled by his party in Congress
and its many supporters throughout the country.”
This issue represents the latest in a series of attempts by
The Atlantic to understand the trajectory of democracy and the
American idea. Our hope is that you find this a useful guide to a
perilous moment.
— Jeffrey Goldberg
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how spectacular or long the
bridge is. Their delight and
surprise at the existence of
this massive structure finally
brought home to them the
point I had been trying to make:
Their life had been reduced to
a tiny rectangle, and they were
missing the entire world.
The withdrawal was painful
for them, but we filled their
time with shared activities
(cooking, planning outings,
playing board games, and dog
walks). We took them to the
mountains, where, out of cell
range, they discovered bouldering, wild berries, waterfalls,
and bear scat. I felt like we gave
them the gift of the world in
15 days.
While we were out hiking,
my daughter-in-law sent me
a picture of the 17-month-old
holding his dad’s cellphone
pinched between his ear and
his shoulder while “working”
on an iPad. The caption: “Like
father, like son.”
Christi Dant
KENT ISLAND, MD.

• T H E C O N V E R S AT I O N

The Dangers
of Distracted
Parenting
In the July/August issue, Erika Christakis argued
that we should worry less about children’s screen
time—and more about our own.
We have three sons and three
grandsons. All, including the
17-month-old, are screen
zombies. We just experienced
the power of the addiction/
distraction during a two-week
vacation with our two oldest
grandchildren (13 and 11).
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In the past year, they’ve
crossed the four-and-a-halfmile bridge over the Chesapeake Bay to get to our home
on Kent Island no fewer than
seven times. Until we insisted
on 22 hours a day of screen-free
time, they had never noticed
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Smartphones disrupt every
aspect of our society. We
pay an enormous price for
distracted driving, distracted
marriage, distracted friendship, distracted colleagues.
More significant, we are
distracted from ourselves.
The average person looks at
a smartphone approximately
80 times a day. What is it that
we are looking away from?
What are we going to do to
teach ourselves, our children,
our drivers, our partners, our
friends, and our colleagues
how to self-regulate when they
have a portable dopamine
pump in their pocket?
The cost is clear. This issue is
literally killing us.
Alexis E. Menken, Ph.D.
Pam Firestone
MONTCLAIR, N.J.

Erika Christakis concludes
her article by saying, “When

Overheard on Twitter

“Yes, screen time is
an issue for kids, but
it’s also an issue for
parents, many of
whom parent with
(great term for our
modern age) ‘continuous partial attention’ ”
— @ariannahuff

“Great article that I
just read while holding
my daughter”
— @JeremyMcLellan

you are with your child, put
down your damned phone.”
Perhaps some parents of
my generation (I’m 61) will
remember the delightful
musical number on Sesame
Street that admonished our
children to “put down the
ducky.” The theme back then
was about helping children
let go of their blankies. But
today that song sings more to
smartphone-addicted parents
than to thumb-sucking kids.
Charles Harrington Elster
SAN DIEGO, CALIF.

During my postgraduate studies, I learned that self-image
is the main determinant of
whether a child becomes
successful in life. No other
factor—not IQ, communication skills, knowledge,
experience, or even “who you
know”—plays as important a
role in leading a productive
life. A healthy self-image and
resulting confidence arise
from positive interactions
with adults right from the
beginning. This is the time
when little humans learn to
trust or distrust the world. If
trust is not shaped within
the first two years, it is very
difficult to develop.
Yes! Put down your damned
phone!
Mary King, M.Ed.
FAIRFIELD, IOWA
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A Muslim Among
the Settlers
Wajahat Ali, a Pakistani
American writer, went deep into
the West Bank for the June issue.
I am an American Israeli who
has been living in a settlement
for the past 23 years. Mr. Ali
deserves accolades for his
tenacity and desire to talk with
settlers because he wanted to
understand them (us). This
is a praiseworthy endeavor
precisely because it is so rare.
Mr. Ali concludes that there
are two main impediments to
the “religious cousins,” Jews
and Palestinians, learning to
live together in “actual peace.”
He says that the first is “the
yearning of some Palestinians for all the Jews to leave.”
I would say that this means
our religious cousins prefer to
destroy our Jewish state rather
than build their own state. I
can agree with this.
But I disagree with Mr.
Ali’s second impediment to
peace, the settlements and
“the exclusivist attitude that
motivates the people who live
in them.” I maintain that the
settlements merely reflect the
sad reality of the first impediment. Palestinian Arabs seem
determined to refuse all
attempts to solve the conflict,
in the belief that somehow
with time, all Israelis will “go
back home.” Time goes on
and the settlements grow inexorably. Sadly, our Arab cousins
do not seem to realize this.
We are home, living in our
“massive cities of Jerusalem
stone.” And it is only through
constructive dialogue that
things will change.

Wajahat Ali’s article promised
insight, but delivered little.
The political analysis of the
concluding paragraph was thin:
“Two things stand in the way
of actual peace. The first is the
yearning of some Palestinians
for all the Jews to leave.” That
is hardly blocking peace—no
more so than the yearning of
some Israeli Jews for all the
Palestinians to leave is blocking peace.
The wishful thinking of a
minority does not set national
policy; the self-interest of the
state does. And peace, in spite
of all the public lamentation, is not in the interest of
the Israeli state. Every year
without peace justifies more
settlements and more miles
of the apartheid wall, both of
which serve to entrench and
expand Israel’s colonialist
acquisition of land. Every year
of conflict adds billions of U.S.
aid and grants to the Israeli
coffers, as well as another
installment of the $38 billion
of military aid promised over
the next decade.
My hopes rose, though, as I
read the next sentence, when
the author finally named a real
obstacle to peace—the illegal
settlements. Alas, he skipped
over the systemic settlement
policy and instead concluded
that the culprit was the “exclusivist attitude that motivates
the people who live in them.”
The Israeli government recruits
people with precisely this attitude to carry out land theft for
the state. They are the result of
policy, not the cause of it.
Sadly, Ali’s article was little
more than a travelogue featuring anecdotal conversations
with the locals.

Esther Behar

Kate Hayward

HASHMONAIM, WEST BANK

HAMILTON, NEW ZEALAND

Of the eight Jewish interviewees quoted in “A Muslim
Among the Settlers,” almost
all were English-speaking
men of Ashkenazi (meaning
European) descent who are
from the United States or were
educated abroad. Whitewashing Israel’s demographics
entrenches the separation
between “Jew and Arab” and
reinforces the idea that all
Israeli Jews are of European
descent and carry intergenerational trauma from the
Holocaust. It erases the very
existence of the large part of
the Israeli Jewish population—
some 50 percent—that comes
from the Arab and Muslim
world (Mizrahi Jews), not to
mention working-class Jews
(many of whom are Mizrahi)
and women.
As a Yemenite Jew whose
family lived on the Arabian
Peninsula for thousands of
years, I was deeply disappointed by the erasure of
the Mizrahi narrative. For one,
we must break the false binary
that the Israel-Palestine divide
is between Jews and Arabs.
Our histories are deeply intertwined. When Mizrahi Jews
arrived in Israel in the middle
of the last century, they were
relegated to tent cities in the
desert and shuttled into lowskill, low-wage jobs. They were
forced to adopt a European
Israeli identity and expected to
separate themselves from the
Arab “enemy.”
Even if the Jewish settler
population is mostly Ashkenazi, Wajahat Ali missed an
opportunity to deepen his
analysis and to make explicit
the interconnection between
the oppression of Mizrahi Jews
and of Palestinians, which is
rooted in anti-Arab racism.

As long as Jews and Arabs
are seen as natural and eternal
enemies, there will be no
peace in the region.
Ayala Goldstein
OAKLAND, CALIF.

Wajahat Ali responds:
Writing and reporting about
Israel and Palestine is an oftenpainful exercise. Nonetheless,
I’ve always found the journey
to be uncomfortably enriching.
The responses to my piece range
from intense anger and bitter
disappointment to sincere appreciation. I have been accused of being
both a shill for Zionist Jews and
an agent of anti-Israel liberals.
We’re dealing with an
occupation where everything
is contested: land, boundaries,
international laws, hummus.
Reporting on or engaging with the
“other side” is seen as a betrayal
with profound consequences.
But as these letters reveal,
numerous stories populate the
land, each with its own complexities. My job was simply to report
on a specific story in a specific
community: the Israeli settlers in
the occupied West Bank. It is by
no means the definitive story; it
was never meant as such. And we
should be critical of anyone who
claims that his or her story is the
only one worth reading.

Correction:
“What Really Killed the Dinosaurs?” (September) stated
that Gerta Keller claims to
have had near-death experiences with a tiger in Belize and
an anaconda in Madagascar. In
fact, it was a jaguar in Belize
and a boa in Madagascar.
To contribute to The
Conversation, please email
letters@theatlantic.com. Include
your full name, city, and state.
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Perri finds two traits to be most correlated with white-collar violence: narcissism and psychopathy.
The latter is even more common than you might expect in the business world.
— Rene Chun, p. 34

D I S P A T C H E S
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BUILDING AN
AUTOCRACY
Will American democracy
survive Trump? And
will the midterms matter?
B Y D AV I D F R U M

T W E N T Y- O N E M O N T H S I N T O the
Trump presidency, how far has the country rolled down the road to autocracy? It’s
been such a distracting drive—so many
crazy moments!—who can keep an eye
on the odometer?
Yet measuring the distance traveled
is vital. As Abraham Lincoln superbly
said in his “house divided” speech: “If
we could first know where we are, and
whither we are tending, we could then
better judge what to do, and how to do it.”
Illustrations by TYLER COMRIE
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Let’s start with the good news: Against
the Trump presidency, federal law
enforcement has held firm. As of this writing, Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s
inquiry is proceeding despite the president’s fulminations. The Department of
Justice is ignoring the president’s Twitter
demands to prosecute his opponents. As
far as we know, the IRS and other federal
agencies are not harassing Trump critics. In July, a police department in Ohio
retaliated against a Trump adversary, the
porn actress known as Stormy Daniels, by
arresting her on now-dismissed charges
that she touched undercover officers
while performing at a strip club. But evidence indicates that this was entirely a
local initiative.
Trump sometimes wins in court, as
he did on his Muslim ban. He loses more
often, as he did on separating immigrant
children from their parents at the southern border. Politically charged cases are
advancing through the legal system in
traditionally recognizable ways.
More generally, Trump has been noticeably constrained by his unpopularity. He
inherited a strong and growing economy.
Casualties from America’s military actions have remained low. A more normal
president, facing the same facts, might
expect approval ratings like those of Bill
Clinton during his second term: mid-50s
or higher. Instead, Trump scrapes by in
the low 40s.
In June, Gallup asked Americans to
assess 13 aspects of Trump’s personality. Only 43 percent of respondents
thought he cared about people like them.
Only 37 percent found him honest and
trustworthy. Only 35 percent said they
admired him. Clearly, his erratic and
offensive behavior, his overt racial hostility, and his maltreatment of women have
taken a toll.
The bulk of this magazine issue is
given over to questions about liberal
democracy’s long-term viability. Around
the world, democracy looks more fragile than it has since the Cold War. But
if it survives for now in America, future
historians may well conclude that it was
saved by the president’s Twitter compulsion. Had he preserved a dignified silence
for a few consecutive months, he might
have bled less support and inflicted more
damage on U.S. institutions. Then again,
a Donald Trump with impulse control
would not be Donald Trump.
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Trump has built the worst-functioning
family’s businesses. Trump’s disdain for
White House in living memory, and its
ethical niceties has infected his Cabinet
self-inflicted errors have slowed him
and his senior staff. It’s no longer much
down almost as much as his personof a story when his commerce secretary
ality has. He traveled to Saudi Arabia,
is revealed to have filed false financial
but never visited forward-deployed U.S.
disclosures or when his top communicatroops in the region. Potentially positive
tions aide turns out to have worked to
moments, like North Korea’s release of
intimidate alleged sexual-harassment
three detainees on May 10, 2018, are reguvictims at Fox News. Or when his sonlarly squashed by stupidities, like the leak
in-law is shown to have sought financing
that day of a White House
aide’s denigration of John
McCain (“It doesn’t matter; he’s dying anyway”).
Many Americans hope that
Yet even as Trump ties
Democratic victories in
his own shoelaces together
November might reverse
and lurches nose-first into
the Rose Garden dirt, he
the country’s course.
has scored a dismaying
But they should be wary.
sequence of successes in
his war on U.S. institutions.
In this, Trump is not acting
alone. He is enabled by his party in Confor business ventures from investors in
gress and its many supporters throughQatar and the United Arab Emirates at
out the country. Republican leaders and
the same time that he was participating
donors have built a coping mechanism
in the administration’s discussion about
for the age of Trump, a mantra: “Ignore
which of those countries to back in a milithe weird stuff, focus on the policy.” But
tary confrontation. If one gauge of authorithe policy is increasingly driven by the
tarianism is the merger of state power with
weird stuff: tariffs, trade wars, quarrels
familial economic interests, the needle is
with allies, suspicions of secret deals
approaching the red zone.
with the Russians. The weird stuff is the
policy—and it is transforming the presiSUBORDINATION OF STATE TO LEADER
dent’s party in ways not easily or soon
At a July 20, 2018, ceremony, CEOs gathcorrected. Maybe you don’t care about the
ered in the White House to offer personal
president’s party. You should, because a
job-creation pledges to the president.
liberal democracy cannot endure if only
Watch the video if you have not already;
one of its two major parties remains comthe scene recalls a rajah accepting accomitted to democratic values.
lades from his submissive feudatories.
Here are the three areas of most immiPerhaps the most defining characternent concern:
istic of modern autocrats such as Recep
Tayyip Erdoğan, Viktor Orbán, and Vladimir Putin is the way they seek to subsume
ETHICS
the normal operations of government into
President Trump continues to defy longtheir cult of personality. In a democracy,
standing ethical expectations of the Amerthe chief executive is understood to be a
ican president. He has never released his
public employee. In an autocracy, he prestax returns, and he no longer even bothers
ents himself as a public benefactor, even
to offer specious reasons, like a supposed
as he uses public power for personal ends.
audit. His aides shrug off the matter as
Apparently to punish the Washington
something decided back in 2016.
Post owner and Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos
Meanwhile, the president continues to
for his paper’s reporting, Trump has
collect payments from people with a vested
pressed the Postal Service to raise Amainterest in decisions made by his adminiszon’s rates—thus warning other business
tration, from foreign governments looking
leaders to be careful what they say. He
to influence U.S. policy, and even from his
has conscripted NFL team owners into
own party. Those who seek the president’s
his war against black football players who
attention know to patronize his hotels
kneel during the national anthem to proand golf courses. Authoritarian China has
test racism and police brutality.
fast-tracked trademark protections for his
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Trump’s tariffs personalize power
too. They enable him to privilege some
industries and hurt others. Some losers—
farmers, say—may be compensated; others, such as aerospace manufacturers,
will be disregarded. All economic sectors
must absorb the new truth that executive
action can send their profits soaring (in
July, not long after Trump imposed new
tariffs on steel and aluminum, America’s
largest steelmaker reported
its highest second-quarter
profits ever) or tumbling
(shares of Molson Coors,
which relies on cheap aluminum to make its beer cans,
dropped 14 percent this
spring after Trump’s tariffs
were announced).
When Trump refers to
“my” generals or “my” intelligence agencies, he is teaching his supporters to rethink
how the presidency should
function. We are a long
way from Ronald Reagan’s
remark that he and his wife
were but “the latest tenants
in the People’s House.”

intervention in his election, Republican members of the House Intelligence
Committee have concocted (and the conservative media have disseminated) an
elaborate fantasy about an FBI plot against
Trump. The party’s senior leaders know
that the fantasy is untrue. That’s why they
squelch attempts to act on the fantasy by
opening a special-counsel investigation
into the bureau. But they cheerfully allow

A LT E R N A T I V E F A C T S

Trump is hardly the first
president to lie, even about
grave matters. Yet none of
his predecessors did anything quite like what he did in
July: Travel to a U.S. Steel facility and brag that, thanks to
his leadership, the company
would open seven wholly
new facilities. In reality, the
company was reopening
two blast furnaces at a single
facility. You’d think his audience would know better, but
the assembled employees cheered anyway.
Trump may not be much of a manager
or developer, but he is a great storyteller.
He has substantially shaped his supporters’ worldview, while successfully isolating them from damaging news. The share
of Republicans with a positive opinion
of the FBI tumbled from 65 percent in
early 2017 to 49 percent this past July.
In the past three years, Vladimir Putin’s
approval rating among Republicans has
almost tripled, to 32 percent.
To protect the president—and
themselves—from the truth about Russia’s

their supporters to believe the fantasy—or
to believe it just enough, anyway, to get
revved up for the midterm elections.
A N Y A M E R I C A N S WA N T to
believe that Democratic victories
in November will reverse the country’s
course. They should be wary of investing
too much hope in that prospect. Should
Democrats recover some measure of
power in Congress, their gains could
perversely accelerate current trends. As
Republicans lose power in Washington,
Trump will gain power within his party.

M

Today, Republicans queasy about
Trump can look to House Speaker Paul
Ryan or Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell as alternative sources of
power or patronage in Washington. But
if the party loses hold of Congress, congressional Republicans’ clout will dwindle. Power will be divided in Washington
between Trump and the Democrats. If
legislative success becomes a vanishing possibility, the White
House may begin testing
the limits of its authority
more aggressively.
Trump will face more
hearings, more investigations, and generally more
trouble than he faces today.
Partisan loyalties will be
engaged as Republicans
rally around their embattled
leader. The conservative
pundit M. Stanton Evans
quipped, “I didn’t like Nixon
until Watergate.” A joke
then describes reality today.
Among Trump supporters,
“No collusion!” has already
evolved into “Collusion is
not a crime,” with “Collusion is patriotic” perhaps
soon to follow. Trump supporters have no exit ramp.
Party affiliation has hardened since the 1970s into
a central aspect—in many
ways the central aspect—of
personal identity. If Trump
is exposed and repudiated,
his supporters will be discredited alongside him. If
he is to survive, they must
protect him.
In an ultrapolarized
post-November environment, the Republican Party may radicalize further as it shrivels, ceasing to
compete for votes and looking to survive
instead by further changing the voting
system. Donald Trump is president for
many reasons, but one is the astonishing
drop in African American voter participation from 2012 to 2016. It’s not surprising that Hillary Clinton inspired lower
black voter turnout than Barack Obama
did in 2012. It is surprising that she
inspired lower black turnout than John
Kerry did in 2004. But in the intervening years, the rules were changed in ways
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that made voting much harder for nonRepublican constituencies, particularly
black people—and the rules continue to
be changed in that direction.
You may know the story of American
democracy as a series of suffrage extensions, culminating in the reforms of the
1960s and ’70s. But voting rights have
just as often been rolled back at the state
and local levels—the literacy tests and poll
taxes of the Jim Crow South are the bestknown examples. Since 2010, that history
of state-pioneered ballot restrictions has
repeated itself, and if Republican power
holders feel themselves especially beset
after 2018, the rollbacks may continue.

for decades after his death. Argentina,
emerging from neo-Peronism, has stumbled on its way back to legality.
Weakened institutions will be challenged from multiple directions: We are
already hearing liberals speculating about
1930s-style court packing as a response to
Trump’s cramming of the judiciary. The
distrust of free speech on campus is being
carried by recent graduates into their jobs
and communities. We see in other countries, especially the United Kingdom, the
rise of an activist left nearly as paranoid
and anti-Semitic, as disdainful of liberal
freedoms and democratic institutions, as
the so-called alt-right in the U.S.

E CANNOT BLAME democracy’s
troubles in the United States or
overseas on any one charismatic demagogue. Many of today’s authoritarians
are notably uncharismatic. They flourish
because they command political or ethnic blocs that, more and more, prevail
only as pluralities, not majorities. So it is
with Trump.
Free societies depend on a broad agreement to respect the rules of the game. If a
decisive minority rejects those rules, then
that country is headed toward a convulsion. In 2016, Trump supporters openly
brandished firearms near polling places.
Since then, they’ve learned to rationalize clandestine election assistance from
a hostile foreign government. The president pardoned former Sheriff Joe Arpaio,
convicted of contempt of court for violating civil rights in Maricopa County, Arizona, and Dinesh D’Souza, convicted of
violating election-finance laws—sending
an unmistakable message of support for
attacks on the legal order. Where President Trump has led, millions of people
who regard themselves as loyal Americans, believers in the Constitution, have
ominously followed.
Once violated, democratic norms are
not easy to restore, as Rachel Kleinfeld
of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace has observed. In the wake
of Silvio Berlusconi’s corrupt tenure as
prime minister, Italy is now governed by
a strange coalition of extremist parties.
Nominally of the right and the left, they
share a dislike of the European Union,
affinity for Putin’s Russia, and distrust
of vaccines. Fate struck down the demagogic Louisiana governor Huey Long, but
his family bestrode the state’s politics

It could happen here. Restoring democracy will require more from each of
us than the casting of a single election
ballot. It will demand a sustained commitment to renew American institutions,
reinvigorate common citizenship, and
expand national prosperity. The road to
autocracy is long—which means that we
still have time to halt and turn back. It
also means that the longer we wait, the
farther we must travel to return home.
David Frum is an Atlantic staff writer.
His latest book, Trumpocracy: The
Corruption of the American Republic,
is now out in paperback.
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Churchill’s Disappointed Mother
Winston Churchill was 15 years old and a student at
Harrow School when his mother, Jennie Churchill,
wrote him the following letter from London on
June 12, 1890.
DEAREST WINSTON,

• From My Darling Winston:
The Letters Between Winston
Churchill and His Mother,
edited by David Lough,

… I have much to say to you, I’m afraid not of
a pleasant nature. You know darling how I hate
to find fault with you, but I can’t help myself this
time … Your report which I enclose is as you
will see a very bad one. You work in such a fitful
inharmonious way, that you are bound to come out
last—look at your place in the form! Yr father & I
are both more disappointed than we can say, that
you are not able to go up for yr preliminary exam: I
daresay you have 1000 excuses for not doing so—
but there the fact remains …
Dearest Winston you make me very unhappy—I
had built up such hopes about you & felt so proud
of you—& now all is gone. My only consolation is
that your conduct is good and you are an affectionate son—but your work is an insult to your intelligence. If you would only trace out a plan of action
for yourself & carry it out & be determined to do
so—I am sure you could accomplish anything you
wished. It is that thoughtlessness of yours which is
your greatest enemy …
I will say no more now—but Winston you are old
enough to see how serious this is to you—& how the
next year or two & the use you make of them, will
affect your whole life—stop & think it out for yourself & take a good pull before it is too late. You know
dearest boy that I will always help you all I can.

published by Pegasus Books
in October

Your loving but distressed
Mother

Illustration by JOE MCKENDRY
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WILL BETH MOORE
LOSE HER FLOCK?
The Texas evangelical built an empire by
teaching scripture to women—and
being deferential to men. Now she’s risking
it all to speak out against sexism.
BY EMMA GREEN

W

HEN BETH MOORE
arrived in Houston in the 1980s, she
found few models for young women who
wanted to teach scripture. Many conservative Christian denominations believed
that women should not hold authority
over men, whether in church or at home;
many denominations still believe this. In
some congregations, women could not
speak from the lectern on a Sunday or
even read the Bible in front of men. But
Moore was resolute: God, she felt, had
called her to serve. So she went where
many women in Texas were going in the
’80s: aerobics class. Moore kicked her way
into ministry, choreographing routines
to contemporary Christian music for the
women of Houston’s First Baptist Church.
At the time, most Texas seminaries
weren’t offering the kind of instruction
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intimate acts of kindness. The Lord knows
what our need is, Moore says. “The man
didn’t need witnessing to. He needed his
hair brushed!”
By the late ’90s, women were packing
sports arenas to hear Moore tell this and
other parables. She earned speaking slots
at big-name churches, including Hillsong
and Saddleback, whose pastor, Rick Warren, calls her a dear friend. “She’s a singularly influential figure among evangelicals
as a woman leader,” Ed Stetzer, the executive director of the Billy Graham Center
at Wheaton College, the elite evangelical
school outside of Chicago, told me. “Beth
just is a category by herself.”
A publishing career followed, further
magnifying Moore’s influence. She was
the first woman to have a Bible study
published by LifeWay, the Christian
retail giant, and has since reached 22 million women, the most among its female
authors. Today, her Bible studies are ubiquitous, guiding readers through scriptural passages with group- discussion
questions and fill-in-the-blank workbooks. “It would be hard to find a church
anywhere where at least some segment
of the congregation has not been through
at least one Beth Moore study,” Russell
Moore, the head of the political arm of
the Southern Baptist Convention (and
no relation to Beth) told me.
Moore’s success was possible because
she spent her career carefully mapping
the boundaries of acceptability for female

she sought, so Moore found a private
tutor. Slowly, she started getting invitations to speak at women’s luncheons and
study groups, in exchange for a plate of
food or a potted plant. In tiny church
social halls, she laid the cornerstone of
an evangelical empire.
Moore’s audience seemed to be
starved for a teacher who understood
their lives. To them, she was a revelation:
a petite bottle blonde from Arkadelphia,
Arkansas, who could talk seriously about
Jesus one moment and the
impossibility of finding
decent child care the next.
To evangelical women,
As charismatic as her male
peers, she was also earMoore was a revelation:
nest and charmingly selfa bottle blonde
deprecating. Friends call
who
could talk about
her Beth La Ham.
In one of her most
Jesus one moment and
famous talks, Moore descrichild care the next.
bes an encounter with a
haggard, elderly man in an
airport terminal. Suddenly,
evangelical leaders. She rarely spoke to
she feels called by God to brush the man’s
the press and made a point of keeping her
hair—not to bear witness to him, or even
politics to herself. Her persona embodies
help him board his plane, but to smooth
what a young fan described to me as the
his tangled locks. Moore describes her
embarrassment, recounting her inner “Southern-belle white Christian woman.”
Privately, however, Moore has never
dialogue with God, in which she tries to
cared much for the delicate norms of
talk her way out of the divine directive.
Christian femininity. Her days are tightly
Ultimately, however, she obeys. What
scheduled and obsessively focused on
began as a comic set piece ends as a movwriting. She spends hours alone in an
ing testament to faith and the power of

office decorated with a Bible verse written in a swirling font (“I tell you, her
many sins have been forgiven,” Luke
7:47). Though she often performs domestic femininity for her audience, in her
own life she has balanced motherhood
with demanding professional ambitions. She traveled every other weekend
while her two daughters were growing
up—they told me they ate a lot of takeout. Like other Southern Baptists, Moore
considers herself a complementarian:
She believes the Bible teaches that men
and women have distinctive roles and
that men should hold positions of authority and leadership over women in the
home and in the church. Yet her husband,
Keith, a retired plumber, sees his vocation as helping his wife succeed. “That’s
what I do,” he told me. “I lay blocks so
O.J. can run.”
For decades, Moore never broke
stride. In the past few years, however, she
has felt out of step with the evangelical
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community. During the 2016 campaign,
many of its leaders not only excused Donald Trump’s boorish behavior but painted
him as a great defender of Christianity—
evangelicals’ “dream president,” in the
words of Jerry Falwell Jr. More recently,
a series of high-profile pastors have
been toppled by accusations of sexual
mis conduct. The deferential reserve
that defined Moore’s career has become
harder for her to maintain.
On a chilly Texas evening recently,
Moore and I sat in rocking chairs on her
porch. It was the first time she had invited
a reporter to visit her home, on the outskirts of Houston. Moore, who is 61, was
the consummate hostess, fussing about
feeding me and making sure I was warm
enough beside the mesquite-wood fire.
But as we settled into conversation, her
demeanor changed. She fixed her perfectly mascaraed eyes on me. “The old
way is over,” she said. “The stakes are
too high now.”

O O R E WA S F LY I N G H O M E
from a ministry event in October 2016 when she decided to compose
the tweets that changed her life. That
weekend, she had glimpsed headlines
about Donald Trump’s 2005 comments
on the now infamous Access Hollywood
tape. But it wasn’t until that plane ride,
with newspapers and transcripts spread
out in front of her, that Moore learned the
full extent of it—including the reaction of
some Christian leaders who, picking up a
common line of spin, dismissed the comments as “locker-room talk.”
“I was like, ‘Oh no. No. No,’ ” Moore
told me. “I was so appalled.” Trump’s
ugly boasting felt personal to her: Many
of her followers have confided to her
that they’ve suffered abuse, and Moore
herself says she was sexually abused as
a small child by someone close to her
family—a trauma she has talked about
publicly, though never in detail.
The next day, Moore wrote a few short
messages to her nearly 900,000 followers. “Wake up, Sleepers, to what women
have dealt with all along in environments
of gross entitlement & power,” she said
in one tweet. “Are we sickened? Yes. Surprised? NO.” Like other women, Moore
wrote, she had been “misused, stared
down, heckled, talked naughty to.” As
pastors took to the airwaves to defend
Trump, she was trying to understand
how “some Christian leaders don’t think
it’s that big a deal.”
The tweets upended Moore’s cheerful,
feminine world. Breitbart News claimed
that Moore was standing “in the gap for
Hillary Clinton,” borrowing a turn of
phrase from the Book of Ezekiel. Moore
did not support Clinton; she told me she
voted for a third-party candidate in 2016.
But she was horrified by church leaders’
reflexive support of Trump. To Moore, it
wasn’t just a matter of hypocrisy, of making a deal with the devil that would deliver
a Supreme Court seat, among other
spoils. Moore believes that an evangelical
culture that demeans women, promotes
sexism, and disregards accusations of
sexual abuse enabled Trump’s rise.
Evangelicals, Moore said, have
“clearer lines between men and women
and how they serve.” But sometimes,
“that attitude is no longer about a role in
a church. It becomes an attitude of gender superiority. And that has to be dealt
with.” Moore may be a complementarian,
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but she is adamant that Christian men
should not treat women “any less than
Jesus treated women in the Gospels:
always with dignity, always with esteem,
never as secondary citizens.”
This may seem like an uncontroversial stance. But in the wake of her tweets,
the staff at Living Proof Ministries,
Moore’s tight-knit organization, “could
not hang up the phone for picking it up.”
She got messages from women who had
read her Bible studies for years but said
they’d never read another. Event attendance dropped.
A number of male evangelical leaders
asked Moore to recant. A few days later,
she returned to Twitter to clarify that
she was not making an endorsement in
the election. She felt depressed, she told
me: “I can’t tell you how many times … I
faced toward heaven with tears streaming down my cheeks, thinking, Have I lost
my mind?”
But her reproachful tweets seem all the
more apt today. In recent months, several
high-profile pastors—including Bill Hybels,
the founder of the Chicagoland megachurch Willow Creek—have stepped down
following accusations of sexual harassment, misconduct, or assault. (Hybels has
denied the allegations against him.) Paige
Patterson, the head of a Southern Baptist
seminary, was pushed out after reports
surfaced that he had downplayed women’s
physical and sexual abuse throughout his
years in ministry, including encouraging
them not to report allegations of rape and
assault to the police.
These events have emboldened
Moore. Whereas her criticisms of church
leaders were once veiled, she now speaks
her mind freely. She blogged icily about
meeting a prominent male theologian
who looked her up and down and told
her she was prettier than another famous
female Bible teacher. She has castigated
the evangelical movement for selling its
soul to buy political wins. Moore is hopeful that a reckoning is finally under way.
“There is a very strong saying that Peter
used himself, that judgment begins in
the house of God. And I do believe that’s
what’s happening.”
HITE EVANGELICAL S HELPED
elect Donald Trump, and they
may well decide his political future, as
soon as the 2018 midterms. While it can
seem as if the whole of evangelicalism
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has embraced the president, Trump has
in fact exacerbated deep fracture lines
within the movement. Christians of color
have expressed rage over what they see
as abandonment by their brothers and
sisters in the faith; many have even left
their congregations.
Among women, the picture is cloudier.
Polling has suggested that at least some
Christian women may share Moore’s
chagrin at the president’s behavior. During his first year or so in office, Trump’s
approval rating among white evangelical

women fell 13 points, compared with
an eight-point drop among all women,
according to Pew. Young Christians, in
particular, may reshape evangelical politics. According to a study conducted by
Pew, compared with their older peers,
Millennial evangelicals are 12 percentage points more likely to favor stricter
environmental regulations and 22 points
more likely to support same-sex marriage.
Young evangelical women may believe in
male authority, but they’re also not afraid
to talk about sexual abuse.

• ANIMAL KINGDOM

Up All Night
Some animals are going nocturnal
to avoid their main enemy—us.
BY WILLIAM BRENNAN

EVERAL YEARS
ago, Kaitlyn
Gaynor and
her colleagues noticed
an intriguing pattern. It
started with data from
Tanzania, where motiondetecting cameras captured a trend: Antelope
that had once roamed
primarily in the day were
now roving more at night.
As Gaynor, a doctoral
candidate at UC Berkeley,
and her fellow researchers discussed the change,
they realized that a
similar nocturnal shift
had occurred in many
other mammals, too. In
Mozambique, elephants
had begun traveling on
roads in the dark, when
they were relatively free
of humans, and staying in the forest by day;
in Nepal, tigers were

S

moving about more often
by moonlight, while
people slept; in Poland,
boars living in a national
park split their days
evenly between waking and sleeping, while
urban-dwelling boars
were awake almost exclusively at night. Once the
nocturnal phenomenon
“was on our radar,” Gaynor
told me recently, “we
started seeing it, really,
everywhere.” Everywhere
is no exaggeration: In a
paper published in June,
Gaynor and her coauthors offered evidence
of nocturnal shifts in dozens of species that come
into regular contact
with humans, on every
continent but Antarctica.
Gaynor suspects that
these behavioral changes
are bringing with them

rapid evolutionary
change as well.
The study of what
scientists call “humaninduced evolution” took
off almost 20 years ago,
when the marine ecologist Stephen R. Palumbi,
writing in the journal Science, said that humans
“may be the world’s dominant evolutionary force.”
Of course, humans
have been deliberately
manipulating plants and
animals to bring out
preferable traits for ages
(Exhibit A: beagles, mastiffs, and Chihuahuas).
But we also induce evolution in less intentional
ways. For instance, Chris
Darimont, a conservation scientist at the
University of Victoria, in
British Columbia, points
to a simple mechanism
he calls “selective killing”: Keeping all the big
salmon and letting the
little ones slip through
the nets gives the smaller
salmon a survival advantage, bringing down the
species’ overall size.
Humans’ geographic
reshuffling of species
has ignited evolutionary transformations,
too. When traders from
Europe introduced
periwinkle snails to
North America in the
late 19th century, hermit

• SKETCH

For the moment, however, most evangelical women look like Beth Moore’s
traditional fan base: white and middleaged. Not long ago, I joined a line of
these women—purses slung over their
shoulders, Bibles in hand—as they waited
outside a mega-church near Seattle. The
event was billed as an “intimate” gathering, but 5,000 women sitting in a church
auditorium is intimate only by contrast
with the arena-size crowds Moore hosted
in the past. Trips to the bathroom were a
lost cause. As a worship band warmed

crabs in New England
quickly grew larger bodies and claws in order to
fit into the snails’ relatively roomy shells.
And look at climate
change: In 2014, unusually low temperatures in
southern Texas, brought
about by a countrywide
polar vortex, killed green
anole lizards that lacked
genes for “cold hardiness,”
explains Shane CampbellStaton, the UCLA biologist
who documented the
die-off. The elimination of
these lizards genetically
reconfigured the Texas
green-anole population,
which Campbell-Staton
suspects will help the
lizards better withstand
future temperature drops.
The Darwinian effects
of increased nocturnality may be even more
far-reaching. Researchers
have long known that
animals avoid sharing the

up the room, the energy was somewhere
between a pep rally and a slumber party.
On her way to the stage, Moore worked
the room in stiletto boots, greeting
strangers like old friends.
Onstage, she gave the kind of performance that made her evangelical-famous,
a manic outpouring that combined the
rhythms of a tight stand-up routine and
the earnestness of a Sunday-school lesson. “Some of you are here because
you are trying to just get away from the
children,” she told the audience, which

same physical spaces
as humans, driven away
from us by the overwhelming threat they
sense from our mere
presence. (In fact, some
evidence indicates
that nonlethal human
activities such as hiking
or picnicking induce
nearly as much terror
in wild animals as does
hunting them.) Gaynor
believes that as nocturnal
behavior becomes more
entrenched, more radical
adaptations may follow:
Formerly day-dwelling
mammals could acquire
traits suited to navigating
in the dark, such as larger
corneas, more sensitive ears, and a stronger
sense of smell. To attract
mates, animals might
have to develop nonvisual
reproductive rituals; as
they begin relying more
on sound for communication, vocal pathways might

Illustration by ESTHER AARTS

morph, changing the
noises the animals make.
Changes in one species, Gaynor notes, will
likely give rise to changes
in others. Red brocket deer
in Argentina have learned
to avoid hunters by foraging at night, reducing competition with a related deer
species. Research already
shows that, as some California coyotes have taken
to the night, they’ve begun
preying more on nocturnal
rodents they used to eat
less of. And some nocturnal prey species, Gaynor
and her colleagues have
written, will likely become
more active in the daytime, using humans as
“temporal shields” against
predators.
To glimpse how humaninduced evolution could
reorganize the planet, we
need only look at the way
apex predators of the past
forced other animals to
become nocturnal. For
some 180 million years, as
tyrannosaurs stalked the
Earth and pterodactyls
ruled the skies, tiny mammals sought refuge in the
dark. When the dinosaurs
went extinct, mammals
slowly reclaimed the
day—until one species
of ape attained global
dominance, scaring other
mammals back into the
night. For now.

whooped obligingly. “Some of you are
here to see if I’m as big a fruitcake as they
say that I am, and”—here Moore emitted
a theatrical little gasp-laugh, like helium
escaping a balloon—“you probably
already have your answer.”
Debbie, 54, my seatmate, had been to
eight Beth Moore events. She told me she
was in the midst of the worst three years
of her life, but that “God’s always met me
here.” As the event wound down, women
ran down the aisle of the auditorium,
eager to claim their salvation, weeping as
they threw their bodies across the floor.
Moore walked slowly among them as if in
a trance, pausing to rub a back or whisper
a prayer.
Above all, what women seem to want
from Moore is to be seen. Her work is
mostly about drying tears and praying
through daily suffering and struggle. In
the public imagination, evangelicalism
has become synonymous with political
activism. But inside the evangelical world,
many people are looking for something
simpler: A community. A prayer. Hope.
Many of these same women have
been put off by Moore’s political turn,
which was not in evidence onstage that
night. Even those who might disdain
Trump see her outspokenness as divisive
and inappropriate for a Bible teacher. “I
don’t think this is the avenue for political
discussions,” said Shelly, 56. “I think it
should stay focused on God.”
Moore believes she is focused on God.
The target of her scorn is an evangelical
culture that downplays the voices and
experiences of women. Her objective is
not to evict Trump from the White House,
but to clear the cultural rot in the house
of God.
Moore has not become a liberal, or
even a feminist. She’s trying to help protect the movement she has always loved
but that hasn’t always loved her back—
at least, not in the fullness of who she
is. This mission has cost her, personally
and professionally, but she told me her
only regret is that she’d let others dictate
what her place in the community should
be: “What I feel a little sorry for, looking
back over my shoulder, is how often I
apologized for being there.” She told me
to note that she had a smile on her face. It
was what she said during the most painful
moments in our conversations.
Emma Green is a staff writer at The Atlantic.
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THE PRICE OF PROTEST
On the 50th anniversary of his Olympic moment,
the gold medalist Tommie Smith considers his legacy,
and the resurgence of athlete activism.
BY TIK ROOT

I N T H E B O Y L E H E I G H T S neighborhood of Los Angeles, tucked between a
gas station and what looks to be an abandoned warehouse, sits a former ceramics
factory that now houses the studio of Glenn
Kaino, a prominent conceptual artist. One
morning in April, Kaino opened the back
door and ushered inside the Olympic gold
medalist Tommie Smith; Smith’s wife,
Delois; and me. We were greeted by an
imposing stack of 70 or 80 cardboard
boxes. “What are those?” asked Smith,
who at 6 foot 4 towers above Kaino. “Arms,”
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Kaino responded. “Those are all arms?”
Delois exclaimed.
The arms are not just any arms, but
fiberglass casts of Smith’s actual right
arm, made from a silicone mold that
Kaino took a few years back. Dozens of
replicas are now strewn across the studio,
in various states of preparation. Each one
extends from the shoulder to a gloved fist,
every vein and ripple of muscle discernible along the way. When any of the arms
is held upright, its significance is immediately evident.

Tommie Smith was once among the
fastest men on Earth. During his sprinting
career, he held 13 world records (11 of them
simultaneously). He set the most famous
of these on October 16, 1968, when his
19.83-second 200-meter dash at the Mexico City Olympics earned him a gold medal.
His countryman and college teammate
John Carlos won the bronze. When the two
Americans mounted the podium to receive
their medals, “The Star-Spangled Banner”
blaring over the stadium speakers, each
bowed his head and raised a black-gloved
fist—Smith’s right, Carlos’s left. Around
the stadium, jaws dropped and cameras
flashed. Their protest, which was interpreted by many viewers as a Black Power
salute, remains one of the most iconic
images in the history of sports.
Several years ago, a friend of Kaino’s
noticed a photo of that salute taped to his
computer screen. (Kaino has an abiding
interest in social protest: Another recent
work of his, titled Suspended Animation,
features a conveyor belt dotted with rocks
collected from the sites of recent political
protests, including Egypt’s Tahrir Square
and Ferguson, Missouri.) The friend mentioned that Smith had been his coach in
college and offered Kaino an introduction; within days they were on a plane
to Atlanta, where Smith now lives. Once
there, Kaino proposed an art collaboration and politely asked whether he could
“take the arm off your body.”
Smith agreed, and Kaino has used
the resulting mold to turn out a whole
collection of arms. The ones that were
packed in boxes on the day of our visit
were from a work called Bridge, which
had just returned from an art show. When
installed, dozens of the limbs—painted
gold, like Smith’s medal—hang from the
ceiling in an undulating pattern, each one
parallel to and at a slightly different elevation than the last. As one critic put it, the
effect recalls “vertebrae in a paleontological exhibit.” “We’re using the arm to indicate continuation,” Smith said, referring
to what he sees as continuity between
his protest and the present moment—a
time of Colin Kaepernick taking a knee,
of Black Lives Matter, of renewed discussion about race in America.
The work’s latest home is the High
Museum of Art, in Atlanta, where it is
part of a larger exhibit by Kaino and
Smith, called “With Drawn Arms.” “The
image that [Smith] created was so
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powerful that it kind of flattened him
into this one 90-second moment,” Kaino
told me. “What we’re trying to do is redimensionalize him.”

out: The men wore scarves to symbolize lynching; black socks and no shoes to
symbolize poverty; and gloves, Smith has
said, to represent “freedom and power;
equality.” They also had on Olympic
Project for Human Rights pins, as did the
MITH WA S BORN in 1944, the sevsilver medalist, a white Australian named
enth of 12 children. His father was a
Peter Norman, in solidarity.
sharecropper, first in Texas and then in
When Smith and Carlos raised their
California; Smith grew up picking cotton
fists, the stadium and the world went
and grapes when he wasn’t in the classquiet. “For a few seconds, you honestly
room. In high school, he played basketcould have heard a frog piss on cotball and won a scholarship to San Jose
ton,” Carlos wrote in his autobiography.
State University, where he contemplated
becoming a three-sport athlete before set- “There’s something awful about hearing
fifty thousand people go silent, like being
tling on track. San Jose’s team was at the
in the eye of a hurricane.”
time amassing top talent, earning it the
The shunning that followed the
nickname “Speed City.” Smith thrived,
silence was even more difficult to bear.
tying two world records—the 200-meter
Both Smith and Carlos were barred from
dash and the 220-yard straightaway—in
future international competition, effechis sophomore year.
tively ending their sprinting careers. “I
Immediately after running those races,
never would know how fast I could have
Smith headed to a protest march he knew
become,” Smith later wrote in his memabout through a student athlete turned
oir. “I would have just turned 28 by the
activist named Harry Edwards, with
time of the 1972 Olympics in Munich, and
whom Smith had bonded over a mutual
everyone has seen what runners like Carl
respect for education (“You can’t eat
Lewis and Michael Johnson have done as
speed,” Smith recalls Edwards telling him).
they matured.” Back home, the men were
It was 1965, and the civil-rights movement
ostracized not just by white Americans but
was in full swing; inspired by Malcolm X,
by many black people who feared being
Edwards had decided to organize student
associated with them. Hate mail and death
athletes to protest racial disparities at San
threats piled up. Smith got one letter tellJose State. Smith was an early and staunch
ing him to “go back to Africa,” complete
supporter of Edwards’s movement, which
with a fake plane ticket. “I was knocked
quickly grew beyond campus. In 1967, as
verbally and financially,”
Smith told me.
After graduating from
San Jose State, Smith was
“I’m not broken to point
able to find only sporadic
that I can’t move
employment, including a
forward,” Smith says.
brief stint on the Cincin“Colin Kaepernick is going
nati Bengals’ backup squad.
Smith says he could barely
to be the same way.”
afford to supply his infant
son with formula during
this period, and the resulting stress contributed to the dissolution
the Mexico City Olympics approached,
of his first marriage. He eventually was
Edwards formed the Olympic Project for
hired as the track coach and an instrucHuman Rights with a handful of athletes.
tor at Santa Monica College—positions he
The group threatened an athlete boycott of
would hold for more than two decades—
the Games—though Edwards says its real
but he continued to struggle. As his second
goal “was to change the total perception
marriage was falling apart, in the mid-’90s,
and understanding of the role that sports
he was robbed of tens of thousands of dolplayed in black life in this country.”
lars’ worth of jewelry and memorabilia.
The athletes ultimately decided to
By then, his notoriety seemed to be
attend the Olympics, clearing the way for
fading to anonymity. Delois, his wife, told
Smith and Carlos to win their respective
me that when she met Smith, in the late
medals and stage their demonstration.
’90s, she had no idea who he was. (Her
The protest was meticulously thought
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daughters had to look him up online.) As
they were falling in love, she helped him
get some of his stolen items back. Smith
credits her efforts with helping persuade
him to give marriage one more try. After
the two wed, Smith’s life turned something of a corner. In 2005, San Jose State
erected a statue to Smith and Carlos—
among the most public commemorations
of their salute to date and one that Smith
found especially moving because it had
been spearheaded by a white student—
and awarded them honorary doctorates.
A few years later, they accepted the Arthur
Ashe Courage Award from ESPN.
S WE WALKED around Kaino’s studio, Smith paused to look at one of
the latest renderings of his arm. Hanging
on a wall of the studio was a rectangular
box, inside of which was an upright arm
(painted gold, like all the others). A mirror at the back of the box created the illusion of a series of arms repeating into the
distance. “I love those arms,” Smith said.
“The continuation of things.”
The reverberations of Smith’s gesture
are perhaps more evident today than at
any other time in the past half century,
thanks in large part to Colin Kaepernick,
whose practice of kneeling during the
national anthem rapidly spread across the
NFL, prompting backlash from President
Donald Trump, team owners, and many
fans. Kaino helped arrange for Smith to
meet Kaepernick last fall, an encounter
that was filmed for a documentary portion
of their collaboration. “He knew about
the stand in Mexico City,” Smith told me
proudly. “He was on his knee and I was on
my feet, but we represent the same thing.
The brutality, inequality.”
After the 1968 Olympics, Smith was
called a militant and his act was labeled
an expression of black power—descriptions he’s been trying to shake for decades.
He bristles at the mention of the Black
Panthers (though Edwards, the San Jose
State activist, was a member), and he
insists that his protest was about human
rights broadly. “I never focused solely on
blacks to the extent that everything else
was secondary,” he has written. “I did not
want my participation to be about only one
kind of people.” In the 50 years since what
he calls his “silent gesture,” Smith believes,
society has made progress toward some
types of equality—Americans did elect a
black president. A lot, of course, still needs
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fixing: More than once Smith noted to
me the frequency with which African
Americans are subjected to inhumane
treatment in the United States. But he is
heartened by the attention that activists
like Kaepernick and members of Black
Lives Matter have garnered lately.
Which isn’t to say the attention has all
been positive. Like Smith, Kaepernick has
been vilified and unable to find a job (he’s
suing the NFL for colluding against him).
Nonetheless, Smith believes that Kaepernick’s actions could prove more impactful
than shorter-lived protests by other African American athletes over the past 50
years—among them the basketball players
Craig Hodges and Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf
in the 1990s. “You just keep working, it will
happen,” Smith told me. “I’m not broken
to a point that I can’t move forward. Colin
Kaepernick is going to be the same way.”
In the meantime, Kaepernick’s protest continues to spur renewed interest in
Smith’s. “With Drawn Arms” will stay on
display through February 3, 2019, when
Atlanta hosts the Super Bowl. “I’m expecting the audience to be much broader than
we typically see,” says Michael Rooks, the
show’s curator, adding that he believes
the exhibit “will allow our audience to see
themselves in Tommie.” Literally: One of
Kaino’s favorite pieces is a life-size sculpture of Smith cut in half vertically and
finished with mirrored steel. It is titled
Invisible Man (Salute).
Perhaps needless to say, Smith was
not invited to the White House in 1968, as
many Olympians are. But in 2016 (shortly
before Kaepernick first took a knee), President Obama saw fit to belatedly honor
Smith by having him visit; Kaino and
Delois came along. As a gift, they brought
Obama a drawing of Smith passing a baton
during a world-record-setting 4x400meter relay race. On the back, Smith wrote,
in part: “Most importantly, the ‘Baton’ was
not dropped.”
Smith returned to the White House
again later that year with the U.S. Olympic team, but says that he won’t be visiting the current president. The baton has,
in his view, been dropped. “But it didn’t
roll out of the lane,” he added. “You can
pick it up.”
Tik Root is a journalist based in Washington, D.C. He writes for The Washington
Post, Harper’s, National Geographic,
and many other outlets.
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• BIG IN ... SEOUL

Stress Cafés
New places of respite in one of the world’s
most overworked, underslept cities
BY URI FRIEDMAN

IDDAY ON
a Monday, I
walked briskly
into the Shim Story Public
Convenience Lounge, hoping to take a quick peek at
the café craze sweeping
Seoul before resuming
my reporting on North
Korea’s nuclear weapons.
Then I lost my shoes. They
were taken by a bubbly,
bespectacled man named
Jung Oon-mo, who handed
me slippers and guided
me past curtained massage chairs and cubicles
containing heated beds
and dozing customers.
Soon enough, I was
ensconced in a beanbag
chair in the common room
(nearly all the seating
at Shim Story is of the
beanbag variety). The
initial effect was as if
an infirmary and some
office space had gotten
together and given birth
to a spa, with hints of a
childhood friend’s basement. Sipping jasmine
tea and surrounded by
leafy plants as ’70s soft
rock wafted through the
air, I asked Jung what sort

M

of establishment I had
entered. “It’s like a home
within the city,” he replied,
“but the impact is better
than home.” I could see
what he meant: a front
entry where you were welcomed and offered drinks;
a living room that gave off
a lazy weekend-morning
vibe, complete with magazines, board games, and
televisions playing anime;
snug, soft-lit bedrooms.
Jung’s lounge belongs
to a rapidly expanding
array of what might be
described as “stress
cafés.” (One chain alone,
Mr. Healing, has opened
110 branches across
the country since 2015.)
They are distinguishable
from pay-to-nap facilities because of the sheer
range of options they
offer for body and soul:
Patrons enjoy everything
from hammocks and
mental-health counseling to the “aroma of
the forest” and oxygen
generators (the air quality
in Seoul is awful).
The cafés are a balm
for a sleep-deprived

population that works
some of the longest hours
in the developed world.
Yet as Jung tells it, they are
also about reviving something South Korea lost
when multinational coffee
chains arrived in the late
1990s, turning Seoul into
one of the cities with the
most Starbucks on Earth.
Gone were the traditional
dabangs—cafés that grew
popular in the 1930s and
served up sugary coffee,
space for quiet conversation, and occasional
poetry readings, political
debates, and DJs. As one
current café owner told
Korea JoongAng Daily,
dabangs were first and
foremost social venues:
“People didn’t care much
about the taste of coffee—
and it tasted terrible.”
For the record, my tea
tasted fine—but at the
new cafés, as at dabangs,
beverages aren’t the
point. Shim Story’s ambience encouraged the kind
of heart-to-heart I’d have
been unlikely to have at
a Starbucks. As “Rocky
Mountain High” played
in the background, Jung
told me he had been
in a band that regularly
appeared on TV in the
’70s. Then came mandatory military service and
30 grueling years in the
garment industry, during
which he never picked up
his bass guitar.
It now stood in a corner of the lounge, which
the 61-year-old describes
as his retirement plan. He
was playing the instrument again—as a form
of “healing.” If running a
business in a competitive market was stressful,
Jung didn’t let on. Instead
he sat there serenely,
listening to John Denver
croon “Comin’ home to
a place he’d never been
before” while harried
compatriots, heeding
Denver’s advice, made
themselves at home.
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WHY COMCAST SENT ME PIZZA
The logic of friendly #brands
BY IAN BOGOST

I

D I DN’ T R E A L I Z E H OW seriously companies take social media until
last year, when I opened my front door
and saw a delivery guy holding a stack of
pizza boxes up to his chin.
Comcast had recently started advertising mobile-phone service where I
live. Given that Comcast and AT&T
were already the only local choices for
broadband and cable, the move felt like
an ominous sign of even more industry
consolidation. I took to Twitter to air this
worry. “It’s nice that Comcast is offering mobile phone service now,” I posted.
“But until I can get Comcast delivery pizza
I will remain empty inside.”
It wasn’t the best joke I’d made on the
internet, but Comcast didn’t mind. The
company saw my tweet and responded:
“Hey Ian, you rang? DM us the address
where you would like it delivered & we’ll
make it happen.” I thought I was calling Comcast’s bluff by answering that I
wanted gluten-free mushroom pizza, and
that because I was a customer, the company should know my address. “Do your
brand thang,” I quipped.
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This was hardly my first digital interaction with a corporation. DiGiorno
Pizza was my Twitter buddy for a while,
although we seem to have fallen out of
touch. I once scorned Jolly Ranchers, only
to have the brand chat me up moments
later. Northern Tool, a tool and machinery company, chimed in on a photo I
tweeted of its catalog. Cinnabon helped
me win a dispute about how to pronounce its product (“like James Bond”).
I assumed these brands targeted me
because I have a decent Twitter following and write often for The Atlantic. And I
thought I knew how these conversations
went—they were quick and lighthearted,
mildly amusing if also a bit invasive.
Mostly, they were forgettable.
Then the pizzas arrived. Ten of them,
from a local place that delivers gluten-free
pies. I was surprised, which is exactly the
outcome Comcast was after.

That’s what spawned the new socialmedia-management economy. Around
2010, when the Citizens United Supreme
Court ruling reinforced the breadth
and power of corporate personhood in
America, businesses started developing
online personalities. Now almost every
brand is a #brand too. Spend enough time
perusing corporations’ social accounts,
and you’ll start to see distinct personas emerge: Wendy’s is catty; Arby’s is
geeky; Charmin is, well, cheeky. This
shift has ushered in a whole new job category. Companies employ social-media
managers and online-content specialists
to trawl Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
and other platforms, looking for opportunities to engage—a favorite word of
online advertisers—or in my case, to send
pizza. (Because I sometimes cover issues
related to Comcast for The Atlantic, I gave
away as many of the pizzas as I could and
reimbursed Comcast for the cost.)
It’s not just the big fish like Comcast.
Steak-umm is a family-owned company
based in Reading, Pennsylvania, that

N M A R K E T I N G , conventional wisdom holds that small surprises can
yield a big benefit for a limited cost, especially if they go viral. Marketers have a
name for Comcast’s pizza-delivery stunt:
a strategy of “surprise and delight.”
About 15 years ago, before Twitter existed, companies paid agencies
for “guerrilla” and “buzz” marketing;
the agencies would surreptitiously seed
conversations about the companies in
chat rooms and on message boards, and
report back on the sentiments they saw
there. Then the social platforms arrived:
Blogger, Myspace, YouTube, and others.

I
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sells frozen sliced beef for making Philly
cheesesteaks at home. I ate the beef occasionally in the 1980s, but I’d forgotten
about it until I noticed the company on
Twitter several years ago. At the time, it
seemed ridiculous that a frozen-beef producer would be there at all. Still, I followed
the account. Then, last year, I received a
direct message asking me, personally, to
share a Change.org petition advocating for
Steak-umm’s account to receive the blue
check mark that indicates an account has
been verified by Twitter.
Steak-umm’s marketing team, I later
learned, was trying to recruit followers and
fans by casting the verification campaign
as a Rust Belt underdog story: a regional
frozen-beef company versus social-media
hotshots like Wendy’s. The team told
me that it had started by enlisting a few
comedians and mid-tier celebrities who
had mentioned Steak-umm on Twitter.
But the process for reaching people like me
was more sophisticated. Using a software
service called Crimson Hexagon, Nathan
Allebach, who manages Steak-umm’s

social-media accounts, was able to home
original tweet would have been routed
in on the geographic locations, interests,
to Comcast’s Xfinity Mobile brand team,
and social-media-usage patterns comwhich explains how the company was
mon to the younger audience Steak-umm
able to find my address and ship pizhoped to connect with on Twitter. The
zas there. The same infrastructure that
software identified gaming, a sector I
allows Comcast to respond quickly to
work in, as one of those
interests— which made
me a compelling target.
(Many people singled out
Spend time perusing
by brands on Instagram
corporations’ social-media
or Twitter may not know
accounts, and you’ll see
how they came to a comdistinct personas emerge:
pany’s attention. Part of
the answer is sophisticated
Wendy’s is catty;
software. Crimson HexaArby’s is geeky.
gon, for example, can identify objects and corporate
logos in photos—a Pepsi
T-shirt, say, or a Mr. Coffee coffee maker
service issues on Twitter (in my experiin the background—enabling companies
ence, much faster than when you call)
to discover what someone owns or uses
gives it a platform for clever marketing.
even if the person doesn’t tag a brand.)
In other words, brands have learned
Matt Dickman, who runs digital
to go beyond reacting to customers’
communications for Comcast, told me
complaints and anticipate what might
that in the case of the pizza delivery, my
enchant them—playing offense, not just
defense. Which brings us to the case of
the Kit Kat marriage proposal.
HIS SPRING, HALEY BYRD, a
congressional reporter at The Weekly
Standard, posted a tweet mocking her
boyfriend, Evan Wilt, for eating a Kit
Kat bar by biting across its entire width
rather than breaking off the individual
wafers. Hershey’s (which makes the
candy in the U.S.) sent the couple a box
of Kit Kat bars with eating instructions,
a cute gesture that Byrd thought was
the end of the matter. But her tweet had
gone viral, and behind the scenes, a Hershey’s brand-publicity representative,
Anna Lingeris, conspired with Wilt to
design a Kit Kat–shaped ring box, which
Wilt deployed for his proposal in July.
The result: a happy couple, and a haul of
cheap publicity for Hershey’s.
Byrd has nearly 50,000 Twitter followers. But not everyone at the receiving
end of an elaborate branding exercise has
as wide a reach—and according to the
marketers I spoke with, that’s fine. They
seem to delight in their own endeavors as
much as their customers are supposed to.
Allebach sounded wistful when describing late-night therapy sessions with
lonely, down-on-their-luck Steak-umm
fans. Once, he told me, the company sent
Walmart gift cards to a customer whose
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apartment had burned in a fire. Lingeris
expressed deep pride in her role in Wilt
and Byrd’s Kit Kat engagement.
Dickman said Comcast doesn’t pursue its surprise-and-delight affairs just to
target “influencers,” a term he thinks is
becoming meaningless. “The potential
for something to be propelled forward by
someone doesn’t really depend on how
many followers they have,” he said. “It
depends on how you treat them.” A positive experience can cement a customer
relationship. Dickman cites the time a
man asked Comcast how a friend’s son,
who was in the hospital, could watch a
Chicago Bears game, and the company
gave him tickets. (The hospital granted
the boy leave to attend the game.)
“Nobody saw any of this,” Dickman told
me, saying that any resulting publicity is
“just a bonus if it happens.”
After the pizzas arrived, Xfinity
Mobile told me something similar in a private message on Twitter: “There’s absolutely no obligation or request for you to
write about this. In fact, we are just glad
you enjoyed it.”
But it’s human nature to feel obligated
when someone—even a company—does
something for you. That can make the people on the receiving end of social-media
marketing feel snared in corporate traps.
The fire victim was probably appreciative,
but will he later feel indebted to a frozenmeat company? Likewise, Evan Wilt and
Haley Byrd’s union is now forever bound
to a chocolate bar.
As for me, here I am—with some
ambivalence—giving Comcast publicity
for its pizza stunt, doing the very thing the
company claimed it didn’t expect. Social
media has made it easier than ever for
companies to connect with people. These
new, personal bonds between companies
and customers feel uncanny—the brands
are not real human friends, exactly, but
neither are they faceless corporations
anymore. Isn’t that the point, though?
Branding’s purpose is to get under your
skin, to make you remember an otherwise forgettable company or product.
When the surprise wanes, that feels a lot
less delightful.
Ian Bogost is a contributing editor at
The Atlantic and the Ivan Allen College
Distinguished Chair in Media Studies at
the Georgia Institute of Technology. His
latest book is Play Anything.
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The Killer in the Cubicle
Office workers murder each other
more than you might think.
BY RENE CHUN

ERE’S AN
icebreaker for the
next office party:
The third leading cause of
workplace death—behind
“falls to a lower level”
and “roadway collisions
with other vehicles”—is
homicide.
This sobering data
point comes courtesy of
the latest Bureau of Labor
Statistics study on fatal
occupational injuries.
What’s behind all this
shooting (the leading m.o.
of workplace murderers,
according to the study)
and “stabbing, cutting,
slashing, piercing” (the
runner-up category)?
News reports point to
doomed love triangles and
disgruntled co-workers.
Another cause, however,
has been largely overlooked: fraud. Imagine a
boss who kills his assistant
to keep a Ponzi scheme
afloat, or a crooked
accountant who poisons
an especially thorough
auditor. In the world of
CFEs (certified fraud examiners), these offenses have
their own, pulpy label:
red-collar crime.
Frank S. Perri, a
CFE and defense
attorney who teaches
forensic accounting
at DePaul University,
coined the term after
working on a murder
case in 2005, an
embezzlement scam
that ended with a
salesman—Perri’s
client—convicted of
smashing his partner’s

H

skull with a claw hammer.
Perri says his client was
well-spoken and had no
known history of violence
or arrests. That’s part of
why he was so dangerous.
“Research shows the more
that people reflect our
own image, the more we
are inclined to give them
what is called an ‘implied
credibility,’ ” he told me.
“But these people can be
very predatory.”
In “Red Collar Crime,”
published in the International Journal of
Psychological Studies in
2015, Perri describes a few
dozen fraud-related homicides and attempted homicides that he researched
in detail. Consider Aaron
Hand, the former president of American Financial
Group who plotted a
$100 million mortgage
fraud. After he was jailed,
Hand tried to hire hit men
to silence an informer. His
quotes read like dialogue
from a Scorsese movie (“I
wish I was there to watch
him suffer”). Hand’s bid
failed, but Perri describes

others that succeeded.
Entries from the article’s
accompanying tables suggest a special office edition
of Clue: Irwin—Accounting Fraud, Gun; Albert—
Identity Fraud, Bludgeon;
Velma—Forgery, Poison.
Perri finds two traits to
be most correlated with
white-collar violence:
narcissism and psychopathy. The latter is even
more common than you
might expect in the business world. In a 2010 study,
researchers administered
a test frequently used to
gauge psychopathy to 203
managers and executives
at seven companies. On
a 40-point scale, the average person scores 3 or
below. Shockingly, eight
subjects pulled a score
of 30 or higher, which is
serial-killer territory. “Their
excellent communication
and convincing lying skills,
which together would
have made them attractive
hiring candidates in the
first place, apparently continued to serve them well,”
the researchers concluded.
How many office psychopaths turn violent is
less clear: The FBI doesn’t
track red-collar crime,
nor does OSHA. Richard
G. Brody, another CFE and
an accounting professor at the University of
New Mexico, sometimes
trawls the web for murder
trials involving whitecollar defendants, and
has become convinced
that red-collar crime is
more prevalent than
most people suspect.
Detectives don’t always
spot such homicides, he
told me, so crime scenes
may be contaminated
and murders may pass
for suicide. “Whenever I
read about high-profile
executives who are
found dead, I immediately think red-collar
crime,” he said. “Lots of
people are getting away
with murder.”
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The Cartoon
That Captures
the Damaged
American Male
Rick and Morty is a dialectic of
masculinity unmoored.
BY JAMES PARKER

I

F T H E U N I V E R S E is indeed run—
as users of cutting-edge psychedelic
drugs will occasionally suggest—by
nine-foot-tall interdimensional locusts
with lawn-mower voices and glittering,
loveless minds, who program our life
patterns on cold locust computers
and grind their forelegs appreciatively over our
sweatier delusions and sentimentalities; and if (as
I personally suspect) these giant locusts from time
to time hack our entertainment systems in order to
disseminate their confusing and inhuman values,
like the Russians did with Facebook, then I know
what they’re up to right now. Our insect overlords
are busy writing the fourth season of Rick and Morty.
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The animated sci-fi sitcom created by Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland,
which ran for three seasons on Cartoon Network’s Adult Swim nighttime programming block, is officially on hiatus. But in the spring came the news—the
daunting, locust-delighting news—that Adult Swim had commissioned an additional 70 episodes of the show. At the previous pace of 10 or so episodes a season,
that’s seven more seasons. Seven more seasons of Rick and Morty? Jesus Christ.
This show is already a kind of pop-cultural omega point, a metaphysical ultimatum, a slurping spoof spiral, an uncorked algorithm of chaos that produces
chaos-ripples in the actual, non-TV world. If you know any 18-to-34-year-olds,
they likely enjoy, or perhaps fearfully consume, Rick and Morty: It was the No. 1
comedy in America for that age bracket last year. Its fan base is fetishistic and
wildly entitled. Last year, after a Rick and Morty episode referenced a certain
long-discontinued Chicken McNuggets dipping sauce (Szechuan, not seen since
it was a product tie-in with the Disney movie Mulan in 1998), McDonald’s tried
to make friends with the fans by reissuing the sauce for a limited time. But—
such foolishness!—it didn’t produce enough. The fans freaked out, roaring for
their sauce packets and frightening McDonald’s workers. Pure, dizzying, latecapitalist entropy. Ice-creaks of astral mirth from the locusts.
What’s the show about? Well … somewhere in a dreaming suburban slab of
Simpsons-esque tract housing lives the Smith family. Jerry is the hapless and
bad-joke-making husband; Beth is his pissed-off veterinarian wife, thwarted by
marriage, motherhood, the whole thing; Summer is their teenage-daughterish
teenage daughter; and little 14-year-old Morty, quaking and pubescing and
desiring and saying “Aw jeez,” is their son. And then there’s Rick—Rick Sanchez,
Beth’s formerly estranged alcoholic father, now back in the nest. Rick is an oldschool mad scientist: lab coat, pipe-cleaner legs, blue-gray corona of boffin hair.
Out in the garage, he delivers lectures and harangues sideways while squinting
into the circuitry of a time machine or unscrewing a ray gun. “The universe is
basically an animal that grazes on the ordinary,” he explains. “It creates infinite
idiots just to eat them.”
I l l u s t r a t i o n by K AT I E M A R T I N
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Rick started life, deep in the germinal phases
of Rick and Morty, as a scabrous parody of “Doc”
Brown from Back to the Future. But he’s evolved into
something much stranger: Doctor Who crossed
with Doctor Faustus crossed with Larry David
crossed with William Burroughs crossed with my
therapist. His view of existence—of which he has
seen a supernatural amount, having traversed
many universes—is desolate and bracing. He builds
himself a tiny robot whose sole purpose is to stand
on the kitchen table and pass him the butter. “What
is my purpose?” asks the robot. “You pass butter,”
says Rick. A pause. “Oh my God,” says the robot,
head dropped, tiny tin hands hanging. “Yeah,” says
Rick in his rancid, sardonic way. “Welcome to the
club, pal.” His grandson, Morty, meanwhile, is constantly, stammeringly overwhelmed: “What the
hell, Rick? What the hell?!”
Rick and Morty go on adventures, a boy and
his grandfather, leaping through a sputum-green
portal and riding the wicked rainbows of the
multiverse. Little Morty quivers and repines, making fear-noises and doubt-noises like Shaggy in
Scooby-Doo. Rick, anesthetizing himself against
his own omnipotence, glugs on a hip flask and
burps a lot. Booze-spittle decorates his chin. Rarely
is he conspicuously or flat-out wasted, but always
is he unfiltered, crabby, pestilential. The story lines,
relentlessly time-twiddled and dimensionally proliferating, are of stroke-inducing complexity: In
one episode, the screen splits into 64 pieces, like
a hellish Hollywood Squares. Sometimes Summer
goes with Rick; sometimes Beth; sometimes even
Jerry. But they always return to the household, to
the family. It’s the show’s bitter master gag: Here
they go, traipsing through infinite realities; and
there they are, back again, condemned to one another’s company by the iron laws of sitcom. No exit.
I was about to write, critical tweezers clicking,
that Rick and Morty is “not without insight.” But
why be coy? It’s stuffed with insight, gel-injected
with insight. In one episode, or in one strand of one
episode, Rick books Beth and Jerry for a “two-day
intensive” at Nuptia 4, an extraterrestrial couplescounseling institute. “They can save the marriage
of a dog and a bar of dark chocolate,” rants Rick.
“They can save the marriage of a porn star and a
porn star!” At Nuptia 4, technicians are able to
“isolate the parts of the subject’s brain containing
all perceptions of its romantic partner” and then
materialize those perceptions in the form of a
“mythologue”—a biological representation of how
each partner sees the other. A lever is thrown, an
electro-whoosh is heard. Behold! Jerry’s mythologue of Beth, his wife-imago: a towering, punitive
Giger-esque horror-mantis with homicidal talons.
More whooshing. Beth’s mythologue of Jerry: a
shuffling, perspiring worm-blob; when threatened,
it tearfully presents its rear.
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Rick Sanchez
is a time-troll,
an avatar
of barbed
aloneness
and freefloating
male scorn.

I have wept with laughter at Rick and Morty; I
have flinched in repulsion. The humor oscillates
between an ingrown bro-ness, a cackling in the
man cave, and something so emancipated and posteverything that it is nearly transcendent. Nearly, but
not. “Nobody exists on purpose,” says Morty to his
sister. “Nobody belongs anywhere, everybody’s
gonna die. Come watch TV.” Rick, burping warlock
of the spaceways, puts it differently: “When you
know nothing matters, the universe is yours.”
If you’ve been wondering why Jordan B. Peterson, the Canadian professor, guru of modern masculinity, and author of 12 Rules for Life: An Antidote
to Chaos, has been selling so many books and filling so many theaters, this is why. Rick and Morty is
why. It’s no surprise, really, that a small and welldocumented subset of the Rick and Morty fan base
exhibits terrible, snickering, alienated-white-male
troll behavior. The female writers who were hired for
the show’s third season were infamously harassed
and abused by this mob. “I loathe these people,”
co-creator Harmon commented at the time. “It
fucking sucks.” But it makes sense: Rick Sanchez
himself is a time-troll, a transgressive brain, an avatar of barbed aloneness and free-floating male scorn.
Everywhere he goes, on every plane and platform, Rick leaves comments. On the planet Gazorpazorp, where women rule and men are enslaved, he
lets rip a rending, endless, wholly chauvinistic fart.
Dragged cursing to family therapy in the Emmynominated episode “Pickle Rick,” he is asked by the
therapist why he doesn’t want to be there. “Because
I don’t respect therapy!” he says. “Because I’m a
scientist. Because I invent, transform, create, and
destroy for a living. And when I don’t like something
about the world, I change it.” (“All things that move
between the quiet poles,” declares Christopher Marlowe’s Faustus, “shall be at my command.”) Quavering, dithering Morty, with his vestigial concern for
other beings and his pangs of this and that, is Rick’s
split-off other half. A dialectic of damaged maleness, you might call the pair. Together they form
one futuristically fucked-up man. (Both characters,
incidentally, are voiced by the same person: Roiland,
the show’s other co-creator.)
So, in this massively popular cartoon show,
along with all the snorts we have howling despair, a
kind of sorcerous materialism, and the Americanmale psyche cracked right down the middle. Harmon, Roiland, and their team are very good writers,
and with very good writers many things are possible. Perhaps the next 70 episodes of Rick and Morty
will be soaring works of the spirit, enlarged by
compassion or conversion. For now, though, here’s
the health warning: Watch your intake, young person, of this hilarious toxicity. Be not the sport of
psychedelic locusts.
James Parker is a staff writer at The Atlantic.
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The Brutal Truth About
Climate Change
William T. Vollmann’s latest opus is one of the most honest—
and fatalistic—books about global warming yet written.
BY NATHANIEL RICH

A

U T H O R S L I K E T O flatter themselves by imagining
for their work an “ideal reader,” a cherubic presence
endowed with bottomless generosity, the sympathy of a
parent, and the wisdom of, well, the authors themselves.
In Carbon Ideologies, William T. Vollmann imagines for
himself the opposite: a murderously hostile reader who
sneers at his arguments, ridicules his feeblemindedness,
scorns his pathetic attempts at ingratiation. Vollmann can’t blame this
reader, whom he addresses regularly throughout Carbon Ideologies, because

Illustration by MICHAŁ KLIMCZAK

she lives in the future, under radically different circumstances—inhabiting a “hotter, more
dangerous and biologically diminished planet.”
He envisions her turning the pages of his climatechange opus within the darkened recesses of an
underground cave in which she has sought shelter
from the unendurable heat; the plagues, droughts,
and floods; the methane fireballs racing across
boiling oceans. Because the soil is radioactive,
she subsists on insects and recycled urine, and
regards with implacable contempt her ancestors,
who, as Vollmann tells her, “enjoyed the world we
possessed, and deserved the world we left you.”
Carbon Ideologies is a single work published
in two parts, No Immediate Danger and No Good
Alternative, the bifurcation due to the insistence of
Vollmann’s weary publisher and the limitations of
modern bookbinding. Of all the writers working
today, Vollmann must be the most free: He writes
fiction, essays, monographs, criticism, memoir,
and history, usually merging several forms at
once, taking on subjects as diverse as Japanese
Noh theater, train hopping, and the Nez Perce
War, all the while dilating to whatever length suits
him. (After 25 books, his career word count now
rivals Zane Grey’s.)
As is often the case with Vollmann, his decadeslong war of attrition with his editors spills over into
the pages of the finished book. Carbon Ideologies
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begins with the confession that the original manuscript was “several times longer than its contractually stipulated maximum”; after “anxious
negotiations,” his publisher “finally agreed to
indulge me once more.” Not, mind you, his nonfiction publisher—which he walked away from
after it proposed an advance that was less than
the amount of money he had already spent on
research—but his fiction publisher. (“I sincerely
hope that someday all this will be worth it to you,”
he writes in a loving acknowledgment.) Viking did
hold the line when it came to the endnotes, which
run to 129,000 words and can be examined online
or in Vollmann’s archive at Ohio State University.
The 1,268 pages that remain are as gloriously
and maddeningly unclassifiable as most of Vollmann’s work. The closest analogue is Rising Up
and Rising Down, his seven-volume, 3,300-page
treatise on violence, which Vollmann calls a companion text. Carbon Ideologies is about another
kind of violence, the violence inflicted by the
production of coal, natural gas, oil, and nuclear
energy. The victims of these carbon ideologies
are not only the species of fauna and flora that are
going extinct, the fragile ecosystems that will collapse, and the future generations of humans who
will have to subsist on insects. The victims are us—
we who are now living and who deny, to varying
extents, the degree of damage we are inflicting
upon ourselves. Carbon Ideologies is a chronicle of
self-harm.
It is also an almanac of global energy use. The
initial volume opens with a 200-page primer busy
with tables, lists, and data (“I assure you that there
will be no harm in skipping to page 217”) and concludes with 80 pages of definitions, units, and
conversions (“Readers should feel free to skip this
section”). It is a travelogue to natural landscapes
riven by energy production, most prominently
Fukushima (nuclear), West Virginia (coal), Colorado (natural gas), and the United Arab Emirates
(oil). It is a work of oral history, containing dozens of interviews with laborers who toil in or live
beside nuclear reactors, caves, and oil refineries,
paired with Vollmann’s own snapshots. And it is
a compassionate work of anthropology that tries
to make sense of man’s inability to weigh future
cataclysm against short-term comfort. Carbon
Ideologies is most fascinating, however, for what
it is not: a polemic.
E A R LY E V E R Y B O O K about climate
change that has been written for a general
audience contains within it a message of
hope, and often a prod toward action. Vollmann
declares from the outset that he will not offer any
solutions, because he does not believe any are possible: “Nothing can be done to save [the world as
we know it]; therefore, nothing need be done.” This
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makes Carbon Ideologies, for all its merits and flaws,
one of the most honest books yet written on climate
change. Vollmann’s undertaking is in the vanguard
of the coming second wave of climate literature,
books written not to diagnose or solve the problem,
but to grapple with its moral consequences.
It is also a deeply idiosyncratic project: Vollmann’s idiolect is obsessive, punctilious, twitchy,
hyperobservational, and proudly amateurish.
The data he presents are at times revelatory. A
homeless person in America uses twice as much
energy as the average global citizen; 61 percent
of the energy generated in the United States in
2012 “accomplished no useful work whatsoever”;
from 1980 to 2011, global energy use nearly tripled. Elsewhere the data are impossibly arcane
(“Power Wastage by Group-Driven Machine
Tools, ca. 1945 [Deducting Idle Machines]”) or
defiantly unscientific (“I am sorry that I could
not make my table simple, complete or accurate”).
His insatiable appetite for detail yields both irrelevant trivia (“Embarking on the Super Limited
Hitachi Express, which was also known as the
Super Hitachi 23 Limited Express”) and magisterial portraits of landscapes befouled by poking
and prodding and, in the case of West Virginia’s
mountains, decapitating.
The Fukushima section is especially uncanny
in its evocation of a sublime coastal landscape
vibrating with gamma rays. Vollmann breathes
a cool wind “whose degree of particulate contamination was of course unknown,” hears on
a silent street at night the grunting of a radioactive wild boar, and walks on broken glass
through an abandoned clothing store advertising
a 50 percent– off sale and peopled by headless
mannequins. Though nuclear fission does not
produce greenhouse-gas emissions, its horrors
come to stand for those of climate change, a vast
terror invisible to those victimized by it—at least
in the short term. Though Vollmann refers to the
Fukushima chapters when he writes that his project is sustained on “little more than blindness,
uneasiness, helplessness and ignorance,” he is
describing all of Carbon Ideologies.
These qualities reach their fullest expression in
the statements made by government and industry
officials against charges of environmental menace.
In Fukushima, objects in the fallout zone are not
radiated but “contaminated.” In West Virginia,
mountains do not have their summits chopped off
but are granted “removal of overburden.” Fracking
“is safer and has less environmental impact than
driving a car,” a marketing director from Shale
Crescent USA claims, while coal miners, according to the president of the West Virginia Coal
Association, “are the greatest practicing environmentalists in the world.” Vollmann records such
inanities alongside observations from figures

such as Buddha (“People are ignorant and selfish”),
Edmund Spenser (“Worse is the danger hidden
than descried”), and Loren Eiseley (“Just as
instincts may fail an animal under some shift
of environmental conditions, so man’s cultural
beliefs may prove inadequate to meet a new situation”). Vollmann longs to prove Buddha, Spenser,
and Eiseley wrong, and submits softball questions
to every industry executive he encounters; but
outside of Japan, almost nobody in a position of
authority agrees to comment.
Most of the extensive interviews that dominate
Carbon Ideologies are thus conducted with men
who work in caves or pits to produce the energy
we waste. If “nothing is more frightful than to see
ignorance in action” (Goethe), these encounters
are a waking nightmare. Oil-refinery workers in
Mexico, coal miners in Bangladesh, and fracking
commissioners in Colorado are united in their
shaky apprehension of the environmental damage
they do, not to mention the basic facts of climate
change and its ramifications. “Mostly their replies
came out calm and bland,” Vollmann reports,
though this doesn’t prevent him from recording
them at length, nearly verbatim. On occasion his
questions do elicit a gem of accidental lyricism,
as when an Indian steelworker at a UAE oil company, asked for his views on climate change, replies,
“Now a little bit okay, but in future it’s very danger.”
It’s hard to improve on that.
Vollmann doesn’t blame the migrant steelworker for his complacency or ignorance, of
course. He blames himself—often and profusely.
He takes special delight in quantifying, in painstaking detail, the energy he burns in such activities as writing a draft of Carbon Ideologies, walking
around the corner from his Tokyo hotel to buy a
tray of convenience-store tonkatsu, and making
a milkshake for his daughter. These passages are
as instructive as they are tedious. They dramatize not only the tenacity of our reliance on fossil
fuels, but the impossibility of truly comprehending our own culpability in our planet’s fate. How
often do you pause to think about the amount
of coal burned every time you take an elevator,
charge your phone, or operate your blender?
Even extravagant acts of self-denial are powerless in the face of such profligate consumption.
Vollmann likens our most ambitious energyconservation efforts to “a dieter who keeps eating his daily fill of cheese, pastries and ice cream …
despite the laudable fact that he put broccoli on
his lunch plate last Thursday.”
The global hunger for pastries grows more
ravenous each year. Whatever Good Samaritan
savings we can make by improving infrastructure or bicycling to work will be dwarfed by the
billions who will leap onto the grid in the coming
decades. About a third of the human population

cooks meals over biomass—wood, charcoal, farm
scraps, and animal dung. Nearly 1 billion people
have no access to electricity. It will not take all of
India’s adopting “the American way of life” to
trigger gargantuan increases in global emissions.
India’s ascending to the Namibian way of life will
be enough.
H E D E M A N D P R O B L E M , the growth
problem, the complexity problem, the
cost-benefit problem, the industry problem, the political problem, the generational-delay
problem, the denial problem—Vollmann scrupulously catalogs all the major unsolved problems
that contribute to the colossus of climate change.
“Whatever ‘solution’ I could have proposed in
2017,” he writes, “would have been found wanting
before the oceans rose even one more inch!” (The
title of a late chapter, “A Ray of Hope,” is to be
read sarcastically.) Nor have his six years of traveling the world, tabulating data, and interviewing
experts changed his mind about any major aspect
of the issue. The reader who begins Carbon Ideologies hopeless will finish it hopeless. So will the
hopeful reader.
But there exist other kinds of readers—those
who do not read for advice or encouragement or
comfort. Those who are sick of dishonesty crusading as optimism. Those who seek to understand
human nature, and themselves. Because human
nature is Vollmann’s true subject—as it must be.
The story of climate change hangs on human
behavior, not geophysics. Vollmann seeks to
understand how “we could not only sustain, but
accelerate the rise of atmospheric carbon levels, all
the while expressing confusion, powerlessness and
resentment.” Why did we take such insane risks?
Could we have behaved any other way? Can we behave any other way? If not, what conclusions must
we draw about our lives and our futures? Vollmann
admits that even he has shied away from fully comprehending the damage we’ve done. “I had never
loathed myself sufficiently to craft the punishment
of full understanding,” he writes. “How could I?
No one person could.” He’s right, though books
like Carbon Ideologies will bring us closer.
The planet’s atmosphere will change but
human nature won’t. Vollmann’s meager wish is for
future readers to appreciate that they would have
made the same mistakes we have. This might seem
a humble ambition for a project of this scope, but
only if you mistake Carbon Ideologies for a work of
activism. Vollmann’s project is nothing so conventional. His “letter to the future” is a suicide note. He
does not seek an intervention—only acceptance. If
not forgiveness, then at least acceptance.
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The Brilliant, Playful,
Bloodthirsty Raven
The birds at the Tower of London lend themselves to
symbolic reading, but their reality is more fascinating.
BY HELEN MACDONALD

I
42

CAN MAKE A passable imitation of a raven’s low, guttural croak,
and whenever I see a wild one flying overhead I have an irresistible urge to call up to it in the hope that it will answer back. Sometimes I do, and sometimes it does; it’s a moment of cross-species
communication that never fails to thrill. Ravens are strangely
magical birds. Partly that magic is made by us. They have been
seen variously as gods, tricksters, protectors, messengers, and
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harbingers of death for thousands of years. But
much of that magic emanates from the living birds
themselves. Massive black corvids with ice-pick
beaks, dark eyes, and shaggy-feathered necks,
they have a distinctive presence and possess a
fierce intelligence. Watching them for any length
of time has the same effect as watching great apes:
It’s hard not to start thinking of them as people.
Nonhuman people, but people all the same.
The most celebrated ravens in the world live
at the Tower of London, on the River Thames,
an 11th-century walled enclosure of towers and
buildings that houses the Crown Jewels and that
over the ages has functioned as a royal palace, a
zoo, a prison, and a place of execution. Today it
is one of Britain’s most visited tourist attractions,
and its ravens amble across its greens entirely unbothered by the crowds, walking with a gait that
Charles Dickens—who kept ravens— described
as resembling “a very particular gentleman with
exceedingly tight boots on, trying to walk fast over
loose pebbles.”
I met Christopher Skaife a few years ago while
recording a radio program about Edgar Allan Poe’s
“The Raven.” A jovial, bearded man, he’s one of the
yeoman warders at the Tower of London. As such
he is a member of an ancient and soldierly profession. For the past 13 years he has also been the site’s
ravenmaster, which easily tops my list of favorite
job titles (UNICEF’s “head of knowledge” comes
in second). On Twitter, as @Ravenmaster1, he
curates a much-loved feed packed with images of
the birds in his care: raven beaks holding information leaflets, photos of the feathers on their broad
backs, close-ups of their varied expressions, videos of their gentle interactions with him. A born
storyteller with a gift for banter honed by years in
the British army, Skaife has written a book that is
far from a dry monograph about the species or a
sentimental love letter to his birds. His beguiling,
fascinating, and highly amusing account is full of
details of the ravens’ everyday care, and details of
his own life too, along with musings on how it is
possible to feel happy and at home living and working in the fishbowl of a busy tourist attraction in the
middle of London.
HERE’S JOY IN The Ravenmaster, as well
as tragedy, obsession, and a rare tenderness toward Skaife’s avian charges. On his
watch the ravens have been given dedicated aviaries and fed a diet that no longer consists merely
of scraps from Smithfield Market but includes
rats, day-old chicks, offal, boiled eggs, unshelled
peanuts, fish, and rabbits. Dog biscuits soaked
in blood are a favorite. Their wings are also less
severely clipped than they were in the past, giving
them a greater ability to fly. Now they can flap up
to the roofs of the Tower buildings, and Merlina,
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the raven most bonded to Skaife, flies so well
that she regularly spends time outside the Tower
walls. “They need freedom, but they also need
protection,” Skaife says of his ravens, as a soldier
would speak of the British people. His new regime
has been a great success, though changes to the
wing-clipping routine have resulted in several
chases to retrieve ravens gone AWOL. One bird
was returned to him—alive—inside a gym bag.
Skaife didn’t train as a scientist, but living with
the Tower ravens has given him deep insight into
their minds and characters. Studying ravens in
the wild is hard, though not impossible. They’re
wide-ranging creatures, and usually highly suspicious of humans, who have spent centuries
persecuting them as vermin believed to threaten
livestock. Much of what we know about them has
come from studying captive ones, like Konrad
Lorenz’s raven, who famously would call his own
name—“Roah!”—to Lorenz, while using proper
raven calls to talk to his conspecifics. Keeping a
raven is not like keeping chickens or doves; as the
raven expert Bernd Heinrich has explained, their
keepers more commonly see them as children,
partners, or best friends. What’s more, the birds
tend to be proficient trainers of their human handlers, rather than the other way around. They are
not always easy to live with. I once met a man who
laughingly described life with his raven as being a
little like sharing a house with a psychotic toddler
wielding a chisel.
Skaife calls attention to the birds’ beautiful
contradictions. In sunlight their dark feathers
shine with the iridescence of oil on water. They
can be friendly, curious, even loving. In the wild
they’ll take turns sliding down snowbanks and
make toys out of sticks. At the Tower they play
games of KerPlunk, pulling the straws free from
the tube to retrieve a dead mouse as their prize. Yet,
as that special raven edition of KerPlunk suggests,
they’re also birds of gothic darkness and gore, the
birds that followed Viking raiders in quest of fresh
corpses and that feasted on executed bodies hung
from roadside gibbets. You might visit Skaife’s
charges in the Tower and watch, entranced, as
they gently preen each other’s nape feathers, murmuring in their soft raven idiolect—but you might
also see them gang up to ambush a pigeon and eat
it alive.
Though ravens brought messages to humans in
Assyrian, Mayan, and ancient Japanese mythologies, and were the emissaries of the gods Apollo
and Odin, they are complex beings with their own
minds and their own desires, a fact that can be hard
for us to get our heads around. In his book-length
study Mind of the Raven, Heinrich tells the story
of a Colorado woman working outside her cabin
who was disturbed by an incessantly calling raven
that flew low over her to land on rocks nearby. The
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bird’s behavior was so unusual that she began to
wonder whether it was trying to tell her something. Scanning her surroundings, she saw a cougar
some 20 feet away, crouched and ready to spring.
Of course she assumed that the raven was warning her of the danger. But Heinrich posits that the
raven was likely communicating with the predator,
leading it toward easy prey. We so readily put ourselves at the center of the tales we tell. Ravens help
remind us that sometimes we’re merely walk-ons
in someone else’s story.
K A I F E I S A M A N familiar with his own
contradictions. He joined the British army
in 1982, after his teenage tearaway years, to
become a machine gunner and then a drum major
in the infantry. Only after many years’ service did
he apply to be a yeoman warder at the Tower. The
ravenmaster at the time needed a new assistant;
he sent Skaife into a small enclosure with two
birds in it, instructing him not to show any sign
of fear. He watched approvingly as one raven flew
down and perched by Skaife, dipping its head and
calling. The bird had accepted his presence. Skaife
acquired a new job, in addition to his yeomanwarder duties.
Thus began an obsession so all-encompassing
that the stories he tells about his old life in the
army somehow always blend into what he is telling us about ravens. He is well aware that he’s
making the ravens into an image of himself and
vice versa—but also that his playful parallel is apt.
Ravens, like soldiers, are heavily armed, clever,
and tactically proficient, and they thrive on routine. They possess an idiosyncratic sense of humor, grabbing and pulling at the tails of predators
(eagles, say, or wolves) to annoy and distract them.
They display a certain bloody-mindedness, and
forge intensely strong bonds with one another.
They also cleave to social hierarchy. Many researchers have become very invested in the whys
and wherefores of ravens’ dominance relations,
though I confess I’ve always found nearly every
other aspect of their lives more fascinating. In
Skaife’s telling, the shifting social structure of his
ravens plays out like a nail-bitingly intense soap
opera, and woe betide the handler who can’t keep
up. One night Skaife made the error of putting the
ravens to bed in the wrong order; chaos ensued.
Hierarchy played a part in the disaster, but so
did age. Young ravens are intensely interested in
new things, but the older the birds get, the more
neophobic they become, until anything out of
the ordinary disturbs them. It’s tempting to draw
comparisons to our commonly held conviction
that conservative tendencies increase naturally
with age.
Crucially, Skaife is a guardian not only of the
ravens but of the Tower and of the legends that
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endow those venerable stones with meaning. He
gives visitors talking tours, and part of his training
was to learn by heart a detailed, 90-minute historical narrative of dates and events known only as
“the story.” Its structure is sacrosanct, though personal elaborations are permitted. The ravens are
not here for entertainment, the story goes. They
are of the utmost importance: Should the ravens
ever leave the Tower, it will crumble into dust, and
great harm will befall the kingdom.
This account of the ravens’ presence has long
been assumed to date back at least to the 17th
century, the time of Charles II. Wild ravens would
almost certainly have been a feature of the Tower
in its early years, but, as Skaife reveals in his book,
the presence of captive ravens at the Tower likely
began only in the late 19th century. He wonders
whether their advent may have been influenced
by the Dickens-inspired fashion for pet ravens at
that time, and believes that the first ravens were
brought in simply to add to the tourist experience;
they recalled the deaths and grisly past of the Tower
and gave visitors a satisfying frisson of horror. But
soon the raven set-dressing became a central part
of the myth of the Tower—an entirely invented tradition, like so many that we presume sprang from
time immemorial. Such traditions have a deeper
purpose, and this legend’s telling and retelling by
the yeoman warders renders it a kind of truth. The
Tower ravens are a perfect coincidence of natural
and national history, a seemingly organic imprimatur of the primacy of the state.
Lately, witnessing the political situations in
Britain and America, I’ve been thinking a lot
about national identity. So often it seems to be

COVER TO COVER

The Gradual
Disappearance of
Jane Ashland
NIC OLAI HOUM,
TRANSLATED BY ANNA
PATER S ON
TIN HOUSE

THE TITLE OF THIS
slim book sounds like
a virtuosic magic act,
and the Norwegian
writer Nicolai Houm
delivers. In the first
of his three novels
to appear in English,
his legerdemain is
remarkable. He builds
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conceived as a kind of indivisible essence that
has its roots in the past but is always under threat
in the present. It is built on stories about an “us”
and a foreign “them,” and on a sense of belonging anchored in an imagined land of yore, rather
than nurtured gradually by personal attachment
to a landscape. Objects from that revered past are
ceaselessly recruited into the stories: ancient edifices, archaeological finds, prehistoric sites. All
have the peculiar power to confirm the existence
of a continuous national identity, no matter how
remote those objects’ origin, or how different our
lives and thoughts are from the lives and thoughts
of those who built them.
Reading this book, I began to see how perfectly the Tower ravens fit into this form of story.
To everyday visitors, a raven is a raven is a raven,
and the ravens on the lawn are indistinguishable
not only from one another, but from those ancient
ravens of lore and legend, beings untouched by
the weary hand of time. In truth, each of them
is a many-sided individual. Skaife is doing us, I
think, a small political service by introducing
us to the quirks and histories of every bird in his
care; he is letting us love them in a way that makes
them more than mere symbols. Ravens have long
been regarded as messengers, and the message
the birds in this marvelous book have given me
is this: Perhaps, by paying much closer and more
careful attention to the reality of the things we unconsciously use to claim the past, we might move
a little further toward safety in a world that seems
to be teetering on the brink.
Helen Macdonald is the author of H Is for Hawk.

226 undersized pages.
Most unexpected of
all, he deepens a tale
of grief with a caustic
comic tone.
The recent trauma
that has devastated
Houm’s protagonist,
Jane Ashland, remains
a mystery until the
novel is almost over.
But her mordant sensibility is clear as the
book opens: Formerly
a novelist who taught
creative writing at the
University of Wisconsin
at Madison, she is now
in the foggy, icy recesses of a Norwegian
national park, evidently
on the brink of death.

She thinks about striking a “dramatic pose”—
as if reaching for
something—well aware
that the rescuers who
come upon her won’t
appreciate it. They’ll
just cram her corpse,
with its “theatrical
gesture,” into a bag.
In brief yet riveting
scenes from the near
and distant past,
Houm lets readers
piece together why
Ashland has abandoned fiction and
traveled to Norway,
and how she ends
up in the wild with a
40-something scientist
(about whom she

observes, “He aroused
the same emotions as
the countless jocks in
her past. She wanted to bite his arm”).
Once upon a time, she
was able to put into
words what drove her
writing—the need, as
she told an interviewer,
to deal with “how we
always long to become
something more than
just one being, more
than a solitary brain
inside an isolated
organism.” Casting an
unlikely spell, Houm
conveys not just the
tenacity but the tragedy of that longing.
— Ann Hulbert
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Nietzsche’s Guide to
Better Living
If philosophy can serve as therapy, it’s not by
offering solace but by jolting the soul.
BY BECCA ROTHFELD

T

H E D U BI O U S NO T I ON that philosophy is a guide to
calmer living is as old as the field itself. Saint Augustine
described philosophy as a “harbor” for troubled souls in
a fourth-century monograph on the happy life, and the
sixth-century Roman senator Boethius titled the treatise
he wrote while awaiting execution “The Consolation of
Philosophy.” More recently, in his Philosophical Investigations (1953), Ludwig Wittgenstein suggested that the aim of philosophy is not
to seek the truth but rather to provide relief—“to show the fly the way out of
the fly-bottle.” Wittgenstein didn’t embrace “a single philosophical method.”
Instead he concluded, “There are indeed methods, different therapies” to
quiet the buzz of our puzzlement.

Illustration by JAKE FOREMAN

Nietzsche, by contrast, had no stomach for palliatives. As John Kaag reflects in his new memoir cum
philosophical excursion, Hiking With Nietzsche: On
Becoming Who You Are, the German thinker aimed
“to terrify rather than instruct us.” “Become who
you are,” the quotation that Nietzsche chose for the
epigraph of his graduate dissertation, is a line from
the Pythian odes of the Greek poet Pindar. Bereft
of context, this pronouncement can sound as flabbily vacant as the text of a self-help manual. After
all, how could anyone fail to become who she is? Is
there any instruction more trivial? The full Pindar
quote, however, outlines a daunting assignment:
“Learn and become who you are.” Nietzsche knew
that if philosophy can serve as therapy, it’s by delivering an electric jolt to the soul.
Kaag, the philosophy-department chair
at the University of Massachusetts at Lowell,
began experimenting with what might be called
first-person philosophy—not desiccated fodder
for arcane journals but robust inquiry into what
he calls the “stuff of everyday life”—in his 2016
book, American Philosophy: A Love Story. Mingling
romance and scholarship, Kaag related how he
stumbled onto the private library of a 20th-century
philosophical eminence, then out of a miserable
marriage and into the arms of his now-wife, the
Kantian philosopher Carol Hay. As Kaag and Hay
worked to preserve the library’s holdings, they
didn’t find consolation, exactly. Instead, they
grappled with transcendentalists like Ralph Waldo
Emerson and pragmatists like William James.
Along the way, they came to regard love as a challenge rather than a balm. In Hiking With Nietzsche,
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Kaag describes the draw of Nietzsche’s marital
ideal—a union that embodies “the will of two to
create the one that is more than those who created
it,” never lapsing into “one long stupidity.”
Kaag’s latest work represents another effort
to restore philosophy to its former relevance—to
tether it to the mess of daily experience. Hiking
With Nietzsche explores two related but distinct
reckonings with the blandishments of modern
life, Kaag’s and Nietzsche’s. Kaag is fascinated
by the idea of decadence—which Nietzsche first
broached in The Birth of Tragedy, and which would
preoccupy him for the rest of his life: “Is it perhaps
possible to suffer from over-abundance?” he asked.
“Is there perhaps such a thing as neuroses of health?”
Blending biography, intellectual history, and personal essay, Kaag follows three related journeys:
Nietzsche’s evolution from adolescent upstart to
middle-aged iconoclast, Kaag’s youthful attempt
to retrace Nietzsche’s footsteps through the Swiss
Alps, and Kaag’s adult effort to retrace his own
retracing, this time with Hay and their 3-year-old
daughter in tow. The result is not just an approachable introduction to Nietzsche’s thought. Kaag’s
book is also, despite its cloying title, a confirmation
that philosophy thrives when it provides an antidote to the wholesome doldrums of sanity.
IETZ S CHE, BORN IN 1844, led the kind
of maladjusted life that contemporary
therapies and self-help books are designed
to rehabilitate. He was a lonely, awkward young
man whose attempts to participate in the drunken
revelries so prevalent at his two alma maters, the
University of Bonn and the University of Leipzig,
were short-lived and half-hearted. “He actually
didn’t like beer,” Kaag reports. “He liked pastries.
And he liked studying—a lot.”
Nietzsche’s academic career was marked by a
number of dazzlingly early successes. At 24, he was
the youngest tenured faculty member at the University of Basel. But by 28, he had been demoted
from wunderkind to pariah, thanks in large part to
the publication of his first book, The Birth of Tragedy
(1872). More a work of creative interpretation than
a piece of faithful exegesis, the debut departed
sharply from accepted philological method, infuriating Nietzsche’s colleagues. It argued that two
aesthetic tendencies vied for dominance in ancient
Greece: the Dionysian, a primordial blurring of the
borders dividing self and world, and the Apollonian, a rationalist paradigm that positioned art as
an ordered alternative to the havoc of life. Though
Nietzsche regarded these two forces as mutually
enhancing—and he lauded tragedy for wedding
them—his real allegiance lay with the Dionysian,
as his life and work went on to attest.
The hostility that The Birth of Tragedy spawned
among philologists solidified Nietzsche’s break with
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Health,
Nietzsche
emphasized,
is not synonymous with
enjoyment.

academic culture. In 1879, when he was 34, declining
health compelled him to leave his post in Basel, and
he wandered the Alps and nursed his chronic headaches for the next decade—his most miserable and
most productive. His sole serious romantic interest, the author Lou Salomé, rebuffed him brutally,
declining his three marriage proposals. (Salomé,
whom Nietzsche once described as “the smartest
person I’ve ever met,” had an enviably literary love
life: She rejected not just Nietzsche but also the
writer Paul Rée, and she conducted a long-standing
affair with the poet Rainer Maria Rilke.)
In 1889, Nietzsche suffered the dramatic breakdown that would debilitate him until his death 11
years later: Upon catching sight of a man flogging
a horse in a public square in Turin, the story goes,
he threw his arms around the animal’s neck, burst
into tears, and crumpled to the ground. He had
already displayed signs of volatility before this
collapse. According to Kaag, Nietzsche “began to
sign his letters ‘Dionysus’ ” in 1888, and he had a
troubled relationship with food throughout his life,
ricocheting from one extreme diet to the next. As
he grappled with the specter of decadence, his austere and itinerant life represented a rejection of the
indulgent spirit dulling the haute bourgeoisie of fin
de siècle Europe.
At 19, Kaag shared Nietzsche’s distaste for the
“scripted” routines and glib gratifications that make
modern life so deplorably easy. When he arrived
in Basel on a research trip, he recoiled at his surroundings: The train station was “a model of Swiss
precision,” and the streets were “too straight, too
quiet, too mundane.” He quickly abandoned his
plans to ruminate on Nietzsche from the confines
of Basel’s library and instead decided to follow
his idol’s grueling alpine route to “Splügen, then
to Grindelwald at the foot of the Eiger, then to the
San Bernardino Pass, to Sils-Maria, and finally to
the towns of Northern Italy.” He wanted, he writes,
“to feel something, to break through the anesthesia,
to prove to myself that I wasn’t just asleep.”
How did “Nietzsche cultivate the existential
defiance or courage that led [him] up the mountain?” Kaag asks.
It probably started something like this—in a
very simple refusal to act on behalf of one’s
obvious self-interest. There remains a lifeaffirming glee in such a refusal—a quiet
temptation that even the most well-adjusted
person feels at various points.

HIKING WITH
NIETZSCHE:
ON BECOMING
WHO YOU ARE
JOHN KAAG
FSG

As Kaag advanced along Nietzsche’s trek, his refusal started to take the form of fasting so intense,
it often left him dizzy. When he finally relented, he
stumbled into a luxury hotel and ordered a sickeningly opulent multicourse meal.
His reversal was radical—and, in some ways,
utterly Nietzschean: “The spell that fights on our

behalf, the eye of Venus that charms and blinds
even our opponents, is the magic of the extreme,
the seduction that everything extreme exercises,”
Nietzsche wrote in The Will to Power, the posthumously published book that many consider his
magnum opus. This core provocation, the heart of
his teachings and his notoriously hyperbolic style,
is by turns enthralling and juvenile.
Mercifully, 37-year-old Kaag is aware of the raw,
adolescent quality of some of Nietzsche’s most
radical insights, and he acknowledges that during
his own infatuation with his hero he was “thoroughly intolerable.” Still, he isn’t entirely immune
to the seductions of Dionysian extremity. When
he revisits the Swiss town of Sils-Maria 18 years
after his initial trip, he both laments and celebrates
his maturation. He smiles for a family photo and
entertains fleeting worries that he has become “a
grinning domesticated animal,” one of the pampered. How to resist? When he heads back to his
family after a day of lonely hiking, he reflects, “Perhaps a pilgrim triumphs not in hardship, but in the
rare moment when they learn to accept something
soft at home.” This sounds like an un-Nietzschean
lesson, and Kaag’s clichés can sometimes leave us
wondering whether he embraces Wittgenstein’s
vision of philosophy after all.
But to Kaag’s credit, he is determined to inject
hints of extremity into his outwardly stable life.
By the time he returns to America, he has modified his conception of how, exactly, we should go
about steeling ourselves in the face of the decadent imperatives of a consumerist, conformist
world. What Kaag overlooked in his youth is that
Nietzsche does not prescribe difficulty for its own
sake. Though the metaphorical language Nietzsche employed throughout his career is wildly
inconsistent, he was ultimately an advocate of
health—but health, he emphasized, is not synonymous with enjoyment. On the contrary, health
requires the trials that beget a strong constitution
(and Nietzsche did not have SoulCycle in mind). In
The Will to Power, he wrote,
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Becca Rothfeld is a writer and a Ph.D. candidate in
philosophy at Harvard.

HALF-LIFE

After Hölderlin

Yellow pears
wild roses
the lake
your swans
and kisses
your head
in water.

To those human beings who are of any concern
to me I wish suffering, desolation, sickness,
ill-treatment, indignities—I wish that they
should not remain unfamiliar with profound
self-contempt, the torture of self-mistrust, the
wretchedness of the vanquished: I have no pity
for them, because I wish them the only thing
that can prove today whether one is worth anything or not—that one endures.

Kaag needed two trips to the Alps to grasp
that Nietzsche counsels us to celebrate our suffering because we can avoid it only if we avoid
engagement— only if we insulate ourselves from
the hardship that is part and parcel of even the
most placid human existence. Kaag concludes that
Illustration by MELINDA JOSIE

a celebration of life needn’t entail self-immolation,
but it necessarily entails difficulty. “The self does
not lie passively in wait for us to discover it. Selfhood is made in the active, ongoing process, in the
German verb werden, ‘to become,’ ” he writes.
Life goes on for Kaag, of course, and the threat
of complacency looms: “Syllabi were dutifully
written. Conferences were studiously organized.
Bathrooms were meticulously cleaned.” But Kaag
resists—not by fasting or hiking mountains in
inadequate footwear but by recalling as often as
possible, in the intervals between deadening and
dulling, that “things must suffer, go dark, perish before they live again. This is not an escape or respite
from life but rather its realization.” Kaag may have
outgrown his youthful dramatics, but he continues
to let philosophy upend him. It once took him all
the way to the edge of an Alpine precipice, to the
brink of starvation. It went on to undo one marriage
and inspire another. And it continues to heal us, not
by making us feel better, but by making us well.

But where,
when winter,
is sunshine
and shadow?
The walls,
David Lehman’s most
recent collection is
Poems in the Manner
of … (2017).

silent and
cold, clatter.
— David Lehman
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IS

DEMOCRACY

DYING?
T H E R E P O R T S A N D E S S A Y S in the following pages
examine the mounting ills afflicting liberal democracy today.
Though these ills can be seen most plainly in the style and
behavior of a growing number of political leaders worldwide,
their sources run deeper than that. The aim of this package is
to diagnose their severity and root causes.

Some of these causes are universal; some are unique to the
United States. The essays are grouped to reflect this distinction,
and then to consider solutions.
Sprinkled throughout are brief warnings about risks to
democracy from The Atlantic’s archives—some prescient, some
misplaced, and many all too relevant today.

Support for coverage of governance and democracy has been provided by the Madison Initiative of the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation. All coverage comes solely from The Atlantic.
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TURNING THE TIDE FOR
OCEAN BAY APARTMENTS.
When Hurricane Sandy hit Ocean Bay Apartments, an affordable housing community in Far Rockaway, N.Y.,
4,000 residents were left without heat or water. The storm made deteriorating living conditions worse.
Developer MDG Design and Construction had innovative ideas for renovating the complex, but needed
a bank that could handle such a large and difficult project. Citi created a first-of-its-kind public-private
financing structure, enabling MDG to make the complex storm-resilient, energy-smart and beautiful.
The innovations at Ocean Bay are becoming a model for affordable housing across the country, turning
public housing into homes that enhance lives and whole neighborhoods.
Over the last decade, Citi has invested $58 billion in community revitalization.

citi.com/progressmakers
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O N DE C E M B E R 3 1 , 19 9 9, we threw a party. It was the end
of one millennium and the start of a new one; people very
much wanted to celebrate, preferably somewhere exotic.
Our party fulfilled that criterion. We held it at Chobielin,
the manor house in northwest Poland that my husband
and his parents had purchased a decade earlier, when it
was a mildewed ruin. We had restored the house, very
slowly. It was not exactly finished in 1999, but it did have
a new roof. It also had a large, freshly painted, and completely unfurnished salon—perfect for a party.
The guests were various: journalist friends from London and Berlin, a few diplomats based in Warsaw, two
friends who flew in from New York. But most of them

were Poles, friends of ours and colleagues of my husband,
who was then a deputy foreign minister in the Polish government. A handful of youngish Polish journalists came
too—none then particularly famous—along with a few civil
servants and one or two members of the government.
You could have lumped the majority of them, roughly,
in the general category of what Poles call the right—the
conservatives, the anti-Communists. But at that moment
in history, you might also have called most of my guests
liberals—free-market liberals, or classical liberals—or
maybe Thatcherites. Even those who might have been less
definite about economics certainly believed in democracy,
in the rule of law, and in a Poland that was a member of
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NATO and on its way to joining the European Union—an
with the liberal parties of Germany and the Netherlands,
integrated part of modern Europe. In the 1990s, that was
and with the Republican Party of John McCain. Some now
what being “on the right” meant.
consider themselves center-left. But others wound up in a
As parties go, it was a little scrappy. There was no such
different place, supporting a nativist party called Law and
thing as catering in rural Poland in the 1990s, so my motherJustice—a party that has moved dramatically away from
in-law and I made vats of beef stew and roasted beets. There
the positions it held when it first briefly ran the government,
were no hotels, either, so our 100-odd guests stayed in lofrom 2005 to 2007, and when it occupied the presidency
cal farmhouses or with friends in the nearby town. I kept a
(not the same thing in Poland), from 2005 to 2010.
list of who was staying where, but nevertheless, a couple of
Since then, Law and Justice has embraced a new set
people wound up sleeping on a sofa in our basement. The
of ideas, not just xenophobic and deeply suspicious of
music—mixtapes, made in an era before Spotify— created
the rest of Europe but also openly authoritarian. After
the only serious cultural divide of the evening: The songs
the party won a slim parliamentary majority in 2015, its
that my American friends releaders violated the constitumembered from college were
tion by appointing new judges to
not the same as the songs that
the constitutional court. Later, it
the Poles remembered from colused a similarly unconstitutional
lege, so it was hard to get everyplaybook to attempt to pack the
body to dance at the same time.
Polish Supreme Court. It took
GIVEN THE
At one point I went upstairs,
over the state public broadcaster,
learned that Boris Yeltsin had
Telewizja Polska; fired popular
RIGHT CONDITIONS,
resigned, wrote a brief column
presenters; and began running
ANY SOCIETY
for a British newspaper, then
unabashed propaganda, sprinwent back downstairs and had
kled with easily disprovable lies,
CAN T URN AG AINST
another glass of wine. At about
at taxpayers’ expense. The govD E M O C R A C Y.
three in the morning, one of the
ernment earned international
wackier Polish guests pulled a
notoriety when it adopted a law
I N D E E D, I F H I S T O RY
small pistol out of her handbag
curtailing public debate about
IS ANYTHING
and shot blanks into the air out
the Holocaust. Although the
of sheer exuberance.
law was eventually changed
T O G O B Y, A L L
It was that kind of party. It
under American pressure, it enSOCIETIES
lasted all night, continued into
joyed broad support by Law and
“brunch” the following afterJustice’s ideological base—the
E V E N T U A L LY W I L L .
noon, and was infused with the
journalists, writers, and thinkoptimism I remember from that
ers, including some of my party
time. We had rebuilt our house.
guests, who believe anti-Polish
Our friends were rebuilding the
forces seek to blame Poland for
country. I have a particularly
Auschwitz.
clear memory of a walk in the
These kinds of views make it
snow—maybe it was the day before the party, maybe the
difficult for me and some of my New Year’s guests to speak
day after—with a bilingual group, everybody chattering at
about anything at all. I have not, for example, had a single
once, English and Polish mingling and echoing through the
conversation with a woman who was once one of my closbirch forest. At that moment, when Poland was on the cusp
est friends, the godmother of one of my children—let’s call
of joining the West, it felt as if we were all on the same team.
her Marta—since a hysterical phone call in April 2010, a
We agreed about democracy, about the road to prosperity,
couple of days after a plane carrying the then-president
about the way things were going.
crashed near Smolensk, in Russia. In the intervening years,
That moment has passed. Nearly two decades later, I
Marta has grown close to Jarosław Kaczyński, the leader
would now cross the street to avoid some of the people who
of Law and Justice and the late president’s twin brother.
were at my New Year’s Eve party. They, in turn, would not
She regularly hosts lunches for him at her apartment and
only refuse to enter my house, they would be embarrassed
discusses whom he should appoint to his cabinet. I tried to
to admit they had ever been there. In fact, about half the
see her recently in Warsaw, but she refused. “What would
people who were at that party would no longer speak to the
we talk about?” she texted me, and then went silent.
other half. The estrangements are political, not personal.
Another of my guests—the one who shot the pistol in the
Poland is now one of the most polarized societies in Euair—eventually separated from her British husband. She
rope, and we have found ourselves on opposite sides of a
now appears to spend her days as a full-time internet troll,
profound divide, one that runs through not only what used
fanatically promoting a whole range of conspiracy theories,
to be the Polish right but also the old Hungarian right, the
many of them virulently anti-Semitic. She tweets about
Italian right, and, with some differences, the British right
Jewish responsibility for the Holocaust; she once posted
and the American right, too.
an image of an English medieval painting depicting a boy
Some of my New Year’s Eve guests continued, as my hussupposedly crucified by Jews, with the commentary “And
band and I did, to support the pro-European, pro-rule-of-law,
they were surprised that they were expelled.” She follows
pro-market center-right—remaining in political parties that
and amplifies the leading lights of the American “alt-right,”
aligned, more or less, with European Christian Democrats,
whose language she repeats.
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I happen to know that both of these women are estranged from their children because of their political views.
But that, too, is typical—this line of division runs through
families as well as groups of friends. We have a neighbor
near Chobielin whose parents listen to a progovernment,
Catholic-conspiratorial radio station called Radio Maryja.
They repeat its mantras, make its enemies their enemies.
“I’ve lost my mother,” my neighbor told me. “She lives in
another world.”
To be clear about my interests and biases here, I should
explain that some of this conspiratorial thinking is focused
on me. My husband was the Polish defense minister for a
year and a half, in a coalition government led by Law and
Justice during its first, brief experience of power; later, he
broke with that party and was for seven years the foreign
minister in another coalition government, this one led by
the center-right party Civic Platform; in 2015 he didn’t
run for office. As a journalist and his American-born wife,
I have always attracted some press interest. But after Law
and Justice won that year, I was featured on the covers of
two pro-regime magazines, wSieci and Do Rzeczy—former
friends of ours work at both—as the clandestine Jewish
coordinator of the international press and the secret director of its negative coverage of Poland. Similar stories have
appeared on Telewizja Polska’s evening news.
Eventually, they stopped writing about me: Negative
international press coverage of Poland has grown much
too widespread for a single person, even a single Jewish
person, to coordinate all by herself. Though naturally the
theme recurs on social media from time to time.
In a famous journal he kept from 1935 to 1944, the
Romanian writer Mihail Sebastian chronicled an even more
extreme shift in his own country. Like me, Sebastian was Jewish; like me, most of his friends were on the political right. In
his journal, he described how, one by one, they were drawn to
fascist ideology, like a flock of moths to an inescapable flame.
He recounted the arrogance and confidence they acquired
as they moved away from identifying themselves as Europeans—admirers of Proust, travelers to Paris—and instead
began to call themselves blood-and-soil Romanians. He listened as they veered into conspiratorial thinking or became
casually cruel. People he had known for years insulted him
to his face and then acted as if nothing had happened. “Is
friendship possible,” he wondered in 1937, “with people
who have in common a whole series of alien ideas and
feelings—so alien that I have only to walk in the door and
they suddenly fall silent in shame and embarrassment?”
This is not 1937. Nevertheless, a parallel transformation
is taking place in my own time, in the Europe that I inhabit
and in Poland, a country whose citizenship I have acquired.
And it is taking place without the excuse of an economic crisis of the kind Europe suffered in the 1930s. Poland’s economy has been the most consistently successful in Europe
over the past quarter century. Even after the global financial
collapse in 2008, the country saw no recession. What’s more,
the refugee wave that has hit other European countries has
not been felt here at all. There are no migrant camps, and
there is no Islamist terrorism, or terrorism of any kind.
More important, though the people I am writing
about here, the nativist ideologues, are perhaps not all as
successful as they would like to be (about which more in
a minute), they are not poor and rural, they are not in any

sense victims of the political transition, and they are not
an impoverished underclass. On the contrary, they are
educated, they speak foreign languages, and they travel
abroad—just like Sebastian’s friends in the 1930s.
What has caused this transformation? Were some of
our friends always closet authoritarians? Or have the people with whom we clinked glasses in the first minutes of the
new millennium somehow changed over the subsequent
two decades? My answer is a complicated one, because I
think the explanation is universal. Given the right conditions, any society can turn against democracy. Indeed, if
history is anything to go by, all societies eventually will.

BEFOR E
I C ON T I N U E , H E R E ’S A PA R E N T H E S I S, and a reminder:
All of this has happened before. Profound political shifts—
events that suddenly split families and friends, cut across
social classes, and dramatically rearrange alliances—do
not happen every day in Europe, but neither are they unknown. Not nearly enough attention has been paid in recent years to a late-19th-century French controversy that
prefigured many of the debates of the 20th century, and
has some clear echoes in the present.
The Dreyfus affair was triggered in 1894, when a traitor
was discovered in the French army: Somebody had been
passing information to Germany, which had defeated
France a quarter century earlier and occupied AlsaceLorraine. French military intelligence investigated and
claimed that it had found the culprit. Captain Alfred
Dreyfus was an Alsatian, spoke with a German accent, and
was a Jew—and therefore, in the eyes of some, not a real
Frenchman. As it would turn out, he was also innocent. But
French army investigators created fake evidence and gave
false testimony; as a result, Dreyfus was court-martialed,
found guilty, and sent into solitary confinement on Devil’s
Island, off the coast of French Guiana.
The ensuing controversy divided French society along
now-familiar lines. Those who maintained Dreyfus’s guilt
were the alt-right—or the Law and Justice Party, or the
National Front—of their time. They pushed a conspiracy
theory. They were backed up by screaming headlines in
France’s right-wing yellow press, the 19th-century version of
a far-right trolling operation. Their leaders lied to uphold the
honor of the army; adherents clung to their belief in Dreyfus’s guilt—and their absolute loyalty to the nation—even
when this fakery was revealed.
Dreyfus was not a spy. To prove the unprovable, the
anti-Dreyfusards had to disparage evidence, law, and even
rational thought. Science itself was suspect, both because
it was modern and universal and because it came into conflict with the emotional cult of ancestry and place. “In every
scientific work,” wrote one anti-Dreyfusard, there is something “precarious” and “contingent.”
The Dreyfusards, meanwhile, argued that some principles are higher than national honor, and that it mattered whether Dreyfus was guilty or not. Above all, they
argued, the French state had an obligation to treat all citizens equally, whatever their religion. They too were patriots, but of a different sort. They conceived of the nation
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not as an ethnic clan but as the embodiment of a set of
ideals: justice, honesty, the neutrality of the courts. This
was a more cerebral vision, more abstract and harder to
grasp, but not without an appeal of its own.
Those two visions of the nation split France right down
the middle. Tempers flared. Quarrels broke out in the dining rooms of Paris. Family members stopped speaking
to one another, sometimes for more than a generation.
The divide continued to be felt in 20th-century politics,
in the different ideologies of Vichy France and the resistance. It persists today, in the struggle between Marine Le
Pen’s “France for the French” nationalism and Emmanuel
Macron’s broader vision of a France that stands for a set
of abstract values: justice, honesty, and the neutrality of
courts, as well as globalization and integration.
From my point of view, the Dreyfus affair is most
interesting because it was sparked by a single cause célèbre. Just one court case—one disputed trial—plunged an
entire country into an angry debate, creating unresolvable
divisions between people who had previously not known
that they disagreed with one another. But this shows
that vastly different understandings of what is meant by
“France” were already there, waiting to be discovered. Two
decades ago, different understandings of “Poland” must
already have been present too, just waiting to be exacerbated by chance, circumstance, and personal ambition.
Perhaps this is unsurprising. All of these debates,
whether in 1890s France or 1990s Poland, have at their
core a series of important questions: Who gets to define
a nation? And who, therefore, gets to rule a nation? For a
long time, we have imagined that these questions were
settled—but why should they ever be?

MONARCHY,
T Y R A N N Y, OLIG A RC H Y, DEMOCRACY—these were all famil-

iar to Aristotle more than 2,000 years ago. But the illiberal
one-party state, now found all over the world—think of
China, Venezuela, Zimbabwe—was first developed by Lenin,
in Russia, starting in 1917. In the political-science textbooks
of the future, the Soviet Union’s founder will surely be
remembered not for his Marxist beliefs, but as the inventor of this enduring form of political organization. It is the
model that many of the world’s budding autocrats use today.
Unlike Marxism, the Leninist one-party state is not a
philosophy. It is a mechanism for holding power. It works
because it clearly defines who gets to be the elite—the
political elite, the cultural elite, the financial elite. In monarchies such as prerevolutionary France and Russia, the
right to rule was granted to the aristocracy, which defined
itself by rigid codes of breeding and etiquette. In modern
Western democracies, the right to rule is granted, at least
in theory, by different forms of competition: campaigning
and voting, meritocratic tests that determine access to
higher education and the civil service, free markets. Oldfashioned social hierarchies are usually part of the mix, but
in modern Britain, America, Germany, France, and until
recently Poland, we have assumed that competition is the
most just and efficient way to distribute power. The bestrun businesses should make the most money. The most
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appealing and competent politicians should rule. The contests between them should take place on an even playing
field, to ensure a fair outcome.
Lenin’s one-party state was based on different values. It
overthrew the aristocratic order. But it did not put a competitive model in place. The Bolshevik one-party state was
not merely undemocratic; it was also anticompetitive and
antimeritocratic. Places in universities, civil-service jobs,
and roles in government and industry did not go to the most
industrious or the most capable. Instead, they went to the
most loyal. People advanced because they were willing to
conform to the rules of party membership. Though those
rules were different at different times, they were consistent
in certain ways. They usually excluded the former ruling
elite and their children, as well as suspicious ethnic groups.
They favored the children of the working class. Above all,
they favored people who loudly professed belief in the creed,
who attended party meetings, who participated in public
displays of enthusiasm. Unlike an ordinary oligarchy, the
one-party state allows for upward mobility: True believers
can advance. As Hannah Arendt wrote back in the 1940s,
the worst kind of one-party state “invariably replaces all
first-rate talents, regardless of their sympathies, with those
crackpots and fools whose lack of intelligence and creativity
is still the best guarantee of their loyalty.”
Lenin’s one-party system also reflected his disdain for
the idea of a neutral state, of apolitical civil servants and an
objective media. He wrote that freedom of the press “is a
deception.” He mocked freedom of assembly as a “hollow
phrase.” As for parliamentary democracy itself, that was
no more than “a machine for the suppression of the working class.” In the Bolshevik imagination, the press could be
free, and public institutions could be fair, only once they
were controlled by the working class—via the party.
This mockery of the competitive institutions of “bourgeois democracy” and capitalism has long had a right-wing
version, too. Hitler’s Germany is the example usually given.
But there are many others. Apartheid South Africa was a
de facto one-party state that corrupted its press and its judiciary to eliminate blacks from political life and promote
the interests of Afrikaners, white South Africans descended
mainly from Dutch settlers, who were not succeeding in the
capitalist economy created by the British empire.
In Europe, two such illiberal parties are now in power:
Law and Justice, in Poland, and Viktor Orbán’s Fidesz
party, in Hungary. Others, in Austria and Italy, are part of
government coalitions or enjoy wide support. These parties tolerate the existence of political opponents. But they
use every means possible, legal and illegal, to reduce their
opponents’ ability to function and to curtail competition
in politics and economics. They dislike foreign investment and criticize privatization, unless it is designed to
benefit their supporters. They undermine meritocracy.
Like Donald Trump, they mock the notions of neutrality
and professionalism, whether in journalists or civil servants. They discourage businesses from advertising in
“opposition”—by which they mean illegitimate—media.
Notably, one of the Law and Justice government’s first
acts, in early 2016, was to change the civil-service law,
making it easier to fire professionals and hire party hacks.
The Polish foreign service also dropped its requirement
that diplomats know two foreign languages, a bar that
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was too high for favored candidates to meet. The government fired heads of Polish state companies. Previously,
the people in these roles had had at least some government or business experience. Now these jobs are largely
filled by Law and Justice Party members, as well as their
friends and relatives. Typical is Janina Goss, an old friend
of Kaczyński’s from whom the former prime minister once
borrowed a large sum of money, apparently to pay for a
medical treatment for his mother. Goss, an avid maker
of jams and preserves, is now on the board of directors of
Polska Grupa Energetyczna, the largest power company in
Poland, an employer of 40,000 people.
You can call this sort of thing by many names: nepotism,
state capture. But if you so choose, you can also describe
it in positive terms: It represents the end of the hateful notions of meritocracy and competition, principles that, by
definition, never benefited the less successful. A rigged
and uncompetitive system sounds bad if you want to live in
a society run by the talented. But if that isn’t your primary
interest, then what’s wrong with it?
If you believe, as my old friends now believe, that Poland will be better off if it is ruled by people who deserve
to rule—because they loudly proclaim a certain kind of
patriotism, because they are loyal to the party leader, or
because they are, echoing the words of Kaczyński himself,
a “better sort of Pole”—then a one-party state is actually
more fair than a competitive democracy. Why should different parties be allowed to compete on an even playing
field if only one of them has the moral right to form the
government? Why should businesses be allowed to compete in a free market if only some of them are loyal to the
party and therefore deserving of wealth?
This impulse is reinforced, in Poland as well as in Hungary and many other formerly Communist countries, by
the widespread feeling that the rules of competition are
flawed because the reforms of the 1990s were unfair.

Specifically, they allowed too
many former Communists to
recycle their political power into
economic power.
But this argument, which felt
so important a quarter century
ago, seems thin and superficial
now. Since at least 2005, Poland
has been led solely by presidents
and prime ministers whose political biographies began in the
anti-Communist Solidarity movement. And there is no powerful exCommunist business monopoly
in Poland either—at least not at
the national level, where plenty of
people have made money without
special political connections. Poignantly, the most prominent former Communist in Polish politics
right now is Stanisław Piotrowicz,
a Law and Justice member of parliament who is, perhaps unsurprisingly, a great enemy of judicial
independence.
Nevertheless, this argument
about the continuing influence of Communism retains an
appeal for the right-wing political intellectuals of my generation. For some of them, it seems to explain their personal
failures, or just their bad luck. Not everybody who was a
dissident in the 1970s got to become the prime minister, or
a best-selling writer, or a respected public intellectual, after
1989. And for many this is a source of burning resentment. If
you are someone who believes that you deserve to rule, then
your motivation to attack the elite, pack the courts, and warp
the press to achieve your ambitions is strong. Resentment,
envy, and above all the belief that the “system” is unfair—
these are important sentiments among the intellectuals of
the Polish right.
This is not to say that the illiberal state lacks a genuine appeal. But it is also good for some of its proponents
personally—so much so that picking apart personal and
political motives is extremely difficult. That’s what I
learned from the story of Jacek Kurski, the director of Polish state television and the chief ideologist of the Polish
illiberal state. He started out in the same place, at the same
time, as his brother, Jarosław Kurski, who edits the largest
and most influential liberal Polish newspaper. They are
two sides of the same coin.

TO
U N DE R S TA N D T H E K U R S K I B ROT H E R S, it’s important to
understand where they came from: the port city of Gdańsk,
on the Baltic Sea, where shipyard cranes loom like giant
storks over Hanseatic street facades. The Kurskis came of
age there in the early 1980s, when Gdańsk was both the
hub of anti-Communist activity in Poland and a shabby
backwater, a place where intrigue and boredom were measured out in equal doses.
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At that particular moment, in that particular place, the
notice. He was—in his brother’s description— always
Kurski brothers stood out. Senator Bogdan Borusewicz, “fascinated” by the Kaczyński brothers, by the plots, the
one of the most important underground trade-union
schemes, the conspiracies. Although he was on the right,
activists from the time, told me that their school was
he was not particularly interested in the trappings of Polish
widely known to be “zrewoltowane”—in revolt against
conservatism, in the books or the debates that had captithe Communist system. Jarosław represented his class in
vated his brother. A friend of both brothers told me she
the school parliament and was part of a group that read
didn’t think Jacek had any real political philosophy at all.
conservative history and literature. Jacek, slightly younger, “Is he a conservative? I don’t think so, at least not in the
was less interested in the intellectual battle against Comstrict definition of conservatism. He’s a person who wants
munism, and thought of himself as an activist and a radito be on top.” And from the late 1980s onward, that was
cal. In the immediate wake of martial law, both brothers
where he aimed to be.
went to marches, shouted slogans, waved banners. Both
The complete story of what Jacek did next would reworked first on the illegal school newspaper and then on
quire more than a single magazine article to describe.
Solidarność, the illegal opposition newspaper of Solidarity,
He eventually turned against Wałęsa, perhaps because
the trade union in Gdańsk.
Wałęsa didn’t give him the job he thought he deserved.
In October 1989, Jarosław went to work as the press secHe married and divorced; he sued his brother’s newspaper
retary to Lech Wałęsa, the leader of Solidarity, who, after
several times, and the newspaper sued him back. He cothe election of Poland’s first non-Communist government,
authored a fiery book and made a conspiratorial film about
felt out of sorts and ignored; in the chaos created by revothe secret forces lined up against the Polish right. He was
lutionary economic reforms and rapid political change,
a member, at different times, of different parties or facthere was no obvious role for him. Eventually, in late
tions, sometimes quite marginal and sometimes more
1990, Wałęsa ran for president
centrist. He became a member
and won, by galvanizing people
of the European Parliament.
who already resented the comHe came to specialize in sopromises that had accompanied
called black PR. Famously, he
the negotiated collapse of Comhelped torpedo the presidenmunism in Poland (the decitial campaign of Donald Tusk
sion not to jail or punish former
THE DECISION
(who eventually became prime
Communists, for example). The
minister), in part by spreadTO PUT A
experience made Jarosław realing the rumor that Tusk had a
ize that he didn’t like politics,
C O N S P I R AC Y T H E O RY
grandfather who had volunespecially not the politics of
tarily joined the Wehrmacht,
AT T H E H E A RT
resentment: “I saw what doing
the Nazi army. Asked about
politics was really about … awOF GOVERNMENT
this invention, Jacek reportedly
ful intrigues, searching for dirt,
told a small group of journalists
P O L I C Y WA S
smear campaigns.” That was
that of course it wasn’t true, but
also his first encounter with
THE SOURCE OF
“Ciemny lud to kupi”—which,
Kaczyński, “a master of that. In
roughly translated, means “The
T H E AU T H O R I TA R I A N
his political thinking, there is
ignorant peasants will buy it.”
no such thing as an accident …
ACT I O N S T H AT
Borusewicz describes him as
If something happened, it was
“without scruples.”
FOLLOWED.
the machination of an outsider.
Jacek did not win the popuConspiracy is his favorite word.”
lar acclaim he thought a teen(Unlike Jarosław, Jacek would
age Solidarity activist was
not speak with me. A mutual
entitled to. And this was a huge
friend gave me his private celldisappointment. Jarosław says
phone number; I texted, and
of his brother: “All of his life, he
then called a couple of times
believed that he is owed a great
and left messages. I called again and someone cackled
career … that he will be prime minister, that he is prewhen I stated my name, repeated it loudly, and said, “Of
destined to do something great. Yet fate dictated that he
course, of course”—naturally the chairman of Polish televifailed over and over again … He concluded that this was a
sion would return my call. But he never did.)
great injustice.” And of course, Jarosław was successful, a
Eventually Jarosław quit and joined Gazeta Wyborcza,
member of the establishment.
the newspaper founded at the time of Poland’s first parIn 2015, Kaczyński plucked Jacek out of the relative
tially free elections, in 1989. In the new Poland, he could
obscurity of fringe politics and made him the director
help build something, create a free press, he told me, and
of state television. Since his arrival at Telewizja Polska,
that was enough for him. Jacek went in precisely the oppothe younger Kurski has changed the station beyond recsite direction. “You are an idiot,” he told his brother when
ognition, firing the best-known journalists and radically
he learned he had quit working for Wałęsa. Although he
reorienting its politics. Although the station is funded by
was still in high school, Jacek was already interested in a
taxpayers, the news broadcasts no longer make any prepolitical career himself, and even suggested that he take
tense of objectivity or neutrality. In April of this year, for
over his brother’s job, on the grounds that no one would
example, the station made an advertisement for itself. It
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showed a clip from a press conference; the leader of the opposition party, Grzegorz Schetyna, is asked what his party
achieved during its eight years in government, from 2007
to 2015. Schetyna pauses and frowns; the video slows down
and then ends. It’s as if he had nothing to say.
In reality, Schetyna spoke for several minutes and listed
a number of achievements, from the mass construction of
roads to rural investments to advances in foreign policy.
But this manipulated clip was deemed such a success that
for several days, it remained pinned to the top of Telewizja
Polska’s Twitter feed. Under Law and Justice, state television doesn’t just produce regime propaganda; it celebrates
the fact that it is doing so. It doesn’t just twist and contort
information; it glories in deceit.
Jacek—deprived of respect for so many years—is finally
having his revenge. He is right where he thinks he should
be: at the center of attention, the radical throwing figurative Molotov cocktails into the crowd. The illiberal oneparty state suits him perfectly. And if Communism isn’t
really available anymore as a genuine enemy for him and his
colleagues to fight, then new enemies will have to be found.

FROM
O RW E L L T O K O E S T L E R , the European writers of the
20th century were obsessed with the idea of the Big Lie.
The vast ideological constructs that were Communism
and fascism, the posters demanding fealty to the Party or
the Leader, the Brownshirts and Blackshirts marching in
formation, the torch-lit parades, the terror police—these
Big Lies were so absurd and inhuman, they required prolonged violence to impose and the threat of violence to
maintain. They required forced education, total control of
all culture, the politicization of journalism, sports, literature, and the arts.
By contrast, the polarizing political movements of 21stcentury Europe demand much less of their adherents. They
don’t require belief in a full-blown ideology, and thus they
don’t require violence or terror police. They don’t force
people to believe that black is white, war is peace, and state
farms have achieved 1,000 percent of their planned production. Most of them don’t deploy propaganda that conflicts
with everyday reality. And yet all of them depend, if not on
a Big Lie, then on what the historian Timothy Snyder once
told me should be called the Medium-Size Lie, or perhaps a
clutch of Medium-Size Lies. To put it differently, all of them
encourage their followers to engage, at least part of the time,
with an alternative reality. Sometimes that alternative reality has developed organically; more often, it’s been carefully
formulated, with the help of modern marketing techniques,
audience segmentation, and social-media campaigns.
Americans are of course familiar with the ways a lie can
increase polarization and inflame xenophobia: Donald
Trump entered American politics on the back of birtherism,
the false premise that President Barack Obama was not
born in America—a conspiracy theory whose power was seriously underestimated at the time, and that paved the way
for other lies, from “Mexican rapists” to “Pizzagate.” But in
Poland, and in Hungary too, we now have examples of what
happens when a Medium-Size Lie—a conspiracy theory—is

propagated first by a political party as the central plank of
its election campaign, and then by a ruling party, with the
full force of a modern, centralized state apparatus behind it.
In Hungary, the lie is unoriginal: It is the belief, shared
by the Russian government and the American alt-right, in
the superhuman powers of George Soros, the Hungarian
Jewish billionaire who is supposedly plotting to bring down
the nation through the deliberate importation of migrants,
even though no such migrants exist in Hungary.
In Poland, at least the lie is sui generis. It is the Smolensk
conspiracy theory: the belief that a nefarious plot brought
down the president’s plane in April 2010. The story has special force in Poland because the crash had eerie historical
echoes. The president who died, Lech Kaczyński, was on
his way to an event commemorating the massacre in Katyn,
the place where Stalin murdered more than 21,000 Poles—a
big chunk of the country’s elite—in 1940. Dozens of senior
military figures and politicians were also on board, many
of them friends of mine. My husband reckons that he knew
everybody on the plane, including the flight attendants.
A huge wave of emotion followed the accident. A
kind of hysteria, something like the madness that took
hold in the United States after 9/11, engulfed the nation.
Television announcers wore black mourning ties; friends
gathered at our Warsaw apartment to talk about history
repeating itself in that dark, damp Russian forest. At first
the tragedy seemed to unify the country. After all, politicians from every major party had been on the plane, and
huge funerals were held in many cities. Even Vladimir
Putin, then the Russian prime minister, seemed moved.
He went to Smolensk to meet Tusk, then the Polish prime
minister, on the evening of the crash. The next day, one
of Russia’s most-watched television channels broadcast
Katyn, an emotional and very anti-Soviet Polish film, directed by Andrzej Wajda, the country’s greatest director.
Nothing like it has ever been shown so widely in Russia,
before or since.
But the crash did not bring people together. Nor did the
investigation into its cause.
Teams of Polish experts were on the ground that same
day. They did their best to identify bodies, many of which
were nothing but ash. They examined the wreckage. Once
the black box was found, they began to transcribe the cockpit tape. The truth, as it began to emerge, was not comforting to the Law and Justice Party or to its leader, the dead
president’s twin brother. The plane had taken off late; the
president was likely in a hurry to land, because he wanted
to use the trip to launch his reelection campaign. There was
thick fog in Smolensk, which did not have a real airport, just
a landing strip in the forest; the pilots considered diverting
the plane, which would have meant a drive of several hours
to the ceremony. After the president had a brief phone call
with his brother, his advisers apparently pressed the pilots to
land. Some of them, against protocol, walked in and out of
the cockpit during the flight. Also against protocol, the chief
of the air force came and sat beside the pilots. “Zmieścisz się
śmiało”—“You’ll make it, be bold,” he said. Seconds later,
the plane collided with the tops of some birch trees, rolled
over, and hit the ground.
Initially, Jarosław Kaczyński seems to have believed
that the crash was an accident. “It’s your fault and the
fault of the tabloids,” he told my husband, then the foreign
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minister, who informed him of the crash. By that, he meant
that it was the government’s fault because, intimidated by
populist journalism, it had refused to buy new airplanes.
But as the investigation unfolded, its findings were not to
his liking. There was nothing wrong with the plane.
Perhaps, like so many people who rely on conspiracy
theories to make sense of random tragedies, Kaczyński
simply couldn’t accept that his beloved brother had died
pointlessly; perhaps he could not accept the even more difficult fact that the evidence suggested Lech and his team
had pressured the pilots to land, thus causing the crash.
Or perhaps, like Donald Trump, he saw how a conspiracy
theory could help him attain power.
Much as Trump used birtherism and the fabricated
threat of immigrant crime to motivate his core supporters,
Kaczyński has used the Smolensk tragedy to galvanize his
followers, and convince them not to trust the government
or the media. Sometimes he has implied that the Russian
government downed the plane. At other times, he has
blamed the former ruling party, now the largest opposition
party, for his brother’s death: “You destroyed him, you murdered him, you are scum!” he once shouted in parliament.
None of his accusations can be proved, however. Perhaps to distance himself somewhat from the lies that
needed to be told, he gave the job of promoting the conspiracy theory to one of his oldest and strangest comrades.
Antoni Macierewicz is a member of Kaczyński’s generation,
a longtime anti-Communist, though one with some weird
friends and habits. His odd stare and his obsessions—he
has said that he finds the Protocols of the Elders of Zion
to be a plausible document—even led the Law and Justice
Party to make an election promise in 2015: Macierewicz
would definitely not be the defense minister.
But as soon as the party won, Kaczyński broke that
promise and appointed Macierewicz. Immediately,
Macierewicz began to institutionalize the Smolensk lie.
He created a new investigation commission composed of
cranks, among them an ethnomusicologist, a retired pilot,
a psychologist, a Russian economist, and other people with
no knowledge of air crashes. The previous official report
was removed from a government website. Police entered
the homes of the aviation experts who had testified during the original investigation, interrogated them, and
confiscated their computers. When Macierewicz went to
Washington, D.C., to meet his American counterparts at
the Pentagon, the first thing he did was ask whether U.S.
intelligence had any secret information on Smolensk. I’m
told that the reaction was widespread concern about the
minister’s mental state.
When, some weeks after the election, European institutions and human-rights groups began responding to the
actions of the Law and Justice government, they focused
on the undermining of the courts and public media. They
didn’t focus on the institutionalization of the Smolensk
conspiracy theory, which was, frankly, just too weird for
outsiders to understand. And yet the decision to put a fantasy at the heart of government policy really was the source
of the authoritarian actions that followed.
Although the Macierewicz commission has never produced a credible alternate explanation for the crash, the
Smolensk lie laid the moral groundwork for other lies.
Those who could accept this elaborate theory, with no
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evidence whatsoever, could accept anything. They could
accept, for example, the broken promise not to put Macierewicz in the government. They could accept—even
though Law and Justice is supposedly a “patriotic” and antiRussian party—Macierewicz’s decisions to fire many of the
country’s highest military commanders, to cancel weapons
contracts, to promote people with odd Russian links, to raid
a NATO facility in Warsaw in the middle of the night. The
lie also gave the foot soldiers of the far right an ideological
basis for tolerating other offenses. Whatever mistakes the
party might make, whatever laws it might break, at least the
“truth” about Smolensk would finally be told.
The Smolensk conspiracy theory, like the Hungarian
migration conspiracy theory, served another purpose: For
a younger generation that no longer remembered Communism, and a society where former Communists had
largely disappeared from politics, it offered a new reason
to distrust the politicians, businesspeople, and intellectuals who had emerged from the struggles of the 1990s and
now led the country. More to the point, it offered a means
of defining a new and better elite. There was no need for
competition, or for exams, or for a résumé bristling with
achievements. Anyone who professes belief in the Smolensk lie is by definition a true patriot—and, incidentally,
might well qualify for a government job.

THE
E MOT IONA L A P P E A L of a conspiracy theory is in its simplicity. It explains away complex phenomena, accounts
for chance and accidents, offers the believer the satisfying
sense of having special, privileged access to the truth. But—
once again—separating the appeal of conspiracy from the
ways it affects the careers of those who promote it is very
difficult. For those who become the one-party state’s gatekeepers, for those who repeat and promote the official conspiracy theories, acceptance of these simple explanations
also brings another reward: power.
Mária Schmidt wasn’t at my New Year’s Eve party, but
I’ve known her for a long time. She invited me to the opening of the Terror Háza—the House of Terror museum—in
Budapest in 2002, and I’ve been more or less in communication with her ever since. The museum, which she directs, explores the history of totalitarianism in Hungary
and, when it opened, was one of the most innovative new
museums in the eastern half of Europe.
From its opening day, it has also had harsh critics.
Many visitors didn’t like the first room, which has a panel
of televisions on one wall broadcasting Nazi propaganda,
and a panel of televisions on the opposite wall broadcasting Communist propaganda. In 2002, it was still a shock
to see the two regimes compared, though perhaps it is
less so now. Others felt that the museum gave insufficient
weight and space to the crimes of fascism, though Communists ran Hungary for far longer than the fascists did,
so there is more to show. I liked the fact that the museum
showed ordinary Hungarians collaborating with both regimes, which I thought might help Hungary understand
its responsibility for its own politics, and avoid the narrow
nationalist trap of blaming problems on outsiders.

Yet this is precisely the narrow nationalist trap into which
Hungary has now fallen. Hungary’s belated reckoning with
its Communist past—putting up museums, holding memorial services, naming perpetrators—did not, as I thought it
would, help cement respect for the rule of law, for restraints
on the state, for pluralism. On the contrary, 16 years after the
Terror Háza’s opening, Hungary’s ruling party respects no
restraints of any kind. It has gone much further than Law
and Justice in politicizing the state media and destroying
the private media, achieving the latter by issuing threats
and blocking access to advertising. It has created a new business elite that is loyal to Orbán. One Hungarian businessman who preferred not to be named told me that soon after
Orbán first took over the government, regime cronies demanded that the businessman sell them his company at a
low price; when he refused, they arranged for “tax inspections” and other forms of harassment, as well as a campaign
of intimidation that forced him to hire bodyguards. Eventually he sold his Hungarian property and left the country.
Like the Polish government, the Hungarian state
promotes a Medium-Size Lie: It pumps out propaganda
blaming Hungary’s problems on nonexistent Muslim migrants, the European Union, and, as noted, George Soros.
Schmidt—a historian, scholar, and museum curator—is
one of the primary authors of that lie. She periodically
publishes long, angry blog posts fulminating against Soros;
against Budapest’s Central European University, originally
founded with his money; and against “left intellectuals,”
by which she seems to mostly mean liberal democrats,
from the center-left to the center-right.

Ironies and paradoxes in her life story are plentiful.
Schmidt is a prime beneficiary of Hungary’s supposedly
tainted transition; her late husband made a fortune in the
post-Communist real-estate market, thanks to which she
lives in a spectacular house in the Buda hills. Although
she has led a publicity campaign designed to undermine Central European University, her son is a graduate. And although she knows very well what happened in
her country in the 1940s, she followed, step by step, the
Communist Party playbook when she took over Figyelő,
a respected Hungarian magazine: She pushed out the
independent reporters and replaced them with reliably
progovernment writers.
Figyelő remains “private property.” But it’s not hard to
see who supports the magazine. An issue that featured an
attack on Hungarian NGOs—the cover visually equated
them with the Islamic State—also included a dozen pages
of government-paid advertisements, for the Hungarian
National Bank, the treasury, the state anti-Soros campaign.
This is a modern reinvention of the progovernment, oneparty-state press, complete with the same sneering, cynical tone that the Communist publications once used.
Schmidt agreed to speak with me—after calling me
“arrogant and ignorant”—only if I would listen to her
objections to an article I’d just written for The Washington
Post. With this invitation, I flew to Budapest. Unsurprisingly,
what I’d hoped for—an interesting conversation—proved
impossible. Schmidt speaks excellent English, but she told
me that she wanted to use a translator. She produced a rather
terrified young man who, judging by the transcripts, left out
chunks of what she said. And though
she has known me for nearly two
decades, she plunked a tape recorder
on the table, in what I took to be
a sign of distrust.
She then proceeded to repeat the
same arguments that had appeared
in her blog posts. As her main bit of
evidence that George Soros “owns”
the Democratic Party in the United
States, she cited an episode of Saturday Night Live. As proof that the
U.S. is “a hard-core ideologically
based colonizing power,” she cited
a speech Barack Obama gave in
which he mentioned that a Hungarian foundation had proposed building a statue to honor Bálint Hóman,
the man who wrote Hungary’s antiJewish laws in the ’30s and ’40s. She
repeated her claim that immigration poses a dire threat to Hungary,
and became annoyed when I asked,
several times, where all the immigrants were. “They’re in Germany,”
she finally snapped, asserting that
the Germans will eventually force
Hungary to take “these people back.”
Schmidt embodies what the Bulgarian writer Ivan Krastev recently
described as the desire of many eastern and central Europeans to “shake
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off the colonial dependency implicit in the very project of
Nor, in the end, did I learn much about Schmidt herself.
Westernization,” to rid themselves of the humiliation of
Others in Budapest believe she is motivated by her own
having been imitators, followers of the West rather than
drive for wealth and power. Zsuzsanna Szelényi, a member
founders. Schmidt told me that the Western media, preof parliament who used to belong to Fidesz, Orbán’s party,
sumably myself included, “talk down from above to those
but is now an independent, was one of several people who
below like it used to be with colonies.” Western talk of Huntold me that “nobody can be rich in Hungary without havgarian anti-Semitism, corruption, and authoritarianism is
ing some relation to the prime minister.” Thanks to Orbán,
“colonialism.” Yet despite being dedicated to the uniqueSchmidt oversees the museum and a couple of historical
ness of Hungary and the promotion of “Hungarianness,”
institutes, giving her a unique ability to shape how Hunshe has borrowed much of her ideology wholesale from
garians remember their history, which she relishes. Maybe
Breitbart News, right down to the caricatured description of
she really believes that Hungary is facing a dire, existential
American universities and the sneering jokes about “transthreat in the form of George Soros and some invisible Syrsexual bathrooms.” She has even invited Steve Bannon and
ians. Or maybe she’s just as cynical about her own side as
Milo Yiannopoulos to Budapest.
she is about her opponents, and it’s all an elaborate game.
Listening to her, I became convinced that there was
What happened after I interviewed her provides a clue:
never a moment when Schmidt’s views “changed.” She
Without my permission, Schmidt published on her blog a
never turned against liberal democracy, because she never
heavily edited transcript, which was confusingly presented
believed in it, or at least she
as her interview of me. The
never thought it was all that imtranscript also appeared on the
portant. For her, the antidote to
Hungarian government’s offiCommunism is not democracy
cial website, in English. (Try
but an anti-Dreyfusard vision of
to imagine the White House
national sovereignty. And if napublishing the transcript of
tional sovereignty takes the form
a conversation between, say,
of a state whose elite is defined
the head of the Smithsonian
P O L A R I Z AT I O N
not according to its talent but
Institution and a foreign critic
according to its “patriotism”—
of Trump and you’ll underIS NORMAL.
meaning, in practice, its willingstand how strange this is.) But,
SKEPTICISM
ness to toe Orbán’s line—then
of course, the interview was
she’s fine with that.
not conducted for my benefit. It
ABOUT LIBERAL
Her cynicism is profound.
was a performance, designed to
DE MO CRACY
Soros’s support for Syrian refuprove to other Hungarians that
gees cannot be philanthropy; it
Schmidt is loyal to the regime
IS NORMAL.
must come from a deep desire
and willing to defend it. Which
AND THE
to destroy Hungary. Angela
she is.
Merkel’s refugee policy could
APPEAL OF
not derive from a desire to help
AU T H O R I TA R I A N I S M
NOT
people either. “I think it is just
bullshit,” Schmidt said. “I would
IS ETERNAL.
say she wanted to prove that
L O N G AG O, at a fish restaurant
Germans, this time, are the good
in an ugly square on a beautiful
people. And they can lecture
night in Athens, I described my
everybody on humanism and
1999 New Year’s Eve party to a
morality. It doesn’t matter for the
Greek political scientist. QuiGermans what they can lecture
etly, he laughed at me. Or rather,
the rest of the world on; they just
he laughed with me; he didn’t
have to lecture someone.”
mean to be rude. But this thing I was calling polarization
It’s clear that the Medium-Size Lie is working for
was nothing new. “The post-1989 liberal moment—this
Orbán—just as it has for Donald Trump—if only because
was the exception,” Stathis Kalyvas told me. Polarization
it focuses the world’s attention on his rhetoric rather than
is normal. More to the point, I would add, skepticism about
his actions. Schmidt and I spent most of our unpleasant
liberal democracy is also normal. And the appeal of authortwo-hour conversation arguing about nonsensical quesitarianism is eternal.
tions: Does George Soros own the Democratic Party? Are
Kalyvas is, among other things, the author of several
nonexistent immigrants, who don’t want to live in Hunwell-known books about civil wars, including Greece’s civil
gary anyway, a threat to the nation? We spent no time at
war, in the 1940s, one of many moments in European hisall discussing Russia’s influence in Hungary, which is now
tory when radically divergent political groups took up arms
very strong. We did not talk about corruption, or the myrand started to kill one another. But civil war and civil peace
iad ways (documented by the Financial Times and others)
are relative terms in Greece at the best of times. We were
that Orbán’s friends have benefited from European subsispeaking just as some Greek intellectuals were having a
dies and legislative sleight of hand. (A ruling party that has
centrist moment. It was suddenly fashionable to be “libpoliticized its courts and suppressed the media is a party
eral,” lots of people in Athens told me, by which they meant
that finds it much easier to steal.)
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neither Communist nor authoritarian, neither far-left, like
the Syriza ruling party, nor far-right, like its nationalist coalition partner, the Independent Greeks. Cutting-edge young
people were calling themselves “neo-liberal,” adopting a
term that had been anathema only a few years earlier.
But even the most optimistic centrists were not convinced that this change would last. “We survived the
left-wing populists,” several people told me gloomily,
“and now we are bracing for the right-wing populists.” A
nasty argument had long been brewing about the name
and status of Macedonia, the ex–Yugoslav republic neighboring Greece; soon after I left, the Greek government
expelled some Russian diplomats for trying to foment antiMacedonia hysteria in the northern part of the country.
Whatever equilibrium your nation reaches, there is always
someone, at home or abroad, who has reasons to upset it.
It’s a useful reminder. Americans, with our powerful
founding story, our unusual reverence for our Constitution,
our relative geographic isolation, and our two centuries of
economic success, have long been convinced that liberal
democracy, once achieved, cannot be altered. American
history is told as a tale of progress, always forward and
upward, with the Civil War as a kind of blip in the middle,
an obstacle that was overcome. In Greece, history feels
not linear but circular. There is liberal democracy and
then there is oligarchy. Then there is liberal democracy
again. Then there is foreign subversion, then there is an
attempted Communist coup, then there is civil war, and
then there is dictatorship. And so on, since the time of the
Athenian republic.
History feels circular in other parts of Europe too. The
divide that has shattered Poland is strikingly similar to the
divide that split France in the wake of the Dreyfus affair. The
language used by the European radical right—the demand
for “revolution” against “elites,” the dreams of “cleansing”
violence and an apocalyptic cultural clash—is eerily similar
to the language once used by the European radical left. The
presence of dissatisfied, discontented intellectuals—people
who feel that the rules aren’t fair and that the wrong people
have influence—isn’t even uniquely European. Moisés
Naím, the Venezuelan writer, visited Warsaw a few months
after the Law and Justice Party came to power. He asked me
to describe the new Polish leaders: What were they like, as
people? I gave him some adjectives—angry, vengeful, resentful. “They sound just like Chavistas,” he told me.
In truth, the argument about who gets to rule is never
over, particularly in an era when people have rejected
aristocracy, and no longer believe that leadership is
inherited at birth or that the ruling class is endorsed by
God. Some of us, in Europe and North America, have
settled on the idea that various forms of democratic and
economic competition are the fairest alternative to inherited or ordained power.
But we should not have been surprised—I should not
have been surprised—when the principles of meritocracy
and competition were challenged. Democracy and free
markets can produce unsatisfying outcomes, after all,
especially when badly regulated, or when nobody trusts
the regulators, or when people are entering the contest
from very different starting points. Sooner or later, the
losers of the competition were always going to challenge
the value of the competition itself.

More to the point, the principles of competition, even
when they encourage talent and create upward mobility,
don’t necessarily answer deeper questions about national
identity, or satisfy the human desire to belong to a moral
community. The authoritarian state, or even the semiauthoritarian state—the one-party state, the illiberal state—
offers that promise: that the nation will be ruled by the best
people, the deserving people, the members of the party, the
believers in the Medium-Size Lie. It may be that democracy has to be bent or business corrupted or court systems
wrecked in order to achieve that state. But if you believe that
you are one of those deserving people, you will do it.
Anne Applebaum is a Washington Post columnist, a
professor of practice at the London School of Economics, and
the author of several books on the history of Communism,
most recently Red Famine: Stalin’s War on Ukraine.
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presidency, as the
great Presidents have
shown, can be a very
strong presidency
indeed. But what keeps
a strong President
constitutional, in
addition to checks and
balances incorporated
within his own breast,
is the vigilance of the
people. The Constitution cannot hold the
nation to ideals it is
determined to betray.
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The re-invigoration of
the written checks in
the American Constitution depends on the
re-invigoration of the
unwritten checks in
American society. The
great institutions—
Congress, the courts,
the executive establishment, the press,
the universities,
public opinion—have to
reclaim their own dignity and meet their
own responsibilities.
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FAVOR S

TYRANNY
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE COULD ERASE MANY PRACTICAL
A DVA N TA G E S O F D E M O C R A C Y, A N D E R O D E T H E I D E A L S O F L I B E RT Y
A N D E Q UA L I T Y. I T W I L L F U RT H E R C O N C E N T R AT E P O W E R
AMONG A SMALL ELITE IF WE DON’T TAKE STEP S TO STOP IT.

I.
THE GROW ING
FE A R OF
IR R ELEVA NCE
T H E R E I S N OT H I N G inevitable about democracy. For all
the success that democracies have had over the past century or more, they are blips in history. Monarchies, oligarchies, and other forms of authoritarian rule have been far
more common modes of human governance.
The emergence of liberal democracies is associated with ideals of liberty and equality that may seem
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self-evident and irreversible. But these ideals are far more
fragile than we believe. Their success in the 20th century
depended on unique technological conditions that may
prove ephemeral.
In the second decade of the 21st century, liberalism has
begun to lose credibility. Questions about the ability of liberal democracy to provide for the middle class have grown
louder; politics have grown more tribal; and in more and
more countries, leaders are showing a penchant for demagoguery and autocracy. The causes of this political shift are
complex, but they appear to be intertwined with current
technological developments. The technology that favored
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democracy is changing, and as artificial intelligence develops, it might change further.
Information technology is continuing to leap forward;
biotechnology is beginning to provide a window into our
inner lives—our emotions, thoughts, and choices. Together,
infotech and biotech will create unprecedented upheavals
in human society, eroding human agency and, possibly, subverting human desires. Under such conditions, liberal democracy and free-market economics might become obsolete.
Ordinary people may not understand artificial intelligence and biotechnology in any detail, but they can sense
that the future is passing them by. In 1938 the common
man’s condition in the Soviet Union, Germany, or the
United States may have been grim, but he was constantly
told that he was the most important thing in the world, and
that he was the future (provided, of course, that he was an
“ordinary man,” rather than, say, a Jew or a woman). He
looked at the propaganda posters—which typically depicted
coal miners and steelworkers in heroic poses—and saw himself there: “I am in that poster! I am the hero of the future!”
In 2018 the common person feels increasingly
irrelevant. Lots of mysterious terms are bandied about
excitedly in TED Talks, at government think tanks, and at
high-tech conferences—globalization, blockchain, genetic
engineering, AI, machine learning—and common people,
both men and women, may well suspect that none of these
terms is about them.
In the 20th century, the masses revolted against exploitation and sought to translate their vital role in the economy
into political power. Now the masses fear irrelevance, and
they are frantic to use their remaining political power before it is too late. Brexit and the rise of Donald Trump may
therefore demonstrate a trajectory opposite to that of traditional socialist revolutions. The Russian, Chinese, and
Cuban revolutions were made by people who were vital to
the economy but lacked political power; in 2016, Trump and
Brexit were supported by many people who still enjoyed
political power but feared they were losing their economic
worth. Perhaps in the 21st century, populist revolts will be
staged not against an economic elite that exploits people but
against an economic elite that does not need them anymore.
This may well be a losing battle. It is much harder to struggle
against irrelevance than against exploitation.
The revolutions in information technology and biotechnology are still in their infancy, and the extent to
which they are responsible for the current crisis of liberalism is debatable. Most people in Birmingham, Istanbul,
St. Petersburg, and Mumbai are only dimly aware, if they
are aware at all, of the rise of AI and its potential impact on
their lives. It is undoubtable, however, that the technological revolutions now gathering momentum will in the next
few decades confront humankind with the hardest trials it
has yet encountered.

II.
A NEW USELES S
CL AS S?

Let’s start with jobs and incomes, because whatever liberal
democracy’s philosophical appeal, it has gained strength
in no small part thanks to a practical advantage: The
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decentralized approach to decision making that is characteristic of liberalism—in both politics and economics—has
allowed liberal democracies to outcompete other states,
and to deliver rising affluence to their people.
Liberalism reconciled the proletariat with the bourgeoisie, the faithful with atheists, natives with immigrants, and
Europeans with Asians by promising everybody a larger
slice of the pie. With a constantly growing pie, that was
possible. And the pie may well keep growing. However,
economic growth may not solve social problems that are
now being created by technological disruption, because
such growth is increasingly predicated on the invention of
more and more disruptive technologies.
Fears of machines pushing people out of the job market are, of course, nothing new, and in the past such fears
proved to be unfounded. But artificial intelligence is different from the old machines. In the past, machines competed
with humans mainly in manual skills. Now they are beginning to compete with us in cognitive skills. And we don’t
know of any third kind of skill—beyond the manual and the
cognitive—in which humans will always have an edge.
At least for a few more decades, human intelligence
is likely to far exceed computer intelligence in numerous
fields. Hence as computers take over more routine cognitive jobs, new creative jobs for humans will continue to
appear. Many of these new jobs will probably depend on
cooperation rather than competition between humans and
AI. Human-AI teams will likely prove superior not just to
humans, but also to computers working on their own.
However, most of the new jobs will presumably
demand high levels of expertise and ingenuity, and
therefore may not provide an answer to the problem of
unemployed unskilled laborers, or workers employable
only at extremely low wages. Moreover, as AI continues
to improve, even jobs that demand high intelligence and
creativity might gradually disappear. The world of chess
serves as an example of where things might be heading.
For several years after IBM’s computer Deep Blue defeated
Garry Kasparov in 1997, human chess players still flourished; AI was used to train human prodigies, and teams
composed of humans plus computers proved superior to
computers playing alone.
Yet in recent years, computers have become so good
at playing chess that their human collaborators have lost
their value and might soon become entirely irrelevant. On
December 6, 2017, another crucial milestone was reached
when Google’s AlphaZero program defeated the Stockfish 8 program. Stockfish 8 had won a world computer chess
championship in 2016. It had access to centuries of accumulated human experience in chess, as well as decades of
computer experience. By contrast, AlphaZero had not been
taught any chess strategies by its human creators—not
even standard openings. Rather, it used the latest machinelearning principles to teach itself chess by playing against
itself. Nevertheless, out of 100 games that the novice AlphaZero played against Stockfish 8, AlphaZero won 28 and tied
72—it didn’t lose once. Since AlphaZero had learned nothing
from any human, many of its winning moves and strategies
seemed unconventional to the human eye. They could be
described as creative, if not downright genius.
Can you guess how long AlphaZero spent learning chess from scratch, preparing for the match against

Stockfish 8, and developing its genius instincts? Four hours.
new equilibrium. Rather, it will be a cascade of ever bigFor centuries, chess was considered one of the crowning
ger disruptions. Old jobs will disappear and new jobs will
glories of human intelligence. AlphaZero went from utter
emerge, but the new jobs will also rapidly change and vanignorance to creative mastery in four hours, without the
ish. People will need to retrain and reinvent themselves not
help of any human guide.
just once, but many times.
AlphaZero is not the only imaginative software out there.
Just as in the 20th century governments established
One of the ways to catch cheaters in chess tournaments
massive education systems for young people, in the 21st
today is to monitor the level of originality that players
century they will need to establish massive reeducation sysexhibit. If they play an exceptionally creative move, the
tems for adults. But will that be enough? Change is always
judges will often suspect that it could not possibly be a
stressful, and the hectic world of the early 21st century has
human move—it must be a comproduced a global epidemic of
puter move. At least in chess,
stress. As job volatility increases,
creativity is already considered
will people be able to cope? By
to be the trademark of comput2050, a useless class might
ers rather than humans! So if
emerge, the result not only of
chess is our canary in the coal
a shortage of jobs or a lack of
mine, we have been duly warned
relevant education but also of
THE SAME
that the canary is dying. What is
insufficient mental stamina to
happening today to human-AI
continue learning new skills.
TECHNOLOGIES
teams in chess might happen
T H AT M I G H T
down the road to human-AI
III.
teams in policing, medicine,
MAKE BILLIONS
THE R ISE OF
banking, and many other fields.
OF PEOPLE
DIGITA L
What’s more, AI enjoys
DICTATOR SHIPS
uniquely nonhuman abilities,
E C O N O M I C A L LY
which makes the difference
I R R E L E VA N T M I G H T
As many people lose their ecobetween AI and a human worker
nomic value, they might also
one of kind rather than merely of
ALSO MAKE
come to lose their political
degree. Two particularly imporTHEM EASIER TO
power. The same technologies
tant nonhuman abilities that
that might make billions of
AI possesses are connectivity
MONITOR
people economically irrelevant
and updatability.
AND CONTROL.
might also make them easier to
For example, many drivmonitor and control.
ers are unfamiliar with all the
AI frightens many people
changing traffic regulations on
because they don’t trust it
the roads they drive, and they
to remain obedient. Science
often violate them. In addition,
fiction makes much of the
since every driver is a singupossibility that computers or
lar entity, when two vehicles
robots will develop consciousness— and shortly thereapproach the same intersection, the drivers sometimes misafter will try to kill all humans. But there is no particular
communicate their intentions and collide. Self-driving cars,
reason to believe that AI will develop consciousness as
by contrast, will know all the traffic regulations and never
it becomes more intelligent. We should instead fear AI
disobey them on purpose, and they could all be connected
because it will probably always obey its human masters,
to one another. When two such vehicles approach the same
and never rebel. AI is a tool and a weapon unlike any
junction, they won’t really be two separate entities, but part
other that human beings have developed; it will almost
of a single algorithm. The chances that they might miscertainly allow the already powerful to consolidate their
communicate and collide will therefore be far smaller.
power further.
Similarly, if the World Health Organization identifies a
Consider surveillance. Numerous countries around
new disease, or if a laboratory produces a new medicine, it
the world, including several democracies, are busy buildcan’t immediately update all the human doctors in the world.
ing unprecedented systems of surveillance. For example,
Yet even if you had billions of AI doctors in the world—each
Israel is a leader in the field of surveillance technology,
monitoring the health of a single human being—you could
and has created in the occupied West Bank a working
still update all of them within a split second, and they could
prototype for a total-surveillance regime. Already today
all communicate to one another their assessments of the
whenever Palestinians make a phone call, post something
new disease or medicine. These potential advantages
on Facebook, or travel from one city to another, they are
of connectivity and updatability are so huge that at least
likely to be monitored by Israeli microphones, cameras,
in some lines of work, it might make sense to replace all
drones, or spy software. Algorithms analyze the gathered
humans with computers, even if individually some humans
data, helping the Israeli security forces pinpoint and neustill do a better job than the machines.
tralize what they consider to be potential threats. The PalAll of this leads to one very important conclusion: The
estinians may administer some towns and villages in the
automation revolution will not consist of a single waterWest Bank, but the Israelis command the sky, the airwaves,
shed event, after which the job market will settle into some
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and cyberspace. It therefore takes surprisingly few Israeli
been given a foretaste of this in recent elections and refsoldiers to effectively control the roughly 2.5 million Paleserendums across the world, when hackers learned how to
tinians who live in the West Bank.
manipulate individual voters by analyzing data about them
In one incident in October 2017, a Palestinian laborer
and exploiting their prejudices. While science-fiction thrillposted to his private Facebook account a picture of himers are drawn to dramatic apocalypses of fire and smoke,
self in his workplace, alongside a bulldozer. Adjacent to
in reality we may be facing a banal apocalypse by clicking.
the image he wrote, “Good morning!” A Facebook translation algorithm made a small error when transliterating
TH E B IG GE S T A ND MOS T FR IGH TENING impact of the AI
the Arabic letters. Instead of Ysabechhum (which means
revolution might be on the relative efficiency of democra“Good morning”), the algorithm identified the letters as
cies and dictatorships. Historically, autocracies have faced
Ydbachhum (which means “Hurt them”). Suspecting that
crippling handicaps in regard to innovation and economic
the man might be a terrorist intending to use a bulldozer to
growth. In the late 20th century, democracies usually outrun people over, Israeli security forces swiftly arrested him.
performed dictatorships, because they were far better at
They released him after they realized that the algorithm had
processing information. We tend to think about the conflict
made a mistake. Even so, the offending Facebook post was
between democracy and dictatorship as a conflict between
taken down—you can never be too careful. What Palestintwo different ethical systems, but it is actually a conflict
ians are experiencing today in the West Bank may be just
between two different dataa primitive preview of what bilprocessing systems. Democracy
lions of people will eventually
distributes the power to process
experience all over the planet.
information and make deciImagine, for instance, that
sions among many people and
the current regime in North
institutions, whereas dictatorKorea gained a more advanced
ship concentrates information
version of this sort of technolTHE CONFLICT
and power in one place. Given
ogy in the future. North Koreans
BET WE E N DE MO CRACY
20th-century technology, it was
might be required to wear a bioinefficient to concentrate too
metric bracelet that monitors
A N D D I C TAT O R S H I P
much information and power
everything they do and say, as
I S AC T U A L LY A
in one place. Nobody had the
well as their blood pressure and
ability
to process all available
brain activity. Using the growCONFLICT BETWEEN
information fast enough and
ing understanding of the human
TWO DIFFERENT
make the right decisions. This
brain and drawing on the
is one reason the Soviet Union
immense powers of machine
D ATA- P R O C E S S I N G
made far worse decisions than
learning, the North Korean
S Y S T E M S . A I M AY
the United States, and why the
government might eventually
Soviet economy lagged far bebe able to gauge what each and
SWING THE
hind the American economy.
every citizen is thinking at each
A D VA N TAG E T O WA R D
However, artificial inteland every moment. If a North
ligence may soon swing the
Korean looked at a picture of
T H E L AT T E R .
pendulum in the opposite
Kim Jong Un and the biometric
direction. AI makes it possible
sensors picked up telltale signs
to process enormous amounts
of anger (higher blood pressure,
of information centrally. In
increased activity in the amygfact, it might make centralized
dala), that person could be in
systems far more efficient than
the gulag the next day.
diffuse systems, because machine learning works better
And yet such hard-edged tactics may not prove neceswhen the machine has more information to analyze. If
sary, at least much of the time. A facade of free choice and
you disregard all privacy concerns and concentrate all the
free voting may remain in place in some countries, even
information relating to a billion people in one database,
as the public exerts less and less actual control. To be sure,
you’ll wind up with much better algorithms than if you
attempts to manipulate voters’ feelings are not new. But
respect individual privacy and have in your database only
once somebody (whether in San Francisco or Beijing or
partial information on a million people. An authoritarian
Moscow) gains the technological ability to manipulate the
government that orders all its citizens to have their DNA
human heart—reliably, cheaply, and at scale—democratic
sequenced and to share their medical data with some cenpolitics will mutate into an emotional puppet show.
tral authority would gain an immense advantage in genetWe are unlikely to face a rebellion of sentient
ics and medical research over societies in which medical
machines in the coming decades, but we might have to deal
data are strictly private. The main handicap of authoritarwith hordes of bots that know how to press our emotional
ian regimes in the 20th century—the desire to concentrate
buttons better than our mother does and that use this unall information and power in one place—may become their
canny ability, at the behest of a human elite, to try to sell
decisive advantage in the 21st century.
us something—be it a car, a politician, or an entire ideolNew technologies will continue to emerge, of course,
ogy. The bots might identify our deepest fears, hatreds,
and some of them may encourage the distribution rather
and cravings and use them against us. We have already
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than the concentration of information and power. Blockchain technology, and the use of cryptocurrencies enabled
by it, is currently touted as a possible counterweight to
centralized power. But blockchain technology is still in
the embryonic stage, and we don’t yet know whether it
will indeed counterbalance the centralizing tendencies of
AI. Remember that the Internet, too, was hyped in its early
days as a libertarian panacea that would free people from
all centralized systems—but is now poised to make centralized authority more powerful than ever.

I V.
THE TR A NSFER
OF AU THOR IT Y
TO M ACHINES

Even if some societies remain ostensibly democratic, the
increasing efficiency of algorithms will still shift more and
more authority from individual humans to networked
machines. We might willingly give up more and more
authority over our lives because we will learn from experience to trust the algorithms more than our own feelings,
eventually losing our ability to make many decisions for
ourselves. Just think of the way that, within a mere two
decades, billions of people have come to entrust Google’s
search algorithm with one of the most important tasks of
all: finding relevant and trustworthy information. As we
rely more on Google for answers, our ability to locate information independently diminishes. Already today, “truth” is
defined by the top results of a Google search. This process
has likewise affected our physical abilities, such as navigating space. People ask Google not just to find information
but also to guide them around. Self-driving cars and AI physicians would represent further erosion: While these innovations would put truckers and human doctors out of work,

their larger import lies in the continuing transfer of
authority and responsibility to machines.
Humans are used to thinking about life as a
drama of decision making. Liberal democracy
and free-market capitalism see the individual as
an autonomous agent constantly making choices
about the world. Works of art—be they Shakespeare
plays, Jane Austen novels, or cheesy Hollywood
comedies—usually revolve around the hero having to make some crucial decision. To be or not to
be? To listen to my wife and kill King Duncan, or
listen to my conscience and spare him? To marry
Mr. Collins or Mr. Darcy? Christian and Muslim
theology similarly focus on the drama of decision
making, arguing that everlasting salvation depends
on making the right choice.
What will happen to this view of life as we rely
on AI to make ever more decisions for us? Even now
we trust Netflix to recommend movies and Spotify
to pick music we’ll like. But why should AI’s helpfulness stop there?
Every year millions of college students need
to decide what to study. This is a very impor tant
and difficult decision, made under pressure from
parents, friends, and professors who have varying interests and opinions. It is also influenced by
students’ own individual fears and fantasies, which are
themselves shaped by movies, novels, and advertising
campaigns. Complicating matters, a given student does
not really know what it takes to succeed in a given profession, and doesn’t necessarily have a realistic sense of his
or her own strengths and weaknesses.
It’s not so hard to see how AI could one day make better decisions than we do about careers, and perhaps even
about relationships. But once we begin to count on AI to
decide what to study, where to work, and whom to date or
even marry, human life will cease to be a drama of decision making, and our conception of life will need to change.
Democratic elections and free markets might cease to make
sense. So might most religions and works of art. Imagine
Anna Karenina taking out her smartphone and asking Siri
whether she should stay married to Karenin or elope with
the dashing Count Vronsky. Or imagine your favorite Shakespeare play with all the crucial decisions made by a Google
algorithm. Hamlet and Macbeth would have much more
comfortable lives, but what kind of lives would those be?
Do we have models for making sense of such lives?

C A N PA R L I A M E N T S A N D P O L I T I C A L PA RT I E S overcome these challenges and forestall the darker scenarios?
At the current moment this does not seem likely. Technological disruption is not even a leading item on the political
agenda. During the 2016 U.S. presidential race, the main
reference to disruptive technology concerned Hillary Clinton’s email debacle, and despite all the talk about job loss,
neither candidate directly addressed the potential impact
of automation. Donald Trump warned voters that Mexicans would take their jobs, and that the U.S. should therefore build a wall on its southern border. He never warned
voters that algorithms would take their jobs, nor did he
suggest building a firewall around California.
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So what should we do?
For starters, we need to place a much higher priority on
understanding how the human mind works—particularly
how our own wisdom and compassion can be cultivated.
If we invest too much in AI and too little in developing the
human mind, the very sophisticated artificial intelligence of
computers might serve only to empower the natural stupidity
of humans, and to nurture our worst (but also, perhaps, most
powerful) impulses, among them greed and hatred. To avoid
such an outcome, for every dollar and every minute we invest
in improving AI, we would be wise to invest a dollar and a
minute in exploring and developing human consciousness.
More practically, and more immediately, if we want to
prevent the concentration of all wealth and power in the
hands of a small elite, we must regulate the ownership of
data. In ancient times, land was the most important asset,
so politics was a struggle to control land. In the modern era,
machines and factories became more important than land,
so political struggles focused on controlling these vital
means of production. In the 21st century, data will eclipse
both land and machinery as the most important asset, so
politics will be a struggle to control data’s flow.
Unfortunately, we don’t have much experience in regulating the ownership of data, which is inherently a far more
difficult task than regulating land or machines. Data are
everywhere and nowhere at the same time, they can move
at the speed of light, and you can create as many copies of
them as you want. Do the data collected about my DNA,
my brain, and my life belong to me, or to the government,
or to a corporation, or to the human collective?
The race to accumulate data is already on, and is currently headed by giants such as Google and Facebook and,
in China, Baidu and Tencent. So far, many of these companies have acted as “attention merchants”—they capture our attention by providing us with free information,
services, and entertainment, and then they resell our
attention to advertisers. Yet their true business isn’t merely
selling ads. Rather, by capturing our attention they manage to accumulate immense amounts of data about us,
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which are worth more than any advertising revenue. We
aren’t their customers—we are their product.
Ordinary people will find it very difficult to resist this
process. At present, many of us are happy to give away our
most valuable asset—our personal data—in exchange for
free email services and funny cat videos. But if, later on,
ordinary people decide to try to block the flow of data, they
are likely to have trouble doing so, especially as they may
have come to rely on the network to help them make decisions, and even for their health and physical survival.
Nationalization of data by governments could offer one
solution; it would certainly curb the power of big corporations. But history suggests that we are not necessarily
better off in the hands of overmighty governments. So we
had better call upon our scientists, our philosophers, our
lawyers, and even our poets to turn their attention to this
big question: How do you regulate the ownership of data?
Currently, humans risk becoming similar to domesticated animals. We have bred docile cows that produce enormous amounts of milk but are otherwise far inferior to their
wild ancestors. They are less agile, less curious, and less
resourceful. We are now creating tame humans who produce enormous amounts of data and function as efficient
chips in a huge data-processing mechanism, but they hardly
maximize their human potential. If we are not careful, we
will end up with downgraded humans misusing upgraded
computers to wreak havoc on themselves and on the world.
If you find these prospects alarming—if you dislike the
idea of living in a digital dictatorship or some similarly
degraded form of society—then the most important contribution you can make is to find ways to prevent too much
data from being concentrated in too few hands, and also find
ways to keep distributed data processing more efficient than
centralized data processing. These will not be easy tasks. But
achieving them may be the best safeguard of democracy.
Yuval Noah Harari is a historian and philosopher at the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem. This article has been adapted
from his new book, 21 Lessons for the 21st Century.
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high-tech commercial world there is nothing that looks particularly democratic.
It lends itself to surveillance as well as liberty, to new forms of manipulation and covert
control as well as new kinds of participation, to skewed, unjust market outcomes as well as
greater productivity. The consumer society and the open society are not quite synonymous.
Capitalism and democracy have a relationship, but it is something less than a marriage.
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LOSING THE DEMOCRATIC

HABIT
AMERICANS ONCE LEARNED SELF-GOVERNANCE BY PRACTICING IT
C ONSTANTLY—IN LODGE HALL S, NEIGHBORHOOD A SS OCIATIONS, AND
LABOR UNIONS. AS PARTICIPATION IN THESE INSTITU TIONS
H A S D W I N D L E D, S O H A S P U B L I C FA I T H I N D E M O C R A C Y. T O R E S T O R E I T,
WE MUST RETURN DEMOCRATIC PRACTICES TO EVERYDAY LIFE.
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The Heads of State

D E M O C R A C Y I S A most unnatural act. People have no
innate democratic instinct; we are not born yearning to set
aside our own desires in favor of the majority’s. Democracy is, instead, an acquired habit.
Like most habits, democratic behavior develops slowly
over time, through constant repetition. For two centuries,
the United States was distinguished by its mania for democracy: From early childhood, Americans learned to be
citizens by creating, joining, and participating in democratic organizations. But in recent decades, Americans
have fallen out of practice, or even failed to acquire the
habit of democracy in the first place.
The results have been catastrophic. As the procedures
that once conferred legitimacy on organizations have
grown alien to many Americans, contempt for democratic
institutions has risen. In 2016, a presidential candidate
who scorned established norms rode that contempt to the
Republican nomination, drawing his core support from
Americans who seldom participate in the rituals of democracy.
American government’s most obvious problems—from
its dysfunctional legislature to Donald Trump himself—
are merely signs of this underlying decay. The political
system’s previous strength and resilience flowed from
Americans’ anomalously high rates of participation in
democratically governed organizations, most of them
apolitical. There is no easy fix for our current predicament;
simply voting Trump out of office won’t suffice. To stop the
rot afflicting American government, Americans are going
to have to get back in the habit of democracy.

IN
T H E E A R LY Y E A R S of the United States, Europeans made

pilgrimages to the young republic to study its success. How
could such a diverse and sprawling nation flourish under
a system of government that originated in small, homogeneous city-states?
One after another, they seized upon the most unfamiliar aspect of American culture: its obsession with
associations. To almost every challenge in their lives,
Americans applied a common solution. They voluntarily
bound themselves together, adopting written rules, electing officers, and making decisions by majority vote. This
way of life started early. “Children in their games are wont
to submit to rules which they have themselves established,
and to punish misdemeanors which they have themselves
defined,” wrote Alexis de Tocqueville in Democracy in
America. “The same spirit pervades every act of social life.”
By the latter half of the 19th century, more and more of
these associations mirrored the federal government in form:
Local chapters elected representatives to state-level gatherings, which sent delegates to national assemblies. “Associations are created, extended, and worked in the United States

more quickly and effectively than in any other country,”
marveled the British statesman James Bryce in 1888. These
groups had their own systems of checks and balances. Executive officers were accountable to legislative assemblies;
independent judiciaries ensured that both complied with
the rules. One typical 19th-century legal guide, published
by the Knights of Pythias, a fraternal order, compiled 2,827
binding precedents for use in its tribunals.
The model proved remarkably adaptable. In business,
shareholders elected boards of directors in accordance
with corporate charters, while trade associations bound
together independent firms. Labor unions chartered locals
that elected officers and dispatched delegates to national
gatherings. From churches to mutual insurers to fraternities to volunteer fire companies, America’s civic institutions were run not by aristocratic elites who inherited their
offices, nor by centrally appointed administrators, but by
democratically elected representatives.
Civic participation was thus the norm, not the exception. In 1892, the University of Georgia’s president, Walter
B. Hill, reported (with perhaps only slight exaggeration)
that he’d made a test case of a small town “and found that
every man, woman, and child (above ten years of age) in
the place held an office—with the exception of a few scores
of flabby, jellyfish characters.” America, he concluded, is
“a nation of presidents.”
This nation of presidents—and judges, representatives,
and recording secretaries—obsessed over rules and procedures. Offices turned over at the end of fixed terms; new
organizations were constantly formed. Ordinary Americans could expect to find themselves suddenly asked to join
a committee or chair a meeting. In 1876, an army engineer
named Henry Robert published his Pocket Manual of Rules of
Order for Deliberative Assemblies, and it improbably became a
best seller; within four decades, more than 500,000 copies
were in print. It was, a Boston newspaper declared, “as indispensable as was the Catechism in more ecclesiastical times.”
Democracy had become the shared civic religion of
a people who otherwise had little in common. Its rituals
conferred legitimacy regardless of ideology; they could
as readily be used to monopolize markets or advance the
cause of nativism as to aid laborers or defend the rights
of minorities. The Ku Klux Klan and the NAACP relied on
similar organizational forms.
Time and again, groups excluded from democratic government turned to democratic governance to practice and
press for equal citizenship. In the 1790s, a group of New
Yorkers locked in debtors’ jail adopted their own version of
the new Constitution, governing themselves with dignity
despite their imprisonment. Free blacks in the antebellum
North and formerly enslaved blacks in the postwar South
were more likely to create and participate in civic groups
than were their white neighbors. Women used charitable
societies and ladies’ auxiliaries to join in public debates
and, eventually, to secure the right to vote.
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Voluntary associations have “provided the people with
their greatest school of self-government,” the historian Arthur Schlesinger Sr. wrote in 1944. “Rubbing minds as well
as elbows, they have been trained from youth to take common counsel, choose leaders, harmonize differences, and
obey the expressed will of the majority. In mastering the
associative way they have mastered the democratic way.”

branches of government—was below the historical average.
Trump turned the long-standing veneration of civic
procedure on its head. He proclaimed that America is
“rigged”; that “the insiders wrote the rules of the game to
keep themselves in power and in the money.” The norms
and practices of democratic governance, he insisted, had
allowed elites to entrench themselves.
Trump secured the Republican nomination by speaking
directly to those voters who had
BUT
the least experience with democratic institutions. In April 2016,
T H E U N I T E D S TAT E S is no lonwhen the Republican field had
ger a nation of joiners. As the
narrowed
from 17 candidates
TRUMP WON
political scientist Robert Putto three, a PRRI/The Atlantic
BY SPEAKING
nam famously demonstrated
survey found Trump enjoying a
in Bowling Alone, participation
narrow lead over second-place
D I R E C T LY
in civic groups and organizaTed Cruz among RepublicanTO VOTERS
tions of all kinds declined preleaning voters, 37 to 31 percent.
cipitously in the last decades of
But among those who seldom or
WHO HAD
the 20th century. The trend has,
never participated in community
THE LEAST
if anything, accelerated since
activities such as sports teams,
then; one study found that from
book clubs, parent-teacher
EXPERIENCE
1994 to 2004, membership in
associations, or neighborhood
WITH
such groups fell by 21 percent.
associations, Trump led 50 to
And even that likely understates
24
percent. In fact, such civically
D E M O C R AT I C
the real decline, as a slight updisengaged voters accounted for
INSTITUTIONS.
tick in passive memberships
a majority of his support.
has masked a steeper fall in
Trump’s coalition in the genattendance and participation.
eral election was more varied,
The United States is no longer a
fusing disengaged voters with
nation of presidents, either. In a
stalwart Republicans who reluc2010 census survey, just 11 pertantly backed him over Hillary
cent of respondents said that
Clinton. He didn’t alter his mesthey had served as an officer or been on a committee of
sage, though. “This election will decide whether we’re ruled
any group or organization in the previous year.
by a corrupt political class or whether we are ruled by yourPutnam was concerned about the effects of this decline
selves, the people,” Trump said on the eve of the election.
on “social capital,” which he defined as the “norms of reciIn office, he has run roughshod over established protocols,
procity and networks of civic engagement.” His financial
displaying a disdain for democratic procedures that Henry
metaphor values civic life primarily for the assets it proRobert would have found incomprehensible.
vides individuals. This perspective lends itself to a certain
This disdain has not, however, cost him much political
optimism. Not every measure of social capital is in decline:
support. “Democratic government, being government by
Americans still volunteer and attend religious services at
discussion and majority vote, works best when there is
relatively high rates. They can also use social media to
nothing of profound importance to discuss,” the historian
connect with one another in new ways, forging communiCarl Becker wrote in 1941. But in the polarized political
ties of interest across vast geographic distances. In these
environment of 2018, the stakes seem incomprehensibly
ways, individuals can still accrue substantial social capihigh. For Democrats and Republicans alike, abiding by
tal. The metaphor has its limits, however: In focusing on
the old rules can seem a sucker’s game, an act of unilatthe importance of ties between individuals, it neglects the
eral disarmament. Norms are difficult to enshrine but
intrinsic benefits of participating in civic life.
easy to discard. Every time Trump does something that
Volunteerism, church attendance, and social-media
just isn’t done, he all but guarantees it will be done again
participation are not schools for self-government; they do
in the future.
not inculcate the habits and rituals of democracy. And as
The relative stability of the American government,
young people participate less in democratically run orgaeven when led by a proudly disruptive president, is a
nizations, they show less faith in democracy itself. In 2011,
perverse testament to just how integral democracy has
about a quarter of American Millennials said that democbeen to American culture. But this is changing. Trump
racy was a “bad” or “very bad” way to run a country, and
insists on prioritizing outcomes over processes, spurring
that it was “unimportant” to choose leaders in free and
many of his opponents to respond in kind. Willingness to
fair elections. By the time Donald Trump launched his
adhere to settled rules, even when in the short term doing so
presidential campaign, Gallup polling showed that Ameriensures your opponent’s triumph and your own defeat,
cans’ faith in most of the nation’s major institutions—the
is the hardest of all democratic habits to acquire—and
criminal-justice system, the press, public schools, all three
increasing numbers of Americans never did.
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THE
G OLDE N AG E OF the voluntary association is over, thanks
to the automobile, the television, and the two-income
household, among other culprits. The historical circumstances that produced it, moreover, seem unlikely to recur;
Americans are no longer inclined to leave the comforts and
amusements of home for the lodge hall or meeting room.
Which means that any revival of participatory democracy
won’t be built on fraternal orders and clubs.
Such a revival will need to begin where the erosion
of the democratic impulse has been most pronounced—
among the youngest generations. Happily, youth is when
new things are most easily learned. The best place to
locate new schools of self-government, then, is schools.
That does not mean adding civics classes to the already
onerous requirements imposed on students; habits like
these cannot be picked up from textbooks.
It means carving out the time, space, and resources for
students to govern themselves. One recent study found
that, holding all else equal, greater knowledge of civics
among high-school seniors correlated with a 2 percent
greater likelihood of voting in a presidential election eight
years later. Active participation in extracurricular activities,
however, correlated with a 141 percent increase.
Unfortunately, the privileges of student government
are unequally distributed. Take one essential element of
democratic practice: the existence of written rules. As a
school’s percentage of minority students increases, the
likelihood of its student council having a charter declines;
student councils in public schools with a high concentration of poor students are only half as likely as their more
affluent counterparts to have a written charter. And in
poorer public schools that do have a chartered student
council, the decisions it makes matter less—such schools
are more likely than wealthier ones to allow faculty and
administrators to constrain the council’s decisions.
Young Americans of all backgrounds deserve the
chance to write charters, elect officers, and work through
the messy and frustrating process of self-governance. They
need the opportunity to make mistakes, and resolve them,
without advisers intervening. Such activities shouldn’t
be seen as extracurricular, but as the basic curriculum
of democracy. In that respect, what students are doing—
club sports, student council, the robotics team—matters
less than how they’re doing it and what they’re gaining in
the process: an appreciation for the role of rules and procedures in managing disputes.
The next step is to translate that activity into other
realms. It’s no coincidence that the peak decades of associational activity, in the 19th century, also brought the peak
turnout of eligible voters. “A vast body of evidence now
suggests that habits form when people vote,” a review of
the research concluded in 2016. Persuading potential voters to cast a ballot in one election raises the odds of their
voting in the next one. When Americans turn 18, they
should be automatically registered to vote.
But that’s just the start. Over the past half century, the
cult of efficiency has driven democratic governance into
retreat. As the sociologist Theda Skocpol has noted, more
and more American organizations—from charities to trade

associations—are run by salaried professionals and supported by dues-paying members who seldom if ever attend
a meeting. Some 95 percent of AARP members are uninvolved in their local chapters; the AAA card in your wallet
will secure you roadside assistance, but no longer is it a
passport to monthly gatherings at a clubhouse or weekend
“sociability” rides. Labor unions are shrinking as the protections they once enjoyed are chipped away. A relatively
small number of enormous corporations exercise increasing control over the economy and public life. (Meanwhile,
the shareholders of those corporations have discovered, to
their dismay, how little power they hold over the boards of
directors they nominally elect.)
This is where the truly hard work begins. Democratic
governance is never the most efficient means of running
an organization, as anyone who’s attended a local zoning
hearing can attest. Its value lies instead in harmonizing
discordant interests and empowering constituents. A nation of passive observers watching others make decisions
is a nation that will succumb to anger and resentment—
witness the United States.
It is worth reengaging all Americans in the governance
of daily life, even if that means sacrificing some degree
of efficiency, and displacing expert administrators with
elected amateurs. The American system of government
functions properly only when embedded in a culture
deeply committed to democracy; that culture sustains the
Constitution, not the other way around.
Yoni Appelbaum is a senior editor at The Atlantic.
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in monarchical and despotic governments, no republic is
safe that tolerates a privileged class, or denies to
any of its citizens equal rights and equal means
to maintain them.
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Oliver Munday

THE CONSTITUTION ONCE
UNITED A DIVERSE COUNTRY
UNDER A BANNER OF IDEAS.
BUT PARTISANSHIP HAS
TUR NED AMER ICANS AGAINST
ONE ANOTHER—AND AGAINST
THE PRINCIPLES ENSHRINED IN
O U R F O U N D I N G D O C U M E N T.

T H E U. S. C O N S T I T U T I O N was and is imperfect. It took a
civil war to establish that the principles enumerated in its
Bill of Rights extended to all Americans, and the struggle to
live up to those principles continues today. But focusing on
the Constitution’s flaws can overshadow what it did achieve.
Its revolutionary ambition was to forge, out of a diverse
population, a new national identity, uniting Americans under a banner of ideas. To a remarkable extent, it succeeded.
Even at the country’s founding, Americans were a
multiethnic, polyglot mix of English, Dutch, Scots, Irish,
French, Swedes, Italians, Germans, Greeks, and others.
They tended to identify far more strongly as Virginians or
New Yorkers than as Americans, complicating any effort to
bind the new nation together with common beliefs. Early
America was also an unprecedented amalgam of religious
denominations, including a variety of dissenters who had
been hounded from their Old World homes.
The Constitution managed to overcome these divisions. The way it dealt with religion is illustrative. Colonial
America had not embraced tolerance; on the contrary, the
dissenters had become persecutors. Virginia imprisoned
Quakers. Massachusetts whipped Baptists. Governmentestablished churches were common, and nonbelievers were
denied basic civil and political rights. But in a radical act,
the Constitution not only guaranteed religious freedom; it
also declared that the United States would have no national
church and no religious tests for national office. These foundational guarantees helped America avoid the religious
wars that for centuries had torn apart the nations of Europe.
“Living in a society that was already diverse and pluralistic,” Gordon Wood wrote in The Radicalism of the American Revolution, the founding generation realized that the
attachments uniting Americans “could not be the traditional ethnic, religious, and tribal loyalties of the Old
World.” Instead, as Abraham Lincoln put it, reverence for
the “Constitution and Laws” was to be America’s “political
religion.” Americans were to be united through a new kind
of patriotism— constitutional patriotism—based on ideals
enshrined in their founding document.
The dark underside of that document, of course, was
racism. Alone among modern Western democracies, the
United States maintained extensive race-based slavery
within its borders, and the Constitution protected that
institution. Only after the cataclysm of the Civil War was
the Constitution amended to establish that America’s
national identity was as neutral racially and ethnically
as it was religiously. With the postwar amendments, the
Constitution abolished slavery, established birthright
citizenship, guaranteed equal protection under the law,
and barred racial discrimination in voting.
The significance of birthright citizenship cannot be
overstated. We forget how rare it is: No European or Asian
country grants this right. It means that being American
is not the preserve of any particular racial, ethnic, or religious subgroup. The United States took another century to
begin dismantling the legalized racism that continued unabated after the Civil War. Nonetheless, the core constitutional aspiration—in the 1780s, the 1860s, the 1960s, and
the present—has been to create a tribe-transcending
national identity.
When we think of tribalism, we tend to focus on the primal pull of race, religion, or ethnicity. But partisan political
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has changed the way many progressives view the Constituloyalties can become tribal too. When they do, they can be
tion. For some on the left, the document is irredeemably
as destructive as any other allegiance. The Founders understained by the sins of the Founding Fathers, who preached
stood this. In 1780, John Adams wrote that the “greatest poliberty while holding people in chains. Days after the 2016
litical evil” to be feared under a democratic constitution was
election, the president of the University of Virginia quoted
the emergence of “two great parties, each arranged under
Thomas Jefferson, the school’s founder, in an email to stuits leader, and concerting measures in opposition to each
dents. In response, 469 students and faculty signed an
other.” George Washington, in his farewell address, deopen letter declaring that they were “deeply offended” at
scribed the “spirit of party” as democracy’s “worst enemy.”
the use of Jefferson as a “moral compass.” Speaking to stuIt “agitates the Community with ill-founded jealousies
dents at the University of Missouri in 2016, a Black Lives
and false alarms, kindles the animosity of one part against
Matter co-founder went further: “The people vowing to
another, foments occasionally riot and insurrection.”
protect the Constitution are vowing to protect white suFor all their fears of partisanship, the Founders failed to
premacy and genocide.”
prevent the rise of parties, and indeed, it’s hard to imagine
Just a few decades ago, the cause of racial justice in
modern representative democracy without multiparty elecAmerica was articulated in constitutional language. “Black
toral competition. They were right to be apprehensive, as is
activists from Martin Luther King, Jr., to the Black Panall too clear when you look at the current state of America’s
thers,” wrote the law professor Dorothy E. Roberts in 1997,
political institutions, which are breaking down under the
“framed their demands in terms of constitutional rights.”
strain of partisan divisions.
Today, the Constitution itself is in the crosshairs.
The causes of America’s resurgent tribalism are many.
Many progressives, particularly young ones, have turned
They include seismic demographic change, which has
against what were once sacrosanct American principles.
led to predictions that whites will lose their majority staFreedom of speech is an instrument of the dehumanizatus within a few decades; declining social mobility and a
tion of women and minorities. Religious liberty is an engrowing class divide; and media that reward expressions of
gine of discrimination. Property
outrage. All of this has contribrights are a shield for structural
uted to a climate in which every
injustice and white supremacy.
group in America—minorities
In a recent poll, two-thirds of
and whites; conservatives and
college- age Democrats said
liberals; the working class and
that “a diverse and inclusive
A M E R I C A N S H AV E
elites—feels under attack, pitsociety” is more important than
ted against the others not just for
COME TO VIEW
“protecting free speech rights.”
jobs and spoils, but for the right
Only 30 percent of Americans
THE CONSTITUTION
to define the nation’s identity.
born in the 1980s believe that
In these conditions, democracy
NOT AS A
living in a democracy is “essendevolves into a zero-sum comtial,” compared with 72 percent
S TAT E M E N T
petition, one in which parties
of Americans born in the 1930s.
succeed by stoking voters’ fears
OF SHARED
Several progressive orgaand appealing to their ugliest usnizations, including the ACLU,
PR INCIPLES
versus-them instincts.
remain staunch defenders of
BUT AS A CUDGEL
the Constitution. At Yale Law
School, where we teach, stuW
I
T
H
W
H
I
C
H
AMERICANS
dents working in our clinics
T O AT TAC K
have won important courtroom
O N B O T H T H E L E F T and the
victories vindicating constituTHEIR ENEMIES.
right now view their political
tional rights. But a significant
opponents not as fellow Amerigenerational shift appears to be
cans with differing views, but as
in progress. One of our students
enemies to be vanquished. And
told us: “I don’t know any lefty
they have come to view the Conpeople my age who aren’t seristitution not as an aspirational statement of shared princiously questioning whether the First Amendment is still on
ples and a bulwark against tribalism, but as a cudgel with
balance a good thing.”
which to attack those enemies.
On the right, open hostility to the Constitution is less
Of course, Americans throughout history have criticommon; most mainstream conservatives see themselves
cized the Constitution. Progressives have tarred it as pluas proud defenders of the document. But majorities on the
tocratic and antidemocratic for more than a century. In
right today are nonetheless beginning to reject core consti1913, in An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of
tutional principles.
the United States, Charles A. Beard argued that the “direct,
President Donald Trump routinely calls the media “the
impelling motive” behind the Constitution was not “some
enemy of the American people,” and his view seems to have
abstraction known as ‘justice,’ ” but the “economic advancurrency in his party. In a 2017 survey by the Pew Research
tages” of the propertied elite.
Center, less than half of Republicans said that the freedom
In recent years, however, the American left has become
of the press “to criticize politicians” was “very important”
more and more influenced by identity politics, a force that
to maintaining a strong democracy in the United States. In
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other 2017 surveys, more than half of Trump supporters
said the president “should be able to overturn decisions
by judges that he disagrees with,” and more than half of
Republicans said they would support postponing the 2020
presidential election if Trump proposed delaying it “until
the country can make sure that only eligible American citizens can vote.” If these views became reality, that would be
the end of constitutional democracy as we know it.
The problem runs deeper still. Since the 2004 publication of Samuel P. Huntington’s Who Are We?—which argued
that America’s “Anglo-Protestant” identity and culture are
threatened by large-scale Hispanic immigration—there
have been calls on the mainstream right to define America’s national identity in racial, ethnic, or religious terms,
whether as white, European, or Judeo-Christian. According
to a 2016 survey commissioned by the bipartisan Democracy Fund, 30 percent of Trump voters think European
ancestry is “important” to “being American”; 56 percent of
Republicans and a full 63 percent of Trump supporters said
the same of being Christian. This trend runs counter to the
Constitution’s foundational ideal: an America where citizens are citizens, regardless of race or religion; an America
whose national identity belongs to no one tribe.

patriotism. We have to remain united by and through the
Constitution, regardless of our ideological disagreements.
There are lessons here for both the left and the right.
The right needs to recognize that making good on the
Constitution’s promises requires much more than flagwaving. If millions of people believe that, because of their
skin color or religion, they are not treated equally, how can
they be expected to see the Constitution’s resounding principles as anything but hollow?
For its part, the left needs to rethink its scorched-earth
approach to American history and ideals. Exposing injustice,
past and present, is important, but there’s a world of difference between saying that America has repeatedly failed to
live up to its constitutional principles and saying that those
principles are lies or smoke screens for oppression. Washington and Jefferson were slave owners. They were also political
visionaries who helped give birth to what would become the
most inclusive form of governance in world history.
Amy Chua is a professor at Yale Law School and the author of
Political Tribes: Group Instinct and the Fate of Nations. Jed
Rubenfeld is a professor at Yale Law School and the author of Freedom and Time: A Theory of Constitutional Self-Government.
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AS
P R O F E S S O R S S P E C I A L I Z I N G I N constitutional law and
comparative politics, we’re often asked whether there’s
another country that could serve as a model for the United
States as it attempts to overcome its divisions. We always
respond no—America is the best model.
For all its flaws, the United States is uniquely equipped to
unite a diverse and divided society. Alone among the world
powers, America has succeeded in forging a strong grouptranscending national identity without requiring its citizens
to shed or suppress their subgroup identities. In the United
States, you can be Irish American, Syrian American, or Japanese American, and be intensely patriotic at the same time.
We take this for granted, but consider how strange it would
be to call someone “Irish French” or “Japanese Chinese.”
Most European and all East Asian countries originated
as, and continue to be, ethnic nations, whose citizens are
overwhelmingly composed of a particular ethnic group supplying the country’s name as well as its national language
and dominant culture. Strongly ethnic nations, such as
China and Hungary, tend to be less embracing of minority
cultures. But even a diverse, multiethnic democracy like
France differs markedly from the United States. France has
a powerful national identity but insists that its ethnic and
religious minorities thoroughly assimilate, at least publicly.
(Many believe that France’s attempts to force assimilation,
including its infamous “burkini” ban, have backfired with
the country’s Muslims, contributing to social unrest and
radicalization.) As former French President Nicolas Sarkozy
put it in 2016, “If you want to become French, you speak
French, you live like the French, and you don’t try and
change a way of life that has been ours for so many years.”
America is not an ethnic nation. Its citizens don’t have to
choose between a national identity and multiculturalism.
Americans can have both. But the key is constitutional

“THE
BASIC
PROBLEM
OF
DEMOCR ACY”
B Y W A L T E R
L I P P M A N N
(N O V E M B E R

THE

CARDINAL

FACT

always is the loss of
contact with objective
information. Public as
well as private reason
depends upon it. Not
what somebody says, not
what somebody wishes
were true, but what is
so beyond all our opining, constitutes the
touchstone of our sanity. And a society which
lives at second-hand
will commit incredible
follies and countenance
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inconceivable brutalities if that contact
is intermittent
and untrustworthy.
Demagoguery is a parasite that flourishes
where discrimination
fails, and only those
who are at grips with
things themselves are
impervious to it. For …
the demagogue, whether
of the Right or the
Left, is, consciously
or unconsciously an undetected liar.
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I N 1858, A BR A H A M LI NCOLN WA R N ED TH AT A M E R IC A
C O U L D N O T R E M A I N “ H A L F S L AV E A N D H A L F F R E E .”
T O DAY, T H E C O U N T RY R E M A I N S D I V I D E D
BY R ACISM—AND THE THR E AT IS AS EXISTENTI AL
A S I T WA S BE FOR E T H E CI V I L WA R .

A HOUSE STILL

DIVIDED
H E S T O O D O N the outer edge of the sidewalk, hands
clasped behind him—handcuffed, perhaps, by the immensity of the moment. He knew the city of Springfield, Illinois, well. But on June 16, 1858, Abraham Lincoln was
learning his new place in American politics, and possibly
dreading what it now demanded. He was about to deliver
a speech accepting the nomination as the Republican
Party’s candidate for the U.S. Senate. In it, he planned to

diagnose a malignant divide many of his fellow Republicans believed was benign.
The speech was too radical, his friends had told him,
as friends had told American revolutionaries a century
earlier. Those revolutionaries had pressed on with their
cause. Summoning the courage to press on with his, Lincoln may have reminded himself that ignoring the divide
would be more radical still.
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Delegates stared at Lincoln as they made their way to the
brazenness. “I do not regret what I did,” Dylann Roof
Illinois state capitol. Patrons stared at him from the nearby
journaled six weeks after killing nine black churchgoers
dry-goods store owned by his friend John Williams. Lincoln
in Charleston, South Carolina. America may not be on
believed that the slave states were staring at him, too—were
the precipice of civil war, but the events in Charlottesville,
eyeing the northern states as well as the western territories.
Virginia, last year revealed that there are white nationalWith the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854, the
ists who are prepared for violent conflict, convinced that
election of the expansionist President James Buchanan in
demographic shifts will deprive white Americans of their
1856, and the Supreme Court’s Dred Scott decision of 1857, all
power and privilege. They came out into the public square
three branches of the federal government had acquiesced to
chanting, “You will not replace us!” and “Blood and soil!”
the march of slaveholders across the nation.
The racism motivating other divisions in American
Lincoln left the solitude of the sidewalk. He walked
democracy is only somewhat more subtle. Racist resentacross the square, entered the House of Representatives,
ment propelled to the presidency a man who seems
and stood before the more than 1,000 delegates of the
intent on jackhammering the unfinished foundation of the
Illinois Republican State Convention. “A house divided
house Lincoln risked everything to save. Donald Trump’s
against itself cannot stand,” he declared. “I believe this
administration has encouraged the incarceration, deporgovernment cannot endure, permanently half slave and
tation, or exclusion of astonishing numbers of nonwhite
half free … It will become all one thing or all the other.”
people. On Trump’s watch, Immigration and Customs
The prophetic speech propelled Lincoln onto the
Enforcement agents are being pushed to deport unnational stage. Three years later, as president, he was comdocumented immigrants. The president regularly whips
manding an army that battled to keep the house standing.
his followers into a frenzy by calling for a wall along AmeriHis opponent, the Confederate
ca’s southern border, threatening
States of America, was fightto shut down the government if
ing to destroy the house and to
he does not get his way. For a brief
build a new one safe for slavery.
moment a few years ago, politiLincoln saved the old
cians on both sides of the aisle
house, with the decisive assisat least feinted toward criminaltance of black troops. Though
justice reform. But those energies
he didn’t live to see it, the
have largely faded, and Attorney
ratification of the Thirteenth
General Jeff Sessions has ordered
Amendment in 1865 ensured
federal prosecutors to pursue the
TR ACE THE
that the United States would
toughest possible charges and
ISSUES R ENDING
be permanently free. But the
sentences in all cases.
racism that buttressed slavery
And yet it is the least recogA MER ICAN
remained in the living connizable of racism’s assaults that
POLITICS TO
stitution of American policy
are most portentous—and their
and the American mind. The
beginnings predate the Trump
T H E I R RO OT,
house remained divided, represidency. Those people of color
AND MOR E
mained separate and unequal.
not imprisoned or deported are
It remains divided today.
robbed of their political power
OFTEN TH AN NOT
One hundred sixty years after
by other means. In 2013, Chief
YOU’LL FIND
Lincoln warned of the danJustice John Roberts justified a
gers of disunion brought on by
rollback of federal voting regulaSOIL POISONED
slavery, Americans must bear
tions by writing, in Shelby County
BY R ACISM.
witness to racism’s destructive
v. Holder, that “our country has
power. This government canchanged” since the passage of the
not endure, permanently half
Voting Rights Act in 1965. But by
racist and half antiracist.
Election Day 2016, 14 states had
instituted new voting restrictions.
Our country has changed—but
SLAV ERY
only in the way votes are suppressed. In the old days, before
the Voting Rights Act, states and
D I V I D E D T H E NAT I O N in two, politically and geographcounties suppressed voting by men and eventually women
ically. The threat racism poses to the contemporary
of color through property requirements, literacy tests, and
United States is more insidious for being more diffuse
poll taxes—while tacitly condoning employer intimidaand more veiled. But trace the issues rending American
tion and Ku Klux Klan violence. Now states and counties
politics to their root, and more often than not you’ll find
suppress votes through early-voting restrictions, limits on
soil poisoned by racism. None of these issues is likely to
absentee and mail-in ballots, poll closures, felon disenfrantear down the republic as slavery nearly did, but the danchisement, and laws requiring voters to have a photo ID.
ger is no less existential.
Voters of color who can’t be kept from the polls are
Some of the assaults that racism has mounted on Amerherded into districts where their ballots, in effect, don’t
ican society are well known and recall Lincoln’s era in their
count. As the percentage of white Americans has declined,
84
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Latino and black populations have been manipulated on
maps to keep white Republicans in positions of power. In
emails sent in 2010, Texas map drawers used the abbreviation OHRVS, or “Optimal Hispanic Republican Voting
Strength.” The map drawers were seeking to create districts that would appear representative of the state’s growing Hispanic population but would nevertheless continue
to safely elect white Republicans. In 2011, GOP operatives
in North Carolina secretly schemed to alter the makeup of
the state’s congressional delegation, which at the time was
seven Democrats and six Republicans. The goal was to get
to 10 Republicans and three Democrats, in part by incorporating “all the significant concentrations of minority voters
in the northeast into the first district,” as one map designer,
Tom Hofeller, wrote at the time. (The state’s delegation
soon became 10 Republicans and three Democrats.) In
2016, when a federal court deemed the maps discriminatory, state Republicans unabashedly tapped Hofeller to
draw new “10–3” maps, assuring the public that this time
race would not be “among the criteria.”
Such chicanery robs Americans of their franchise. It
also robs American democracy of its health. Civic engagement and collaboration are the lifeblood of any republic.
Racist policies inhibit dialogue and undermine efforts
at bipartisanship. They pit citizens against one another.
Rather than locating the real sources of economic hardship and inequality, for instance, racist politicians encourage Americans to blame their struggles on neighbors who
don’t look or act like them, who are supposedly stealing
their jobs or subsisting on their hard-earned tax money.
How long will Americans continue to believe in the ideal
of equality and freedom while their nation’s racist policies
maintain inequality? How long will nonwhite Americans
be willing to live as “second-class citizens” (to borrow
Malcolm X’s phrase), deprived of basic rights like the franchise? At some point, the victims of such policies and their
allies will lose faith in their government, if they haven’t
already. They will come to see the American experiment as
a failure—a house irrevocably divided against itself.

W HEN
H E D E L I V E R E D H I S S P E E C H in 1858, Lincoln admonished his audience, and the North as a whole, for imagining that free states and slave states could continue to
cohabitate peacefully. In 2018, many Americans imagine
that a similar neutrality between racism and antiracism is
possible. But only an embrace of antiracism can save the
union. Antiracist ideas are built on the bedrock of racial
equality. They recognize that any observed disparities
between groups are the product not of hierarchy among
races but of racist systems that create and perpetuate
inequities. Antiracist policies seek to close the gaps in
rights, resources, and opportunities that racist policies
have opened and maintain.
The Voting Rights Act was once a paragon of antiracism.
For decades, segregationists had disenfranchised southern black voters through measures cleverly disguised to
hide their racist intent. Legislators came to regard these
measures as discriminatory because of their inequitable

outcomes. Congress banned the measures and required
all changes to voting laws in specific states and counties—
primarily in the South—to be approved by federal officials.
Unlike so many failed civil-rights bills in American history,
this provision placed the burden of proof on the policy
maker to show that a policy wasn’t racist, and not on the
victim to show that the policy maker intended to be racist.
When the Supreme Court stripped federal preclearance
from the Voting Rights Act in 2013, it removed one of the last
major antiracist policies from federal law. The Fourteenth
Amendment, ratified 150 years ago, is no longer antiracist,
if it ever was. That amendment was supposed to guarantee
equal protection under the law for all Americans. Yet, to
ensure its passage in 1866, congressional Republicans
refused to define equal protection—or privileges or immunities, or due process of law—and thus left both racists and antiracists a claim on their meaning.
The racists have secured much of the Fourteenth
Amendment’s inheritance, from the Supreme Court’s
first interpretation of it in the 1873 Slaughterhouse Cases,
which limited its protections, to the modern cases that
have upheld racist policies and struck down antiracist
ones. In 1978, in Regents of the University of California
v. Bakke, the Court curtailed affirmative action. In 1987,
in McCleskey v. Kemp, it sanctioned the racial ly disproportionate impact of the death penalty in Georgia. In
2007, in Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle
School District No. 1, the Court placed new restrictions on
school- desegregation programs.
Justice Harry Blackmun would shudder to see how the
Fourteenth Amendment is interpreted today. “In order to
get beyond racism, we must first take account of race,” he
wrote in his opinion in Bakke 40 years ago. “There is no
other way. And in order to treat some persons equally, we
must treat them differently. We cannot—we dare not—let
the Equal Protection Clause perpetuate racial supremacy.”
But that is precisely what has happened, and the result has
been every bit as dire as Blackmun foresaw.
Today, only a renewed commitment to antiracist
policies can save the endangered American project. The
alternative is a governing system that becomes all racist
and wholly illegitimate. The result may not be an 1860sstyle civil war. But, if allowed to proceed far enough,
racism will ultimately destroy the American idea. And
it will lead to contentiousness and resentment and, yes,
violence that will make today’s polarization seem quaint
by comparison.
I believe, as Lincoln did, that we can repair our divided
house. “I do not expect the house to fall,” Lincoln said.
“But I do expect it will cease to be divided.” Even at the
height of slavery’s power, Lincoln believed that Americans
could make the nation free. We can and must believe in our
ability to make the nation antiracist despite the ascendancy
of a racist president who pursues a racist agenda. Did we
brave all then to falter now?
Ibram X. Kendi is the director of the Antiracist Research
and Policy Center at American University, and the
National Book Award–winning author of Stamped From
the Beginning: The Definitive History of Racist Ideas
in America. His next book, How to Be an Antiracist, will
be published next year.
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JA MES
M ADISON
TR AV ELED

to Philadelphia in 1787 with Athens on his mind. He had
spent the year before the Constitutional Convention reading two trunkfuls of books on the history of failed democracies, sent to him from Paris by Thomas Jefferson. Madison
was determined, in drafting the Constitution, to avoid the
fate of those “ancient and modern confederacies,” which he
believed had succumbed to rule by demagogues and mobs.
Madison’s reading convinced him that
direct democracies—such as the assembly in
Athens, where 6,000 citizens were required
for a quorum—unleashed populist passions
that overcame the cool, deliberative reason
prized above all by Enlightenment thinkers.
“In all very numerous assemblies, of whatever characters composed, passion never
fails to wrest the sceptre from reason,” he
argued in The Federalist Papers, the essays he
wrote (along with Alexander Hamilton and
John Jay) to build support for the ratification
of the Constitution. “Had every Athenian
citizen been a Socrates, every Athenian
assembly would still have been a mob.”
Madison and Hamilton believed that
Athenian citizens had been swayed by crude
and ambitious politicians who had played
on their emotions. The demagogue Cleon
was said to have seduced the assembly
into being more hawkish toward Athens’s
opponents in the Peloponnesian War, and
even the reformer Solon canceled debts
and debased the currency. In Madison’s
view, history seemed to be repeating itself
in America. After the Revolutionary War, he
had observed in Massachusetts “a rage for
paper money, for abolition of debts, for an
equal division of property.” That populist
rage had led to Shays’s Rebellion, which pitted a band of debtors against their creditors.
Madison referred to impetuous mobs
as factions, which he defined in “Federalist No. 10” as a group “united and actuated
by some common impulse of passion, or
of interest, adversed to the rights of other
citizens, or to the permanent and aggregate
90
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interests of the community.” Factions arise, he believed,
when public opinion forms and spreads quickly. But they
can dissolve if the public is given time and space to consider
long-term interests rather than short-term gratification.
To prevent factions from distorting public policy and
threatening liberty, Madison resolved to exclude the people from a direct role in government. “A pure democracy,
by which I mean a society consisting of a small number of
citizens, who assemble and administer the government
in person, can admit of no cure for the mischiefs of faction,” Madison wrote in “Federalist No. 10.” The Framers designed the American constitutional system not as a
direct democracy but as a representative republic, where
enlightened delegates of the people would serve the public good. They also built into the Constitution a series of
cooling mechanisms intended to inhibit the formulation
of passionate factions, to ensure that reasonable majorities would prevail.
The people would directly elect the members of the
House of Representatives, but the popular passions of the
House would cool in the “Senatorial saucer,” as George
Washington purportedly called it: The Senate would comprise natural aristocrats chosen by state legislators rather
than elected by the people. And rather than directly electing the chief executive, the people would vote for wise

electors—that is, propertied white men—who would ultimately choose a president of the highest character and
most discerning judgment. The separation of powers,
meanwhile, would prevent any one branch of government
from acquiring too much authority. The further division of
power between the federal and state governments would
ensure that none of the three branches of government
could claim that it alone represented the people.
According to classical theory, republics could exist
only in relatively small territories, where citizens knew
one another personally and could assemble face-to-face.
Plato would have capped the number of citizens capable
of self-government at 5,040. Madison, however, thought
Plato’s small-republic thesis was wrong. He believed
that the ease of communication in small republics was
precisely what had allowed hastily formed majorities to
oppress minorities. “Extend the sphere” of a territory,
Madison wrote, “and you take in a greater variety of parties and interests; you make it less probable that a majority of the whole will have a common motive to invade the
rights of other citizens; or if such a common motive exists,
it will be more difficult for all who feel it to discover their
own strength, and to act in unison with each other.”
Madison predicted that America’s vast geography and
large population would prevent passionate mobs from
mobilizing. Their dangerous energy would burn
out before it could inflame others.
Of course, at the time of the country’s founding,
new media technologies, including what Madison
called “a circulation of newspapers through the
entire body of the people,” were already closing
the communication gaps among the dispersed
citizens of America. The popular press of the 18th
and early 19th centuries was highly partisan—the
National Gazette, where Madison himself published
his thoughts on the media, was, since its founding
in 1791, an organ of the Democratic-Republican
Party and often viciously attacked the Federalists.
But newspapers of the time were also platforms for elites to make thoughtful arguments
at length, and Madison believed that the enlightened journalists he called the “literati” would
ultimately promote the “commerce of ideas.”
He had faith that citizens would take the time
to read complicated arguments (including the
essays that became The Federalist Papers), allowing levelheaded reason to spread slowly across
the new republic.

JA MES
M A D I S O N D I E D AT M O N T P E L I E R , his Virginia
estate, in 1836, one of the few Founding Fathers to
survive into the democratic age of Andrew Jackson. Madison supported Jackson’s efforts to preserve the Union against nullification efforts in the
South but was alarmed by his populist appeal in
the West. What would Madison make of American
democracy today, an era in which Jacksonian populism looks restrained by comparison? Madison’s

worst fears of mob rule have been realized—and the cooling mechanisms he designed to slow down the formation
of impetuous majorities have broken.
The polarization of Congress, reflecting an electorate
that has not been this divided since about the time of the
Civil War, has led to ideological warfare between parties
that directly channels the passions of their most extreme
constituents and donors—precisely the type of factionalism the Founders abhorred.
The executive branch, meanwhile, has been transformed by the spectacle of tweeting presidents, though the
presidency had broken from its constitutional restraints
long before the advent of social media. During the election
of 1912, the progressive populists Theodore Roosevelt and
Woodrow Wilson insisted that the president derived his
authority directly from the people. Since then, the office has
moved in precisely the direction the Founders had hoped to
avoid: Presidents now make emotional appeals, communicate directly with voters, and pander to the mob.
Twitter, Facebook, and other platforms have accelerated public discourse to warp speed, creating virtual
versions of the mob. Inflammatory posts based on passion travel farther and faster than arguments based on
reason. Rather than encouraging deliberation, mass
media undermine it by creating bubbles and echo
chambers in which citizens see only those opinions they
already embrace.
We are living, in short, in a Madisonian nightmare.
How did we get here, and how can we escape?
From the very beginning, the devices that the Founders
hoped would prevent the rapid mobilization of passionate
majorities didn’t work in all the ways they expected. After
the election of 1800, the Electoral College, envisioned as
a group of independent sages, became little more than a
rubber stamp for the presidential nominees of the newly
emergent political parties.
The Founders’ greatest failure of imagination was in not
anticipating the rise of mass political parties. The first parties played an unexpected cooling function, uniting diverse
economic and regional interests through shared constitutional visions. After the presidential election of 1824, Martin
Van Buren reconceived the Democratic Party as a coalition
that would defend strict construction of the Constitution
and states’ rights in the name of the people, in contrast to
the Federalist Party, which had controlled the federal courts,
represented the monied classes, and sought to consolidate
national power. As the historian Sean Wilentz has noted, the
great movements for constitutional and social change in the
19th century—from the abolition of slavery to the Progressive movement—were the product of strong and diverse
political parties.
Whatever benefits the parties offered in the 19th and
early 20th centuries, however, have long since disappeared.
The moderating effects of parties were undermined by a
series of populist reforms, including the direct election of
senators, the popular-ballot initiative, and direct primaries in presidential elections, which became widespread
in the 1970s.
More recently, geographical and political self-sorting
has produced voters and representatives who are willing
to support the party line at all costs. After the Republicans
took both chambers of Congress in 1994, the House of
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Representatives, under Speaker Newt Gingrich, adjusted
face-to-face have proved to be even more dangerous from
its rules to enforce party discipline, taking power away
exponentially larger, dispersed groups that meet online.
from committee chairs and making it easier for leadership to push bills into law with little debate or support
IS
from across the aisle. The defining congressional achievements of Barack Obama’s presidency and, thus far, Donald Trump’s presidency—the Affordable Care Act of 2010
T H E R E A N Y H O P E O F resurrecting Madison’s vision of
and the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, respectively—were
majority rule based on reason rather than passion? Unless
passed with no votes from members of the minority party.
the Supreme Court reinterprets the First Amendment,
Madison feared that Congress would be the most
allowing the government to require sites like Twitter and
dangerous branch of the federal government, sucking
Facebook to suppress polarizing speech that falls short of
power into its “impetuous vortex.” But today he would
intentional incitement to violence—an ill-advised and, at
shudder at the power of the executive branch. The rise of
the moment, thankfully unlikely prospect—any efforts to
what the presidential historian Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr.
encourage deliberation on those platforms will have to
called the “imperial presidency” has unbalanced the
come from the platforms themequilibrium among the three
selves. For the moment, they
branches. Modern presidents
have adopted an unsatisfying
rule by executive order rather
mash-up of American and Eurothan consulting with Congress.
pean approaches to free speech:
They direct a massive adminMark Zuckerberg provoked
istrative state, with jurisdiction
controversy recently when he
over everything from environsaid Facebook wouldn’t remove
mental policy to the regulation
THESE ARE
posts denying the existence of
of the airwaves. Trump’s poputhe Holocaust, because deterlist promise—“I alone can fix
DANGEROUS
mining the intent of the poster
it”—is only the most dramatic
TIMES: THE
was impossible, but would conin a long history of hyperbolic
tinue to ban hate speech that the
promises, made by presidents
PERCENTAGE
First Amendment protects.
from Wilson to Obama, in order
OF PEOPLE
Still, some promising, if
to mobilize their most ideologimodest, fixes are on the horizon.
cally extreme voters.
W H O S AY I T
Nathaniel Persily, a professor at
During the 20th century, the
I S “ E S S E N T I A L”
Stanford Law School who leads
Supreme Court also became
an independent commission
both more powerful and more
TO LIVE IN
that will examine the impact of
divided. The Court struck down
A LIBERAL
Facebook on democracy, notes
federal laws two times in the first
one step the company has taken
70 years of American history,
DEMOCRACY IS
to address the problem of “clickjust over 50 times in the next 75
PLUMMETING.
bait,” which lures users with
years, and more than 125 times
sensational headlines. Articles
since 1934. Beginning with the
that persuade many users to
appointment of Anthony Kenclick previously appeared high
nedy, in 1987, the Court became
on Facebook’s News Feed. The
increasingly polarized between
company now prioritizes those
justices appointed by Repubarticles users have actually
lican presidents and justices
taken the time to read.
appointed by Democratic presiBut these and other solutions could have First Amenddents. Kennedy’s retirement raises the likelihood of more
ment implications. “The democratic character of the
constitutional rulings split between five Republican appoininternet is itself posing a threat to democracy, and
tees and four Democratic ones.
there’s no clear solution to the problem,” Persily told me.
Exacerbating all this political antagonism is the
development that might distress Madison the most: “Censorship, delay, demotion of information online, deterrence, and dilution of bad content—all pose classic freemedia polarization, which has allowed geographically
speech problems, and everyone should be concerned at
dispersed citizens to isolate themselves into virtual facevery step of the government regulatory parade.”
tions, communicating only with like-minded individuals
Of course, the internet can empower democratic
and reinforcing shared beliefs. Far from being a conduit
deliberation as well as threaten it, allowing dissenters to
for considered opinions by an educated elite, social-media
criticize the government in ways the Founders desired.
platforms spread misinformation and inflame partisan difThe internet has also made American democracy more
ferences. Indeed, people on Facebook and Twitter are more
inclusive than it was in the Founders’ day, amplifying the
likely to share inflammatory posts that appeal to emotion
voices of women, minorities, and other disadvantaged
than intricate arguments based on reason. The passions,
groups they excluded. And although our national politics is
hyper-partisanship, and split-second decision making that
deadlocked by partisanship, compromise remains possible
Madison feared from large, concentrated groups meeting
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MATT HUYNH

at the local level, where activism—often organized online—
can lead to real change.
Federalism remains the most robust and vibrant Madisonian cooling mechanism, and continues to promote ideological diversity. At the moment, the combination of low voter
turnout and ideological extremism has tended to favor very
liberal or very conservative candidates in primaries. Thanks
to safe districts created by geographic self-sorting and partisan gerrymandering, many of these extremists go on to win
the general election. Today, all congressional Republicans
fall to the right of the most conservative Democrat, and all
congressional Democrats fall to the left of the most liberal
Republican. In the 1960s, at times, 50 percent of the lawmakers overlapped ideologically.
Voters in several states are experimenting with alternative primary systems that might elect more moderate
representatives. California and Washington State have
adopted a “top two” system, in which candidates from
both parties compete in a nonpartisan primary, and the
two candidates who get the most votes run against each
other in the general election—even if they’re from the
same party. States, which Louis Brandeis called “laboratories of democracy,” are proving to be the most effective
way to encourage deliberation at a time when Congress
acts only along party lines.
The best way of promoting a return to Madisonian principles, however, may be one Madison himself identified:
constitutional education. In recent years, calls for more civic
education have become something of a national refrain. But
the Framers themselves believed that the fate of the republic depended on an educated citizenry. Drawing again on
his studies of ancient republics, which taught that broad
education of citizens was the best security against “crafty
and dangerous encroachments on the public liberty,”
Madison insisted that the rich should subsidize the education of the poor.
To combat the power of factions, the Founders believed
the people had to be educated about the structures of government in particular. “A popular Government, without
popular information, or the means of acquiring it, is but a
Prologue to a Farce or a Tragedy; or, perhaps both,” Madison
wrote in 1822, supporting the Kentucky legislature’s “Plan
of Education embracing every class of Citizens.” In urging
Congress to create a national university in 1796, George
Washington said: “A primary object of such a national institution should be the education of our youth in the science
of government.”
The civics half of the educational equation is crucial.
Recent studies have suggested that higher education can
polarize citizens rather than ensuring the rule of reason:
Highly educated liberals become more liberal, and highly
educated conservatives more conservative. At the same
time, the National Assessment of Educational Progress
has found that citizens, whether liberal or conservative,
who are educated about constitutional checks on direct
democracy, such as an independent judiciary, are more
likely to express trust in the courts and less likely to call
for judicial impeachment or for overturning unpopular
Supreme Court decisions.
These are dangerous times: The percentage of people
who say it is “essential” to live in a liberal democracy is
plummeting, everywhere from the United States to the

Netherlands. Support for autocratic alternatives to democracy is especially high among young people. In 1788, Madison wrote that the best argument for adopting a Bill of
Rights would be its influence on public opinion. As “the
political truths” declared in the Bill of Rights “become
incorporated with the national sentiment,” he concluded,
they would “counteract the impulses of interest and passion.” Today, passion has gotten the better of us. The
preservation of the republic urgently requires imparting
constitutional principles to a new generation and reviving
Madisonian reason in an impetuous world.
Jeffrey Rosen is a contributing editor at The Atlantic. He is
the president and CEO of the National Constitution Center
and a professor of law at George Washington University.
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endure permanently if administered on a spoils basis. If this
form of corruption is permitted and encouraged, other forms of corruption will inevitably
follow in its train. When a department at Washington, or at a state capitol, or in the city hall in
some big town is thronged with place-hunters
and office-mongers who seek and dispense
patronage from considerations of personal and
party greed, the tone of public life is necessarily
so lowered that the bribe-taker and the bribegiver, the blackmailer and the corruptionist,
find their places ready prepared for them.
THE GOVERNMENT CANNOT
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A

C I V I C

R E A W A K E N I N G ?

Whatever the overall state of America’s civic health, political
enthusiasms appear to be proliferating—for good and ill. Some
of these enthusiasms are visible to anyone with an internet
connection, but they are also showing themselves in classic
demonstrations of democracy. The photos that follow, taken
earlier this year, document that participation and explore the
various ways that Americans are civically engaged today.

(P R E V I O U S S P R E A D) B L A C K L I V E S M A T T E R P R O T E S T,
W A S H I N G T O N, D.C.
A “Rise Up Fight Back” demonstration is held a short distance
from the White House on August 12, in response to a
white-nationalist rally nearby—exactly one year after the
“Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville, Virginia.

B E CO MING A N A M E RIC A N,
N E W YOR K CIT Y
Adenawel Ledesma, 23 (above),
a U.S. Army specialist from
the Dominican Republic,
waits to participate in a
naturalization ceremony in
Manhattan, after serving
two years in the military.
In 2017, the New York
District of U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services
processed about 11 percent
of all naturalizations in
the United States, accepting
approximately 78,000 new
citizens. Toya Piper (left),
originally from Jamaica,
stands with her 5-year-old
daughter, Hailey, to recite
the Pledge of Allegiance at
the same ceremony. Holding her
certificate, Jannat Chowdhury
(below) poses with her husband,
Shahadat; both are immigrants
from Bangladesh.
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COL O R A D O RISING
Left: Don Perl, Jutta Seeger,
Therese Gilbert, and Tannis Bator
volunteer for Colorado Rising, an
organization fighting for more
stringent fracking regulations in
the state. The organization recently
submitted a petition with thousands
of signatures in an effort to pass
a statewide ballot initiative that
would establish buffer zones between
oil-and-gas operations and homes,
schools, playgrounds, drinking-water
sources, and other sensitive places.
Below: Lauren Swain gets signatures
for the ballot initiative in a park.

GREG KAHN

A N T I-A B O R T IO N
C A N VA S SI N G,
AV O N, I N DI A N A
Sandy Burton knocks on
a door for the Susan
B. Anthony List, an
anti-abortion political
group. With a Supreme
Court vacancy and the
potential opportunity it
brings to change the law,
anti-abortion groups are
mobilizing forces at the
local level.

SA L LY RYA N / T H E N E W YO R K T I M E S / R E D UX

A

C I V I C

R E A W A K E N I N G ?

S P E C I A L E L E C T IO N, W E S T E R V I L L E, O H IO
Voter turnout on August 7 to fill the open congressional seat in Ohio’s 12th
District was unusually high for a special election, as it has been for
many primaries and general elections this year. At the time of this writing,
absentee ballots were still being counted and the race between the
Republican candidate, Troy Balderson, and the Democratic candidate,
Danny O’Connor, was too close to call. Voters pictured: (top row) Sarah
Napper, Justin King, Dayna Hildreth, Douglas Kirk; (bottom row) Judy Howard,
Gage Ruhlen, Anh Hoang, James Sullinger.

GREG KAHN

G U N-R IG H T S R A L L Y,
H A R R I S B U R G,
P E N N S Y LVA N I A
Gun-rights advocates
rally in the state
capital—and in others—
on April 14 to oppose
efforts to pass stricter
gun-control laws, three
weeks after the March
for Our Lives, a studentled demonstration
in Washington, D.C., in
support of such laws.
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F L O R I D A R IG H T S R E S T O R A T IO N C O A L I T IO N

Marquis McKenzie, 28, is
a full-time organizer
with the Florida Rights
Restoration Coalition.
McKenzie was arrested
for robbery when he was
15 years old, served two
years in prison before
being released early
for good behavior, and
remains unable to vote—
Florida is one of many
states that require
ex-felons to receive

special approval from
the state government
before they can vote.
Today he works in
support of a ballot
initiative that would
automatically restore
voting rights to felons
(except murderers
and sex offenders)
who have served their
sentences, completed
parole or probation,
or paid restitution.
GREG KAHN
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AMERICA’S COURTS
CAN’T IGNORE

THE WORLD
THE U. S. CONSTI T U TION IS A N A MER IC A N DOCU MEN T. A ND
AMER ICAN LAW SHOULD LOOK EXCLUSI VELY TO AMER ICAN
PRECEDENTS. RIGHT? NOT SO, A SUPREME COURT JUSTICE SAYS.
TH AT A PPROACH SOU NDS GOOD IN THEORY, BU T THE L AWS
OF OTHER COU N TR IES H AV E A BEA R ING ON OU R OW N—A ND THE
HIGHEST COURT IN THE LAND NEEDS TO TAKE HEED.

I T I S OF T E N SA I D that the world is becoming more international in nature. What does this mean for those of us who
live in such a world? When I hear words such as globalization, interdependence, and multinational, I sometimes feel
like Stendhal’s hero Fabrice del Dongo at the beginning of
The Charterhouse of Parma. He is a soldier at the Battle of
Waterloo. He is lost in the fog of war. He hears bullets whizzing past. He sees Napoleon on his horse, charging back

and forth. As he watches, he thinks to himself, I know something important is happening here—I wish I knew what it was.
It is hard not to have this reaction to the rhetoric of
globalization. Two general tendencies are at work in
many fields of human endeavor, including politics, government, and law. On the one hand, there are the forces of
globalism, internationalism, and interdependence among
nations. On the other hand, there are the forces of localism
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pulling us toward our communal, even tribal, roots. This
Only some of those cases concern the application of
distinction is familiar enough, but in most discussions
treaties or other forms of international law. More of them
these forces are seen as antithetical to each other. I wish to
concern domestic statutes, administrative regulations, or
suggest that such a view is wrong—that the global and the
interpretations of the U.S. Constitution. When I speak
local both refer to well-functioning features of the modern
to an American audience about the need to be aware of
world. In law, as in many other realms, they do not necesforeign law and events, a member of the audience will
sarily present us with either/or choices. We often can take
typically ask, “But isn’t the Constitution an American
account of both, and we often should. I recognize that in
document? Doesn’t it protect American values?” I answer
politics these values are often pitted against each other,
that the circumstances giving rise to more and more cases
as in the Brexit campaign in Britain and in the 2016 presiinclude foreign circumstances. Indeed, the best way to
dential election in the United States. But the Brexit change
preserve American values (which are largely the same as
may come slowly if it comes at all, and is more difficult to
contemporary European values) may well be to take acmake than one might think. Sometimes I think of politicount of what happens abroad.
cal leaders as boat passengers
who climb onto the deck and,
CONSIDER
to avoid seasickness, pretend
to steer the heaving vessel.
My own direct judicial expeA P R O B L E M T H AT now conrience is limited to local Americerns courts in many countries:
can courts. The Supreme Court
the conflict between nationalof the United States is a local
WHEN IT COMES
security needs and basic civil
court. We justices deal almost
T O M AT T E R S
liberties. The U.S. Constituexclusively with laws enacted
tion delegates to the president
by Congress and with the ConO F L A W, T H E
and to Congress the power to
stitution of the United States.
B E S T WAY
protect national security, parYet local law is increasingly
ticularly during times of war
affected by what happens
TO PRESERVE
or emergency. Judges have the
abroad. Lawyers, legislators,
A M E R I C A N VA LU E S
authority to determine whether
and judges to an ever greater
a statute or presidential action
extent must look beyond their
M AY W E L L
violates the Constitution’s proown shores to answer quesB E T O TA K E
tections of individual human
tions of local law. At the same
rights—for
example, the right of
time, it is important for people
ACCOUNT OF
free expression and the right not
who are not lawyers or judges to
W H AT H A P P E N S
to suffer arbitrary imprisonment.
understand the process through
What happens during wartime
which transnational facts affect
ABROAD.
or a time of emergency, when
national law as interpreted by
the requirements of security and
local courts.
civil liberties may conflict?
Law is not a science. It is, at
least in part, a humane disciJustice Robert Jackson once
pline. It is not architecture or
said that a judge trying to determusic, but like them, it embodmine what the Founders thought
ies an ancient and universal huabout this matter was like Joman need, expressed in the biblical words “Justice, justice
seph trying to interpret the dreams of Pharaoh. I think it is
shall you pursue.” Law helps organize human beings in
more accurate to say that, until fairly recently, American
communities that allow them to obtain the benefits of livcourts followed something like Cicero’s dictum on the subing together productively and in peace. It is not surprising,
ject: Silent enim leges inter arma, which I used to translate as
therefore, that law faces the same factual circumstances “When the cannons roar, the laws fall silent,” until someone
as other realms and disciplines—namely, a world in which
pointed out that the Romans did not have cannons. But the
the international affects our daily lives.
point is clear. History tells of many instances when, during
How should law recognize the reality of globalization
wartime, the executive or legislative branch took actions
while also maintaining the importance of local ties? My
suppressing civil liberties that on later examination were
experience as a judge has changed in this respect over the
deemed to have unnecessarily and unreasonably deprived
past two decades. International law, the domestic laws
American citizens of their constitutional rights. At the
and customs of other nations, and the decisions of foreign
beginning of the republic, during hostilities with France,
courts have become part of today’s American judicial
Congress enacted the speech-suppressing Alien and Sediexperience. Twenty years ago, out of the 70 or so cases
tion Acts, which the courts left untouched. During the
that the Supreme Court fully considers each year, perhaps
Civil War, President Abraham Lincoln suspended the writ
3 or 4 percent required us to look beyond our own shores
of habeas corpus and imprisoned thousands of civilians,
in order to understand the legal problems involved and
many of whom were not in the service of the South. It was
find the appropriate solution. Today that figure is closer to
a terrible war; we can understand his point of view. But we
20 percent, and is sometimes greater.
can also understand its opposite. At the time, Secretary of
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State William Seward told the British ambassador, “I can
touch a bell on my right hand and order the imprisonment
of a citizen of Ohio; I can touch a bell again and order the
imprisonment of a citizen of New York; and no power on
earth, except that of the President, can release them. Can
the Queen of England do so much?”
We also know about the widespread suppression of civil
liberties, particularly free speech, that took place during
World War I. During World War II, the Supreme Court,
in Korematsu v. United States, refused to set aside the government’s action removing more than 70,000 American
citizens of Japanese origin from their homes and interning them in camps. History shows us that officials knew
at the time that this action was unnecessary. Why did the
Supreme Court uphold it? The case has been much (and
in my view properly) criticized. Justice Felix Frankfurter’s
diaries report that the great liberal justice Hugo Black
began the Court’s private conference on a related case
by saying, essentially, “Somebody must run this war. It is
either Roosevelt or us. And we cannot.” The Court voted
6–3 to uphold the internment. To read the history of this
period is to understand Attorney General Francis Biddle’s
perhaps exaggerated statement that “the Constitution
has not greatly bothered any wartime President.” Is that
an attorney general speaking, or is it Cicero?
The Court’s attitude began to change, however, during
the Korean War. President Harry Truman seized America’s steel mills to avoid a strike and keep munitions flowing
overseas to supply America’s armed forces. The Court held
that the president lacked the power to do so on his own,
without Congress—even in wartime. Why the change?
Reading the case, I came to believe that the majority of
the Court thought that President Franklin D. Roosevelt
had gone too far in expanding and exercising presidential power during World War II. And it was easier to write
an anti-Roosevelt opinion once Roosevelt was no longer
alive, when the case involved a far less popular president.
Regardless, the Court in effect wrote that there comes a
point when a president has gone too far.
Four cases arising out of the imprisonment at Guantánamo Bay of alleged enemy combatants seized in Afghanistan and elsewhere will bring us up to date. The enemy
combatants, not the most popular people in the United
States, sued President George W. Bush and Secretary of
Defense Donald Rumsfeld, and they won. Suppose, for example, that a detainee claimed he was not an enemy combatant but an innocent farmer, and the government replied
that he carried a bazooka, and the detainee countered that
peaceful farmers in Afghanistan needed bazookas. Who
would decide the dispute, and how? We held that the Defense Department must provide the detainee with a hearing
that embodies basic elements of fair procedure. And when
Congress subsequently enacted a statute that in effect suspended the writ of habeas corpus, thereby prohibiting detainees at Guantánamo from going to court, we held that the
suspension violated the Constitution. The most significant
phrase in the Court’s Guantánamo opinions is one Justice
Sandra Day O’Connor wrote in an opinion that I joined. She
said, “A state of war is not a blank check for the President
when it comes to the rights of the nation’s citizens.” That is
a fine phrase, but it leads the listener almost immediately to
wonder, “Well then, what kind of check is it?”

With this question, you can understand why our opinions did not meet with widespread approval. Some people
thought that we had interfered too much with the exercise of judgment by the president and Congress. In reply, I
might quote Lord Atkin, a British judge, who wrote in the
middle of World War II, “Amid the clash of arms, the laws
are not silent. They may be changed, but they speak the
same language in war as in peace.” More directly, I would
say that a doctrine of noninterference points the way back,
if not to Cicero, at least to Korematsu.
Others thought that we should have gone further and
laid down more comprehensive legal rules for dealing with
enemy combatants in times of national emergency. But
we do not know what those legal rules ought to be. And
it’s true, as Justice Jackson long ago pointed out, that the
Constitution is not a “suicide pact.” As judges, we know
too little about the nature of an emergency, a war, or a
security need that might require diminished protection of
civil liberties. Having abandoned Cicero and recognized,
despite the inherent limitations of the judicial office, the
need to protect liberties, how are we to obtain the necessary knowledge about national-security matters—and
about what limitations are in fact required?

THIS
I S A Q U E S T ION that concerns judges in many parts of the
world. European nations also have a constitution or similar
documents that protect human liberties. They too suffer
from terrorism. And because neither terrorism nor human
rights nor judicial responsibility is a purely American matter, part of the answer must lie in becoming more familiar
with what is happening elsewhere in the world.
Not long ago, members of the Supreme Court met with
British judges. We discussed these matters at some length.
Britain has devised a system for extreme cases—say, when
a suspected terrorist is arrested and detained on the basis of
classified information. The arrested person is given two lawyers. The first meets with the client but is forbidden to see
classified matters pertaining to national security; the second doesn’t meet with the client but can see the classified
information. This second lawyer can pass on only the gist of
that information to the first lawyer, and hence to the client.
Israel, for its part, has devised a system for when
authorities believe that a suspect will tell his lawyer something that sounds anodyne but is in fact of consequence—
when he will say “Tell my mother I’m fine,” but really
mean “Tell my associates to blow up the café.” The
armed forces, wishing to detain that suspect without
counsel, must explain to a judge why they should not give
the detained person a lawyer; if the judge agrees, he or
she permits temporary detention. But after a brief time,
the government must appear before the judge again and
explain why detention is still necessary; if it is approved
once more, then the government must return again after
a briefer time, and so forth. On each occasion, the judge
demands a greater burden of proof.
I am not saying that either of these approaches is
perfect or even desirable. I am saying that no one would
want judges to try to find a proper equilibrium between
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LET’S
L O O K AT C O M M E R C E . A vitamin purchaser in Ecuador
wishes to bring an antitrust lawsuit in New York against a
Switzerland-based vitamin manufacturer and distributor.
The purchaser claims that the manufacturer is a member of
an international cartel, which includes an American company,
that colluded to raise the prices of its manufactured vitamins.
Why bring this lawsuit under American law in New York? Perhaps because American antitrust law provides triple damages.
But does American law apply? To answer this
question—a question of local law—in F. Hoffmann–La Roche
Ltd. v. Empagran S.A. (2004), the Court had to interpret a
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J U S T A S W E H A V E the
world’s most advanced
economy, military, and
technology, we also
have its most advanced
oligarchy … The American financial industry
gained political power
by amassing a kind of
cultural capital—a
belief system. Once,
perhaps, what was good
for General Motors was
good for the country.
Over the past decade,
the attitude took hold
that what was good for
Wall Street was good
for the country. The
banking-and-securities

C O U P ”
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industry has become
one of the top contributors to political
campaigns, but at the
peak of its influence,
it did not have to buy
favors the way, for
example, the tobacco
companies or military
contractors might have
to. Instead, it benefited from the fact
that Washington insiders already believed
that large financial
institutions and freeflowing capital markets were crucial to
America’s position in
the world.

vague American statute. We also had to consider whether
allowing the suit would unreasonably interfere with the
work of the European Union’s own anticartel authority.
We received briefs on the point, filed by the EU, several
European nations, and lawyers from various countries. We
considered a raft of detailed agreements between American and European antitrust authorities that established
working arrangements designed to ensure coordination.
The working arrangements were far more detailed and
jointly administered than those that existed many years
ago, when I worked for the antitrust division at the Department of Justice, which involved little more than occasionally meeting our European counterparts for lunch.
Or consider the following case: Australian buyers purchase shares in an Australian company on the Australian
stock exchange in Australia. Can they bring a lawsuit under
American securities law in America for fraud, based on the
Australian company’s alleged overpayment for its purchase
of an American company that did business in Florida? We
held in Morrison v. National Australia Bank (2010) that they
could not. But the result is not the point. The point is that
we received briefs from securities-law enforcers, lawyers,
and financial managers from around the world. Many told
us that to allow the suit would seriously interfere with the
ongoing work of securities-law enforcers in Australia, the
EU, and other nations. In my view, in order to interpret this
local law, we—judges on a local court—had to assess the
related interests of other nations. And we saw it not simply
as involving “comity”—a traditional legal term that warns
against cross-border interference—but as involving efforts
to harmonize similar approaches to securities regulation
employed by many different nations.
Reading through opinions in older cases written by
excellent judges, I became convinced that those judges
would have reached the opposite conclusion in their own
day: They would have applied only American law. What
has changed is the nature of commerce, finance, anti-fraud
enforcement, and cooperation among enforcers.
A recent copyright case—Kirtsaeng v. John Wiley & Sons,
Inc. (2013)—illustrates the scope of relevant commercial
change. A student from Thailand, studying in New York at
Cornell, realized that he could buy in Bangkok the Englishlanguage textbooks he needed, and at lower prices. He
wrote to his family and friends, asking them to send him
a few. They sent more than a few, and he sold them to his
fellow students. The American publisher became unhappy,
brought a lawsuit in New York, and claimed a copyright
violation. The technical legal question was whether the
“first sale” doctrine permitted the student to resell the
books, originally bought in Thailand, without the publisher’s permission. The answer, unfortunately, lay in a few
statutory words of supreme ambiguity.
We received briefs from lawyers representing many nations and many publishers, and from other parties around
the world. I did not understand why we received such a
huge stack of amicus curiae briefs until I read one brief that
explained it. Today, copyright is no longer just a matter of
books, music, and film. Like jazz, it is everywhere. Automobiles contain copyrighted software, and retailers sell goods
with copyrighted labels. The Supreme Court’s answer to this
question, we were told in the briefs from abroad, would affect more than $2 trillion worth of commerce. (Even with
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respecting urgent security needs and protecting civil
liberties while remaining ignorant of the key elements
of the circumstances. If judges are to do their job, they
must have the tools. The practices of judges in Britain and
Israel may or may not assist us in this extremely difficult
predicament, but regardless it helps to understand, in
today’s world of international terrorism, what is occurring
beyond our own shores.

inflation, that is a lot of money.) We had to understand the
commercial implications of practices engaged in by those
whom copyright seeks to protect. We needed those briefs.
We eventually decided the case in favor of the student,
but it illustrates the size of the impact on international
commerce of a decision arising in local law. I want to show
the need, implicit in the modern world, for local judges to
think about international considerations when they decide
questions, including questions of local law.

interpreting the Alien Tort Statute, to what extent should
American courts follow the views of South Africa?
Moreover, the power of example means that if America
can administer such a statute, so can other nations. Is it
desirable for national courts to use this kind of statute
to judge and to penalize the conduct of citizens of other
nations that takes place in those other nations? To what
extent does doing so risk disparate interpretations, some
of which may involve serious interference by one nation in
the affairs of another? These are old questions, but there
is no Supreme Court of the World to decide them. Nor do
IN
many people believe that nation-states will soon cease to
be independent and sovereign entities, or that we’ll have
an international court ready to litigate a dispute like Dolly
1 9 7 8 , D O L LY F I L Á RT I G A , a citizen of Paraguay, discovFilártiga’s anytime soon. Consequently, there is an everered that a former Paraguayan policeman who had torgrowing need for local courts, acting independently, to
tured her brother to death in their native country was
arrive at answers that will find widespread acceptance.
living in New York City. She also discovered the Alien
The Alien Tort Statute serves a useful purpose in helpTort Statute, which was enacted in 1789. It declared that
ing bring justice to victims of torture or genocide. But if lofederal courts “shall have … jurisdiction of any civil action
cal judges are to interpret the statute successfully, it might
[brought] by an alien for a tort”—that is, a civil wrong—
help to ask a form of Kant’s “universal question,” about
“committed in violation of the law of nations.” Filártiga
whether a maxim holds up as a universal law: What will
brought a civil action, she argued that torture was a “violahappen if judges in other countries—facing, say, allegations
tion of the law of nations,” and she sought damages. She
of misconduct by Americans—adopt the same interprewon. She did not collect money
tation that our judges now find
from the former policeman,
applicable here? Judges have
who had returned to Paraguay.
to ask whether, and how, the
But, she later wrote, “I came
interpretations they adopt would
to this country in 1978 hoping
work under similar circumsimply to look a killer in the eye.
stances in other nations. That
With the help of American law,
is a challenging prospect, but
B R I TA I N H A S
I got so much more.”
one that falls within the realm
DEVISED A SYSTEM
Subsequently, victims began
of possibility.
to invoke the statute more
FOR EXTREME
frequently. But its interpreC A S E S — S A Y,
tation was far from simple.

LET

Congress had enacted the statWHEN A SUSPECTED
ute in the 18th century, most
TERRORIST IS
M E M E N T I O N a final set of exlikely to help victims of piracy.
amples that even more clearly
The basic international legal
ARRESTED AND
involve international, or transrule then was something like
D E TA I N E D O N
national, law. The Supreme
If you can catch a pirate, you can
Court interprets treaties. When
hang him wherever he is found,
THE BASIS OF
we do so, we all agree that the
but first shake out his pockets and
CLASSIFIED
decisions of foreign courts
pay any money you find to his vicinterpreting the same treaty
tims. Courts must decide who
I N F O R M AT I O N.
provision are directly relevant.
today’s pirates are. What violaBut the nature of treaties has
tions of the “law of nations”—
changed. In recent years, we
torture, genocide, apartheid,
have had to interpret a Hague
slavery, environmental depConvention that governs the
redation, assassination— fall
abduction of children. Among
within the statute’s scope?
the amicus curiae briefs we read were some filed by NGOs
And what if the nation in which the civil wrong took
that sought to obtain adequate protection for abducted
place objects to American judges’ deciding such matters?
children. They argued for a stricter interpretation of some
When victims of South African apartheid sued multiof the treaty’s language. We read other briefs filed by womnational corporations that had done business in South
en’s groups anxious to protect women from spousal abuse
Africa, the postapartheid government filed a brief stating
that can lead to child abduction. They argued for a broader
that it did not want American judges to decide this kind of
interpretation of that language.
case. South Africa had created its own process—the Truth
The unusual feature of the case is that, in the United
and Reconciliation Commission—to help overcome the efStates, domestic-relations cases are normally heard by
fects of apartheid. It did not want American judges develspecialized state courts, not by federal courts. The job
oping other methods for compensating victims. So, when
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of a domestic-relations judge is probably the most diffithe antitrust world, detailed enforcement agreements
cult, and one of the most important, in the judicial system.
among national staffs; or, as in the case of the International
Yet we members of the Supreme Court know virtually
Organization for Standardization, the development of volnothing about it. So why us? Why did we have to decide
untary standards for just about everything, which governthis difficult domestic-relations matter? Because it was
mental authorities can reference in regulations or adopt;
embodied in a treaty, and interpreting treaties is our job.
or, as in many international trade agreements, promises
The need for a treaty like this is clear: Marriages between
through which nations recognize and accept one anothcouples from different nations will only become more
er’s regulatory standards; or agreements entered into by
common. Yet our lack of expertise means a high possian executive branch on its own authority; and so forth.
bility of error. Those groups interested in the subject will
Agreements and the like may be broad or narrow in scope.
have to monitor court decisions with care and, in light of
They may involve few nations or many nations, from the
those decisions, stand ready to modify treaties when that
same or different parts of the world. The combinations and
seems necessary.
permutations are nearly endless.
Nations are signing an increasing number of treaties,
These methods of attacking problems together will
not simply bilateral but multinational ones, which create
undoubtedly lead to legal disputes and then to court decibureaucratic structures that
sions. Constitutional courts in
administer treaty provisions,
Germany and Italy have had
promulgate rules, and adjudito grapple with an important
cate disputes. Think not just
question: To what extent does
of the United Nations and the
a nation’s constitution grant its
European Union, but also of the
government the power to delWorld Trade Organization and
egate legislative authority to an
N A T I O N S H AV E
the International Civil Aviation
international body (for example,
Organization. Many of the rules
BECOME
the European Union)? Each
and decisions of those bureaucourt considering the question
EVER MORE
cracies, as a matter of law or as
has answered that the authora matter of practice, directly
I N T E R D E P E N D E N T.
ity is broad, but not unlimited.
bind businesses or individual
Similarly, our American courts
THIS IS
citizens from many different
may have to decide how much
member nations. The Italian juUNDENIABLE,
legislative authority our Conrist Sabino Cassese, a great austitution permits the president
AND NO AMOUNT
thority on the subject, estimates
and Congress to delegate to an
that there are more than 2,000
OF LOCALIST
international body. Unless that
such organizations in the world.
authority is broad, how are we
O R NAT I O NA L I S T
My own research, using State
to work with others to alleviate
Department lists, suggests that
PRE ACHING
problems that affect more than
the United States belongs to
one nation? But what are the limW I L L A L T E R I T.
more than 800 of them. The
its on that authority? Article I of
World Trade Organization is
the U.S. Constitution says that
relatively well known, but there
“legislative powers” are “vested
is also the Commission for the
in a Congress,” not in the ComConservation of Southern Bluemission for the Conservation of
fin Tuna and the International
Southern Bluefin Tuna.
Olive Council. And what about
I do not have the answer to
the organization that affects people far more than most
this question. I mention it to impart an appreciation of the
others, ICANN—a nonprofit headquartered in Los Angeles
significant legal questions, including numerous questions
that sets the rules for internet domains? Why, or how, do
of local law, that have arisen or likely will arise in a world
its rules bind individuals and nations?
that needs international cooperation, and continues to
Sometimes a national legislature approving the undervalue local customs, traditions, and community life.
lying treaty may also provide that the organization’s rules
will take effect as national legislation. Sometimes the
legislature will transform an individual rule into a statute.
T H E
Sometimes an organization’s rule may interact with complex preexisting national statutes in a way that makes it
E X A M P L E S I H AV E D I S C U S S E D suggest three general
binding. Sometimes the practical effect of a rule violation
conclusions. First, it is often helpful to look at globalization
can itself require adherence to that rule. But in many other
and localism not as warring values but simply as common
instances, when and how such rules are binding is unclear.
phenomena. They are realities or conditions that appear
Many different forms of agreements besides treaties
together simultaneously and shape the world in which we
enable nations to work together to regulate commerce,
live. In recent years, the international has become more
finance, trade, health, safety, the environment, and seimportant, as nations have become ever more interdepencurity. These forms include meetings and communicadent. As an empirical matter, all of this is undeniable, and
tions among national regulatory administrators; or, as in

no amount of localist or nationalist preaching will alter it.
Recognizing the compatibility of the local and the
global, and their everyday coexistence, can sometimes
lower the temperature of what might otherwise seem a
political argument. Some years ago I participated in a seminar with a member of Congress who ardently criticized
the reference, by certain members of the Supreme Court,
to cases decided by courts of other countries. “I suppose
your criticisms are aimed at me,” I said. “Exactly,” he replied. “Well, let me explain,” I said. “In the last several

decades, more and more nations throughout the world
have adopted documents that increasingly resemble our
own Constitution, and protect democracy and human
rights. More and more, they look to independent judges
to apply those documents. And more and more, they face
somewhat similar problems. So if I have a legal problem
similar to a problem that a person like me with a job like
mine has already faced and decided, why shouldn’t I read
what he said? I don’t have to agree. It does not bind me. I
don’t have to follow it.”
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I thought that was a pretty good answer—until he said,
such as democracy, human rights, and equality under the
“Fine. Read it. Just do not refer to it in an opinion.” Foollaw. (Some of these values are now under siege in various
ishly, perhaps, I decided to continue: “But what about
Western countries, but that is a political matter.) We also
newly established courts in new democracies? They often
can take as a given the circumstances themselves. If the
refer to our cases. Our references to their cases may reininterdependence of nations changes, it will change slowly
force political tendencies in their countries that support
over time. The challenges that in part give rise to this
the protection of human rights when doing so is unpopinterdependence— economic fragility, the movement of
ular.” “Fine,” he replied. “Write them a letter. Just don’t
peoples, environmental harms, and concerns about health,
refer to their cases in your opinions.”
safety, terrorism, and the like—will also change slowly over
That congressman’s views represent a long-standing
time. There is an obvious need for cooperative approaches,
tradition in America. James Madison himself, while recbut there is less agreement about just how cooperative
approaches should work. The
ognizing that the U.S. ConstituEuropean Union certainly reption draws its inspiration from
resents one possible, and fruitful,
both the French and Scottish
approach. But the United States,
enlightenments, wrote that the
which faces many of the same
Constitution is a charter “of
issues that European countries
power granted by liberty,” not
do, is not a member of the EU.
a charter “of liberty … granted
There is no single answer. Loby power,” as was prevalent in
M A I N TA I N I N G
cal judges necessarily play a role.
18th-century Europe. He meant
In appropriate cases, they look
that, in America, free people
A R U L E O F L AW
abroad to better understand the
are the source of governmental
I S M O R E D I F F I C U LT
legal problem. They can use lepower; what authority they do
gal instruments such as comity.
not grant to the central governTHAN MANY
ment remains with them. In
They can seek to harmonize
BELIEVE. THE
royal Europe, however, the king
enforcement approaches. They
was the source of power, and
can ask Kant’s universality quesE F F O R T I S A N C I E N T,
what he did not grant to the
tion. None of these “cosmopoliSTRETCHING
people, he retained. For this and
tan” methods ignores local law.
other reasons, Americans seek
To the contrary, each begins
B ACK TO THE MAGNA
to keep control of the governwith local law as a base. None of
C A RTA , A N D
ment through elections, includthese approaches is guaranteed
ing elections of judges in many
to work; but what, again, is the
STILL EARLIER.
places. Federal judges, though
alternative? Even if the United
unelected, are appointed and
States does not participate,
confirmed by elected officials:
other nations will cooperate
the president and the members
with one another. In doing so,
of the Senate. Hence, “the peothey will leave us with the consequences, while depriving us
ple” retain at least a degree of
of the opportunity to influence
democratic control. But we have
their decisions. The local and the global are not alternatives.
no control over foreign judges whatsoever. If we give too
They are realities.
much authority to international bodies or foreign officials,
Judges, who are mostly technical people, help weave
including judges, how will we retain our American values?
a fabric of practices, rules, regulations, customs, agreeThe best response to this question is a form of what
ments, and working arrangements—some local and some
lawyers call “confession and avoidance.” Explain the
regional, some formal and some informal. The fabric, like
nature of some international problems and show with
that of Penelope, sometimes comes undone during the
examples how they affect cases that appear directly in our
night; but we must simply continue to work on the probCourt. Then ask the critic, what would you have us do?
lems before us. I have always liked FDR’s advice: “It is
How can we responsibly and properly resolve the legal
common sense to take a method and try it: If it fails, admit
questions before us without knowledge of what is hapit frankly and try another. But above all, try something.”
pening beyond our shores? We cannot reject the facts,
and we will not reject the need to solve problems under
law. So what is the alternative?

THIR D,
SECOND,

my legal examples suggest the importance
of looking to approaches and solutions that themselves
embody a rule of law. To achieve and maintain a rule of
law is more difficult than many people believe. The effort is
ancient, stretching back to King John and the Magna Carta,
and still earlier. And the effort does not always succeed. I

A N D F I NA LLY,
T H E L E G A L E X A M P L E S suggest that there are many
different ways to deal with international challenges and
circumstances. We can take as a given the values that we
will not sacrifice when trying to meet these challenges,
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often describe to judges from other countries how, in the
1830s, a president of the United States, Andrew Jackson,
when faced with a Supreme Court decision holding that
northern Georgia (where gold had been found) belonged
to the Cherokee Nation, is said to have remarked, “John
Marshall [the chief justice] has made his decision, now let
him enforce it.” Jackson sent troops to Georgia, but not to
enforce the law. Instead they evicted the tribe members,
sending them along the Trail of Tears to Oklahoma, where
their descendants live to this day.
Not for more than a century, a period that included the
Civil War and decades of racial segregation, would the
Supreme Court hold, in Brown v. Board of Education, in
1954, that racial segregation violated the Constitution. Yet
the country did not abolish segregation the next year or
the year after that. When, in 1957, a judge in Little Rock,
Arkansas, ordered Central High School desegregated, the
local White Citizens’ Council, supported by the governor,
rallied in front of the school, letting no black child enter.
It took more than judicial decisions to end segregation. It
took a president’s decision to send 1,000 paratroopers to
Arkansas. It took Martin Luther King Jr., and the Freedom
Riders, and the words and deeds of countless Americans
who were not lawyers or judges. Today the public has
come to accept the rule of law. When the Court decided
Bush v. Gore, a case that was unpopular among many, and
was (as I wrote in dissent) wrongly decided, the nation
accepted the decision without rioting in the streets. That is
a major asset for a nation with a highly diverse population
of 320 million citizens.
We do not have to convince judges or lawyers that maintaining the rule of law is necessary—they are already convinced. Instead we must convince ordinary citizens, those
who are not lawyers or judges, that they sometimes must
accept decisions that affect them adversely, and that may
well be wrong. If they are willing to do so, the rule of law
has a chance. And as soon as one considers the alternatives,
the need to work within the rule of law is obvious. The rule
of law is the opposite of the arbitrary, which, as the dictionary specifies, includes the unreasonable, the capricious, the
authoritarian, the despotic, and the tyrannical. Turn on the
television and look at what happens in nations that use other
means to resolve their citizens’ differences.
For my generation, the need for law in its many forms
was perhaps best described by Albert Camus in The Plague.
He writes of a disease that strikes Oran, Algeria, which is
his parable for the Nazis who occupied France and for the
evil that inhabits some part of every man and woman. He
writes of the behavior of those who lived there, some good,
some bad. He writes of the doctors who help others without relying upon a moral theory—who simply act. At the
end of the book, Camus writes that
the germ of the plague never dies nor does it ever disappear. It waits patiently in our bedrooms, our cellars, our
suitcases, our handkerchiefs, our file cabinets. And one
day, perhaps, to the misfortune or for the education of
men, the plague germ will reemerge, reawaken the rats,
and send them forth to die in a once-happy city.

The struggle against that germ continues. And the rule
of law is one weapon that civilization has used to fight it.

The rule of law is the keystone of the effort to build a civilized, humane, and just society. At a time when facing facts,
understanding the local and global challenges that they
offer, and working to meet those challenges cooperatively
is particularly urgent, we must continue to construct such
a society—a society of laws—together.
Stephen Breyer is an associate justice of the Supreme Court of
the United States. His article in this issue is adapted from
his book The Court and the World and from a lecture
delivered last year at Tilburg University, in the Netherlands.
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AND
EFFICIE NCY”
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W O O D R O W W I L S O N
( M A R C H 1 9 0 1 )

but our
own ways of living, and have been formed in
isolation. This has made us—not provincial, exactly: upon so big and various a continent there
could not be the single pattern of thought and
manners and purpose to be found cloistered
in a secluded province. But if provincial be not
the proper word, it suggests the actual fact. We
have, like provincials, too habitually confined
our view to the range of our own experiences.
We have acquired a false self-confidence, a
false self-sufficiency, because we have heeded
no successes or failures but our own.
W E H AV E L O O K E D U P O N N O T H I N G

E S S AY

The
Bullet in
My Arm
I grew up in a gun-loving
town in Alabama. My
grandfather’s store sells
firearms. But only after
I was shot did I begin to
understand America’s
complicated relationship
with guns.

By ELAINA PLOTT
Illustration by Lisk Feng
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WAS SHOT ON A SUNDAY. It
was late and it was hot and
I was 21, on my way home
from dinner during summer break. I’d rolled the
windows down because the
breeze felt good.
I pulled up to a red light,
about half a mile from my
home in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. “Yeah!”
by Usher was playing on the radio. A silver Toyota Tacoma turned the corner. As
it passed me, I heard a pop. Then my left
arm was on fire.
If you’d asked me before that night
how I might react to being shot, I would
have said: I would call 911. I would get myself to the hospital. In fact it never occurred
to me to call 911, only to want my dad.
I pulled into the Circle K across the
street to call him. I looked at the blood
blooming across my blue dress. It was
new, and I wondered whether the stain
would come out. Then I looked over at
a girl standing in the parking lot, talking
with two boys. Her wavy blond hair shimmered beneath the fluorescent streetlights. I thought about how I wished I had
wavy blond hair like hers.
My dad said to stay put, that he’d come
get me. I insisted on driving home, with
my good arm. On the way, I apologized out
loud to God for the things I’d done wrong
in life. When I pulled into the driveway, my
parents were standing outside.
I stroked my mother’s hair as she
cried and drove me to the hospital. The
surgeon said the bullet was small, maybe
a .22-caliber, and too deep in the muscle
to take out, so it’s still in my arm. They
never caught the shooter, or came up with
a motive.

H E R E I ’ M F R O M , we like
guns. They are as much a part
of our story as Jesus, “Roll
Tide,” and monograms. Even if you’ve
never shot one, you appreciate the romance.
That appreciation begins when
you’re young. Here is what I remember:
November air, stadium lights, cut grass.
We cheerleaders would stay after school
to practice our halftime routine. On Friday nights, we’d crowd in front of the
small bathroom mirrors to touch up our
makeup— glitter eyeshadow if it was a big
game—and emerge in a fog of hair spray.
The cheerleaders who were most
envied were the ones who had their alarm
clock set for 4 a.m. the next day. It meant

W
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they had a boyfriend who was taking
them hunting, and that meant things
were getting serious. When you were 15
or 16 or 17 years old, all you wanted to get
was serious.
Not every girl was excited about the
hunting itself. The gear was bulky and
heavy: rubber boots and a big camo
jacket, which, if you were lucky and had
a brother, you could just borrow from him.
The boy would pick you up in his truck
and drive you out to his family’s land. If

The surgeon said the
bullet was small,
maybe a .22-caliber,
and too deep in the
muscle to take out,
so it’s still in my arm.
They never caught
the shooter.

he had money—and you’d be lying if
you said you didn’t notice—there’d be a
hunting cabin, all-weather, with a beerstocked fridge. A high fence around the
property, too: It trapped the deer so they
bred inside.
You’d climb into the deer stand and
wait. The boy would have his rifle ready—
maybe a .30-06, a youth model that didn’t
kick as hard—and when his prey finally
emerged, he’d squeeze the trigger, and
you’d jump because the sound cracked
open the sky. A few horribly boring hours
for you, but when his face flushed with
delight, you’d remember why you came—
because it was important to him, which
meant it was important to you, too.
Those mornings weren’t about guns
so much as they were about growing up,
the pride of inclusion in a culture, the
proximity to a masculine energy we all

found intoxicating. If people in Tuscaloosa talked about gun violence at all—in
the wake of a mass shooting, or after the
rare hunting accident—it was as an unfortunate but explicable bit of collateral
damage: Occasionally cars hit people, but
we still drive.
When I was 14, my grandfather became a co-owner of an outdoors store. It
was huge and beautiful, like a ski lodge
fit for Jackson Hole. The store carried
everything—firearms, fishing equipment,
hiking and camping gear. On football
weekends especially, the place would
crawl with people from all over the
Southeast. Sometimes my grandfather
and I would walk the parking lot, counting the out-of-state plates. The boys at my
school would wear T-shirts stamped with
the store’s logo—they came in a lot of different colors—and that made me proud.
After I got shot, after I was able to
sleep on my left side again, I started
thinking about the gun section at the back
of the store. Did the person who shot me
buy the weapon there? How long did the
sale take? I pictured him—he is faceless
in my mind, but always a man—selecting
a gun, and then tossing in a pack of Dentyne Ice, because it was right there by the
cash register, and why not.
Wondering felt like a sort of betrayal.
Probably I had parroted the unfortunatebut-justifiable-collateral bit before. That
logic became muddied, though, when the
collateral damage was me. But nobody
talked about it like that, at least not out
loud. So for a while, neither did I.
E T T I NG S HO T did not end my
life. It didn’t even upend it, really.
The one time I cried, I was sitting
in a tufted chair in my parents’ bedroom
while the local Fox affiliate was on. “The
victim,” the anchor said, “is still rattled but
at home and doing fine, we can exclusively
report.” It was disembodying, listening to
this person I had never spoken with speak
about me. We can exclusively report.
Each time I replayed that night in my
mind, a different image would surface.
My 4-year-old sister, in the driveway
when I pulled in. When I got out, she
saw the deep-red side of my dress, the
bloodstain like a Rorschach pattern. She
pointed at it and calmly said, “You got
shoot on your dress.” After that, the hospital. I was wheeled—who wheeled me?—
into the empty waiting area of the emergency room. A nurse at the desk looked

G

up from her phone and said, expressionless, “We’ve got a gunshot wound.”
These were not the details the police
wanted me to remember. Like detectives
on a TV show, they asked me to close my
eyes and relive the drive. The way the
air smelled, the sound of the other cars.
But I was not a TV character, could not
conjure the missing fact that would give
meaning to all the others. (A beer can
clattering across the street—for some
reason, they seemed to think I might
have heard a beer can clattering across
the street.)
No memory was unimportant, they
assured me. Three days after the shooting, one officer, a woman, told me that
my dreams might be useful. Sure, I said.
The night before, I told her, as I’d slept
next to my mother, I’d dreamed that I
saw the silver pickup careening toward
the bedroom window. “This time,” the
driver was saying.
I told the policewoman that in my
dream I had tried to make out his face. I
had a second chance: He might shoot me
again, my dream-self reasoned. This time
I’ll be paying attention.

“But I woke up,” I told her. “I didn’t
see him.” The policewoman, who was
very kind, took notes and nodded several times.
I traveled the next week to France for
a writing class. The bullet did not—does
not—set off metal detectors, but I carried
a letter about it from the sheriff, just in
case. In the fall, I went back to college
in New England, where the story of the
lead inside my arm was just that: a story.
But like the ugliest white noise, it was
always there, defiant and relentless. After
late nights at the library, I’d call the campus police, wary of the three stoplights I
had to pass on my way home. I’d ask the
woman who usually worked at that hour
to stay on the line with me while I walked.
We never talked, really, in those 10 minutes, but occasionally I could hear her
radio crackle in the background.
Sometimes a friend would ask
whether my feelings on gun rights had
changed. I usually said “I don’t know,”
and that was true. Knee-jerk calls for
gun control didn’t resonate with me. Yet
a reverence toward guns no longer felt
right either.

I found my ambivalence unsettling.
Everyone else seemed so sure about
how to feel about guns—people on campus, on the internet, back home. Unlike most of them, I had made intimate
acquaintance with gun violence. I should
have had some special insight. If what had
happened to me wasn’t fodder for clarity, I
feared nothing ever would be.
N FEBRUARY 14, 2018, 17 highschool students and faculty were
gunned down in Parkland, Florida. A few days later, my grandfather
called me in Washington, D.C., where I
now work as a congressional reporter. He
wanted to talk about what had happened.
We’d never discussed gun control
before. After I got shot, we talked about
me. We talked about the reporters and TV
trucks parked outside my dad’s office. We
talked about the dead-end police investigation. Never, though, about the gun.
After Parkland, we did. Me on the
phone outside a D.C. restaurant, my
grandfather at home in his study. He said
that “something” had to be done about
“all this,” and it didn’t look like “anyone
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up there”—meaning Washington—was
“going to do a damned thing about it.” I
could picture his brow furrowed, his
head shaking.
He said that when he’d learned
the killer in Parkland had used an
AR-15-style semiautomatic rifle, he’d
asked one of the store’s managers to call
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives to find out whether
the store could stop selling those types
of weapons to people under the age of 21.

People in Tuscaloosa
talked about gun
violence as an
unfortunate but
explicable bit of
collateral damage:
Occasionally
cars hit people, but
we still drive.
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The woman there said it could—it was a
private business—but it would risk agediscrimination lawsuits. She was right;
this has already happened in Oregon.
My grandfather told me he didn’t care
much about that risk, so he’d ordered
the change.
He’d also considered pulling AR-15s
from the shelves altogether, but first he’d
had his employees look into who regularly
buys them. Turns out most customers are
landowners and farmers with a wild-hog
issue. The pigs barrel onto their property,
digging up roots and acorns and generally
tearing up the ground, making it difficult
to run equipment over the land. Because
the animals often travel in herds, a semiautomatic rifle—no reloading required—is
a particularly efficient means of stopping
them. You bait them with corn, draw their
attention to it with a hog caller (a plastic

cylinder that turns short puffs of air into
piglike grunts), and then start firing. For
that reason, my grandfather said, he’d
continue to sell the gun.
We talked about how hiking the age
for AR-15 purchases was unlikely to stop
the next Parkland. Still, it felt good to do
something, anything. The problem was
a complicated one, he said, and the only
thing Democrats seemed able to do was
serve up broad-stroke talking points, while
Republicans said nothing at all.
N CAPITOL HILL , I’d watched
up close as apathy had settled in
after earlier shootings. I could
predict the responses of each party’s
leaders. I could recite the thoughts and
prayers, all of which had begun to feel like
a mockery of God, of the brains he’d given
us to figure this out. I found myself thinking of 1 Peter 4:10: “Each of you should use
whatever gift you have received to serve
others, as faithful stewards of God’s grace
in its various forms.”
If my grandfather, a middle-of-theroad Republican who voted for Donald
Trump, could see the many grays of this
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very American problem, I thought, why
couldn’t anyone in Washington?
I lamented this fact to an editor in the
days after Parkland. I also mentioned
that I had been shot. Soon, I found myself assigned to write a piece about the
experience, about Alabama, about what
both had taught me about the American
obsession with guns.
There was a problem, though: I
wasn’t actually sure what these things
had taught me. So I went home.
My grandfather picked me up from
my parents’ house one Saturday in May.
As we drove, he asked me to remind him
what I was writing about. I said something lazy, offhanded: “What it was like
getting shot in a place that loves guns.”
“It’s not love,” he said. We pulled
into the parking lot of his store, which
sits high on a hill. You can see almost
all of Tuscaloosa from there. “It’s
about necessity.” He mentioned rattlesnakes and coyotes. For people in rural
areas—that’s more than 40 percent of
Alabamians— guns are still a day-to-day
defense against such animals. Yes, there
is ample love for guns in Alabama. But

to forget that they’re tools is to miss an
important point.
We walked into the store. I’d forgotten how big it was. It smelled like pine. In
the back-left corner was the gun room, its
name announced in tall brown letters beneath a taxidermied leopard. I felt something like awe, as though I’d just entered
a church. For the next couple of hours, I
watched employees handle firearms with
care bordering on devotion. They spoke
with pride, which made sense. I could see
how expertise on something so complicated, so controversial—so lethal—might
feel gratifying.
This isn’t to say that they were absolutists. Reid Duvall, a tall 20-something with
sandy-colored hair, was at the counter
that morning. Back in Washington, I’d
spent months talking with Republican
lawmakers who bristled at the notion of
“commonsense solutions” to gun violence.
Proposed gun-control measures reflected
anything but common sense, they told
me. Moreover, the National Rifle Association was stridently against them, on the
grounds that almost any concession would
undermine the Second Amendment. But
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Duvall, who described himself as “very
pro–Second Amendment,” seemed to
suggest that this argument was insincere.
“It just makes sense, stuff like age restrictions,” he told me. “There’s a certain
maturity level required for guns, in general,
and especially with something like [an
AR-15]. Some people probably shouldn’t
have them.”
“Maybe Republicans can learn something from that,” my grandfather chimed in.
I also got the sense that not every customer who buys an AR-15 really needs it.
“Some people buy it to have it, because
they’re scared that their rights to own
it will be stripped—they buy it, leave it
in the box, and throw it under the bed,”
Duvall said. “But most guys we deal with
buy it for a purpose. It’s a tool for eradicating hogs, and it’s better because it’s
quicker. They’re just more efficient than
working a [bolt-action rifle], stuff like that.”
It occurred to me that guys like
Duvall— and the others at the counter,
Jarred Johnson and Morgan Pate—had
had their voices hijacked by people like
Kaitlin Bennett. She’s the woman who
marked her graduation from Kent State
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this year with a photo of herself shouldering an AR-10 and holding her cap,
which she’d decorated with the words
COME AND TAKE IT. The photo went
viral, and now Bennett is a far-right
notable who posts incendiary tweets designed to elicit “liberal tears.”
That the broader population has transposed the attitudes of people like Bennett
onto most gun owners is understandable.
Popular discourse is given to extremes. But
gun owners’ representatives— ostensibly
sent to Washington to cut through the
morass—appear guilty of the same. In all
the times I’ve talked with GOP lawmakers
about guns, why have they never mentioned that age restrictions are, for many
conservatives, a worthwhile starting point?
Better question: Do they even know?
“I don’t know,” Pate said. “It’s not like
they ask us.”
WA S P L E A S E D to have arrived at
this insight. “Republicans are alienating reasonable and responsible
gun owners,” I wrote in my notebook.
Next I wanted to know what Republicans should say—what other gun-control

I

measures beyond age restrictions should
be pursued. In retrospect, I realize this is
why I’d agreed to write a piece about guns,
and to make the trip home. I hated what
had happened to me, and I hated what
had happened to the children in Parkland.
I wanted to hate guns, too. That’s how I
thought a good person should feel. I’d
re-cataloged my ambivalence from unsettling to irresponsible, even immoral. And
yet it remained.
Two nights after visiting the store, I
went shooting with an old friend whom
I’ll call Tyler. (Tuscaloosa is in many ways
a small town, so he asked me not to use
his real name.) I’d phoned Tyler when I
started working on this story, in the hopes
that he could help me remember things
about hunting, about home, that I’d forgotten. We stopped by his house to pick
up his Labrador and some beer. He left
his Suburban running as we fished out the
Yeti from a closet and packed it with Bud
Lights and ice.
Tyler slid the cooler into the trunk, next
to his AR-15. It was almost dusk. We were
headed to some land he owned about 45
minutes outside of town, to kill some hogs.

I put my bare feet on the dashboard.
We listened to Willie Nelson. Earlier in
the trip, I’d watched as the guys in the store
had handled guns. Now it was my turn.
We turned off the highway onto a dirt
path. When we got to his cabin—tiny, with
rocking chairs on the front porch—the
alarm was blaring. At first, we wondered
whether there’d been a break-in. Not that
there would have been much to take, apart
from a television with rabbit ears. Still, it
felt good to walk in with someone who
was armed. Tyler looked around, holding the AR-15 over his shoulder. All clear.
He grabbed boots and wool socks from a
closet. I pulled them on, and we doused
ourselves in bug spray.

“Most guys we deal
with buy [AR-15s]
for a purpose,” said
Reid Duvall, a salesman
at my grandfather’s
store. “It’s a tool
for eradicating hogs.”
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They’re here!
We walked back outside to unload the
trunk. Then Tyler made a joke, something about how we were in “lawless
country” now. He fired three shots into
the sky. Pop pop pop.
I jumped backward, shielding my
face with my forearms. I yelled his name.
He laughed: “What?”
I held myself in that space just before tears, where your cheeks warm and
pressure builds in the back of your throat.
I hadn’t expected to be scared.
We climbed into an all-terrain
vehicle that was parked in a shed, and
snaked it through the woods into an
open field. Here we were, surrounded by
miles of tall grass. Power lines dissolved
into the horizon on either side. The sky
was lavender.

(Time 12/1/86; and
Newsweek 1/12/87)
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The plan now was to wait. Tyler and
I took turns blowing into the hog caller,
as minutes bled into hours. No sightings,
but it was an easy time. We were comfortable in the ATV, talking about our 10year plans—I didn’t have one; he thought
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I pulled the trigger,
and the rest of
the world seemed still.
I caught the metallic
scent of gunpowder.
“The best smell in
the whole wide world,”
Tyler said.

11812 N Creek Pkwy N, Ste 103•Bothell, WA 98011

that was risky—the gun and the Labrador
resting between us. Any anxiety I’d felt
earlier, in the presence of something so
lethal, was gone.
A R L I E R T H I S Y E A R , in the
wake of Parkland, I talked with
congressional Republicans for a
short article about what they believed to
be the political consequences of a mass
shooting. “In Alabama, where I grew up,”
I wrote, “the Second Amendment is not
so much a right as an inviolable element
of culture—lawmakers are not wrong to
believe that challenging this, however
slightly, could spell political suicide.” I
reread this the other day and cringed.
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I don’t buy into the idea that regular people are more sensible, intrinsically, than creatures of D.C. But they are
certainly more complicated than their
leaders care to admit. Whether congressional members’ fear of “political
suicide” via gun-control legislation reflects the influ ence of gun lobbyists or
intellectual uncertainty or some combination of the two, I don’t know. But the
result is a warped polity whose leaders
are manipulative of public opinion rather
than responsive to it.
Lawmakers of both parties are alienating reasonable and responsible gun
owners out of deference to extremists,
sure. Acknowledging the ambiguities,
the gray areas, of American attitudes
toward guns—all the things that could
make a gun-violence victim want to go
shooting, or a firearms dealer decide to
regulate his own shop—won’t solve this
problem, or single-handedly stem gun
deaths. But continuing to see things in
the current terms pretty much guarantees that we’ll get nowhere.
As my evening with Tyler wore on, no
hogs appeared. But I wanted to shoot the
AR-15—that’s why we’d headed out of
town. Tyler proposed target practice. He
walked out into the field and balanced our
empty beer cans one on top of another.
They were just visible in the tall grass.
It was easy to find a rhythm. I nestled
the stock into my shoulder and steadied
the red dot on the top can. I pulled the trigger. The can exploded into the air, a blue
blur. A piercing ring followed and made
the rest of the world seem still. I caught the
metallic scent of gunpowder. “The best
smell in the whole wide world,” Tyler said.
I snapped on the safety, and he
restacked the cans so I could go again.
The same deafening pops that had almost
sent me spiraling a few hours earlier now
set loose a sweet dose of adrenaline. I was
happy. I didn’t want to be.
Elaina Plott is a staff writer at The Atlantic.
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THE BIG QUESTION

Q:

What would you
designate as the eighth
wonder of the world—
ancient or modern?
Vanessa Hua, author,
A River of Stars
Angkor Wat is where my
husband proposed to me at
dawn, the sky rosy and golden
over the spires reflected in the
moat. With its stunning basreliefs and crumbling temples
in eternal battle with banyan
trees, the temple complex
inspires awe and contemplation of the sweep of history
and the atrocities of war.

Lynn Meskell, author,
A Future in Ruins
What remains of the Vijayanagara empire’s capital city—
which is today called Hampi,
in Karnataka, India—is
a striking cultural landscape dominated by temples,
shrines, bazaars, residential
areas, and elaborate water
systems that continues to
inspire religious pilgrimage.
READER RESPONSES

Lydia Kallipoliti, author,
The Architecture of
Closed Worlds
Famous for getting the first
humans to the moon, the
Apollo 11 command module is astoundingly small
and unrefined yet evinces
our innate desire to reach
uninhabitable territories.

Christian Miles,
Hagåtña, Guam
The International Space
Station is literally out of this
world. To have figured out
how to escape the confines of
our planet, keep people alive
in a vacuum, and maintain
arguably the most complex
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Mary Lou Enlow,
Seattle, Wash.
The Chauvet Cave, in
the Ardèche department of
southern France, shows that
more than 32,000 years ago,
humans possessed the fine
sensibilities needed to depict,
using charcoal and ocher on
cave walls, the vibrant animal life in their environment.
Roger L. Albin,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Any sewage-treatment
plant. Our civilization
depends on such quotidian
but highly effective technologies: For the past 150 years,
the provision of clean water
has likely averted billions of
premature deaths.
Michael J. Van Essen,
Mason City, Iowa
The Sagrada Família
basilica, in Barcelona,
which was designed by
Antoni Gaudí in the late 19th
century. Still under construction, it is a magnificent realization of his surrealist vision
that transcends the architectural conventions of its time.

Gary Busey, actor and
author, Buseyisms
Mount Rushmore is a miracle of art. The 60-foot granite
sculpture, created by human
beings dangling on swings
from the top of a mountain, is
a statement of the power and
freedom of America.
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workplace/living quarters is
nothing short of staggering.
Furthermore, in a time of
seemingly constant tension
and strife among countries,
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Robert A. Charnin,
Stratford, Conn.
Without the wonder of electricity, most of us would
have no knowledge of the
seven others.
Pat Oleszko, New York, N.Y.
The Great Pacific Garbage
Patch, because it’s three
times the size of France and
we all made it.
Dan Fredricks,
Janesville, Wis.
The 2,000-year-old Terracotta Army, which contains
nearly 8,000 life-size sculptures of soldiers guarding the
first emperor of China.

Michael Driver,
Ichihara, Japan
The eighth wonder of
the world is not a structure,
but the modest coffee
bean, without which
civilization would be
languid, unimaginative,
and ambitionless.
Want to see your name on this page?
Email bigquestion@theatlantic.com
with your response to the question for
our December issue: Who is the most
underrated superhero?
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